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VOLUME 2: SPACE PROJECTS OVERVIEW
2.1 INTRODUCTION
2.1.1 ContracL-ual Background of Study
On June 10, 1981, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
awarded a twelve month contract (NAS8-34381) to the Space Systems
Laboratory and the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, for a study entitled
"Space Applications of Automation, Robotics, and Machine Intelli-
gence Systems (ARAMIS)", Phase I. The Space Systems Laboratory
is part of the MIT Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics;
the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory is one of MIT's inter-
departmental laboratories. Work on the contract began on June
10, 1981, with a termination date for Phase I on June 9, 1982.
Following discussions between MIT and NASA MSFC, the con-
tract was expanded to include several additional tasks specifi-
cally concerned with structural assembly in space. This "struc-
tural assembly expansion" to the contract started on October 27,
1981, with a termination date also on June 9, 1982.
At NASA's request, separate progress reports were produced
for the original contract tasks (called the "main study") and for
the structural assembly expansion. Separate final reports were
also prepared, though some sections are identical in both.
This document is the final report for Phase I of the ARAMIS
main study. The final report for the structural assembly expan-
sion of this study is entitled "Automated Techniques for Large
2.1
Space Structures" (also contract number NASB-34381),
The NASA MSFC Contracting Officer's Representative is Georg
F. von Tiesenhausen (205-453-2789). The MIT Principal Inves-
tigators are Professor Rene H. M Uler (617-253-2263) and Professor
Marvin L. Minsky (617-253-5864). The MIT Study Manager is s
David B.S. Smith (617-253-2298),
2.1.2 Organization of the Final. Report
Volume 1 of the final report is the Executive Summary.
Volumes 2, 3, and 4 are roughly chronological, in the sense that
the data and results presented were developed in that order by
the study.
Volume 2: Space Projects overview describes the space
project breakdowns, which are used to identify tasks ("functional
eiements") which will be required by future space projects.
Volume 3: ARAMIS Overview gathers together the information
specifically related to automation, robotics, and machine intel-
ligence systems (ARAMIS). The volume starts with a general
discussion of ARAMIS and the organization of this field into
"topics." It then presents General Information Forms on
ARAMIS "capabilities" which are candidates to perform space
project tasks.
Volume 4: Application of ARAMIS Capabilities to Space
Project Functional Elements is the pivotal volume in the report,
since it deals with the relationships between the space project
tasks and the ARAMIS capabilities. Specifically, in Volume 4,
2.2
the lists of tasks generated in Volume 2,and -
ledge on ARAMIS presented in Volume 3,are com.,
0	 1 ^A_
"candidate ARAMIS capabilities" for each task. Volume 4 then
presents the evaluation of the relative merits of the various
candidates to perform the space project tasks, and the selection
Aof the promising options suggested for further study.
Thus Volumes 2 and 3 serve to some extent as preparatory
material and appendices to Volume 4, which contains most of the
complexities of the research effort. Therefore a complete de-
scription of the study's objectives and method is included in
Volume 4 1 while partial synopses of the study method appear in
Volumes 2 and 3, specifically -xplaining the production of the
data in those volumes.
The study recipient who wishes to a pply the results of this
study to a new space project will principally use Volume 4,
referring to Volume 2 to check further on the definition of a
space project task, and referring to Volume 3 for descriptions
of suggested candidate ARAMIS capabilities. In addition, Volume
3 is intended as a general introduction to the field of ARAMIS
and to its complex jargon.
2.1.3 Partial Synopsis of Study Method: S2ace Project Breakdowns
The overall ARAMIS study method is illustrated in schematic
form in Figure 2.1. The method concentrates on the production of
a matrix relating space project tasks (called "generic functional
elements"; on the vertical axis in the figure) to pieces of ARAMIS






























































































figure). The example in the figure shows that the generic func-
tional element "Position and Connect Now Component" can be satis
fied by any of three ARAMIS capabilities: Specialized Manipulator,
Human in EVA with Tools, or Dextrous Manipulator. Note that
ARAMIS capability b itself can satisfy the generic functional
element.
As illustrated in the figure, the generic functional elements
(GFE's) are generated from four space project breakdowns. The
choice of the space projects is described in Section 2.2. The
breakdown procedure is presented in Section 2.3. The collection
of the generic functional elements is described in Section 2.4.
The ARAMIS capabilities are generated by considering each
gener i c functional element in turn, and defining pieces of ARAMIS
capable of satisfying the element. These definitions are based
.;ne general background knowledge and organization of ARAMIS
developed by this study. Volume 3: ARAMIS overview describes
the methods used to research and organize the field of ARAMIS.
The checkmarks on the matrix grid in the figure are for
schematic presentation only. In actuality, each checkmark con-
sists of values of seven decision criteria, with commentary and
data sources, on the potential application of that ARAMIS capa-
bility to that generic functional element. These criteria are
defined and discussed in Section 4.6 (Volume 4).
The ARAMIS study uses a specialized nomenclature, partly
adopted from NASA and partly defined specifically for this study.
Table 2.1 defines this nomenclature, as well as some acronyms.
I A
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FUNCTIONAL ELEMENT - A small piece of a space project
(examples: Open Aoce,ss Panel, Open Supply Valve) ,
which can be satisfied by a single ARAMIS capability.
GENERIC FUNCTIONAL ELEMENT LIST (GF;, LIST) - A list of all
the functional elements in the four space project
breakdowns; a functional element already collected
from a previous breakdown is not listed again.
ARAMIS TOPIC - A part of the overall field of ARAMIS (e.g.
Manipulators, Machine Vision Techniques, Computer
Architecture); the study group identified 28 such
topics (with considerable overlap between topics)
wh:_. '-i collectively cover ARAMIS.
ARAMIS CAPABILITY - A piece of ARAMIS (hardware and/or soft-
ware) which can by itself satisfy a generic func-
tional element; each capability only involves a
small (manageable) part of the wide field of ARAMIS.
DECISION CRITERIA - Indices of the performance of an ARAMIS
capability applied to a generic functional element;
these indices are evaluated for each candidate
ARAMIS capability applied to each generic func-
tional element.
TECHNOLOGY TREES - Favorahlew sequences of ARAMIS develop-
ment; ` e. early R&D of certain capabilities en-
hances later R&D of ether capabilities (e.g. prior
R&D of tactile sensors and microactuators benefits
the development of a dextrous manipulator).
CRITICAL ELEMENT/CAPABILITY (E/C) PAIR - An application of
an ARAMIS capability to a generic functional ele-
ment, fer which: the decision criteria values
are favorable; and/or the capabilities are impor-
tant in technology trees. This is therefore a
promising application of ARAMIS.
GSP -	 Geostationary Platform
AXAF - Advanced Xray Astrophysics Facility
TMS -	 Teleoperator Maneuvering System
SP	 -	 Space Platform
2.6
Most of the data management functions required by the study
method were implemented on a computer, for ease of access and
display of the information. The use of the computer in the
ARAMIS study is discussed in Appendix li.F CV,Iume 4).
, I
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2.2 CHOICE OF SPACE PROJECTS FOR STUDY
2.2.1 Criteria for Choice
Three criteria were applied to the selection of space
projects:
1) The space projects should span the years 1985-2000.
Given an arbitrary technology cutoff date 5 years before launch,
phis corresponds to projects which have their design phases
between now and 1995. The near-term limit was chosen so that
study results might have immediate utility. The far-term limit
was chosen because the development of ARA.MIS would be difficult
to predict beyond 1995.
2) The space projects should collectively include a wide
spectrum of tasks, both in space and on the ground. Therefore
if suitable ARAMIS capabilities could be defined to perform
these tasks, it was expected that these capabilities could per-
form the majority of the tasks required by NASA's projects in
the next twenty years.
3) The number and scope of the projects should be kept low
enough to keep the study m«nageable. Initial discussions suggested 	 11
that four or five projects would be a likely number.
2.2.2 Projects Selected for Breakdowns
In consultation with NASA MSFC, four space projects were
selected for study: the Geostationary Platform (GSP, a communi-
cations relay satellite); the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility
(AXAF, an X-ray telescope spacecraft); the Teleoperator Maneuvering
2.8
System (TMS, a multipurpose free-flying satellite tender); and
the Space Platform (SP, a versatile platform for scientific and
space applications research). They are sketched in Figure 2.2.
These projects were chosen to span the range of space activities
expected in the years 1985-2000: communications, astronomy,
satellite servicing and support, and science and applications
development. For detailed descriptions of these projects, the
reader is referred to the reports listed at the beginning of
each space project breakdown, in Appendix 2.A.
[Note: as mentioned in Section 2.1.1, this study also
included a structural assembly expansion. This research fo-
cused on the structural assembly of three projects: the Science
and Applicaticns Space Platform, the single-platform version of
the Geostationary Platform, and a large radio-frequency antenna.
These projects are described and broken down in the structural
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FIGURE 2.2: SPACE PROJECTS SELECTED FOR STUDY




close proximity, with laser
or microwave interlinks (one
unit shown here). Shuttle-
launched to LEO, boosted
to GEO. Scheduled main-
tenance in GEO every 8
years. GSP mass (each
satelli t.e) N 66 00 kg.
No. 2: Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF)
1.2-meter diameter X-ray
telescope. Shuttle-
launched, 550 km altitude
orbit. Scheduled main-
tenance in LEO every






FIGURE 2.2: SPACE PROJECTS SELECTED FOR STUDY (CONTINUED)
No. 3: Teleoperator Maneuver.
Free-flying multipurpose
vehicle, with optional kits f
-- in-space inspection and
monitoring
-- satellite deployment and
retrieval
°- satellite servicing and
repair
-- structural assembly of
spacecraft
Shuttle-launched to LEO (can
boosted to GEO), returned to
Earth for maintenance.
TMS mass i, 3500 kg (wet) .





-- Science and Applications
Space Platform (SASP)








MEC mass ti 26,300 kg
SASP mass ti 42,300 kg
SAMSP mass ti 35,400 kg
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2.3 DESCRIPTION OF BREAKDOWN METHOD
2.3.1 Levels of Breakdowns
Each selected space project was then broken down into
successively finer levels: project, missions, sequences,
activities, functional elements. At the most detailed level,
"functional elements" are small tasks (e.g. Track Nearby Objects, 	
II
Compute Optimal Consumabl.es Allocation, Position and Connect 	 I
New Component) required by the space projects, sufficiently
small that the same functional element may occur in several
space projects, or several times in one space project.
To clarify the structure of the breakdowns, the, study group
developed a numerical coding system for the levels within the
breakdowns. Figure 2.3 f^;Iiows an example of a functional
element's code number.
The project numbers are assigned as follows:
1) Geostationary Platform (GSP)
2) Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF)
3) Teleoperator Maneuvering System (TMS)
4) Space Platform (SP)	
A J
The mission numbers may refer to individual flights (e.g.
AXAF: the initial launch is a mission; so is each of the later
maintenance and repair flights), or to types of missions (e.g.
TMS: satellite retrieval, satellite servicing, structure
assembly, are all types of missions the TMS can undertake).













































































































































2.3.2 Options within Breakdowns
"Options" are determined by the listings at the next level
down, and identified by letters in the code numbers. In the
example in Figure 2.3, mission no. lA refers to option A
(Deployment) within mission 1 ( Spacecraft Transfer). Option A
denotes a particular set	 sequences at the next level down.
Mission 1B ( Spacecraft Transfer ( Retrieval)) would include
another set of sequences ( different from mission lA's set in at
least one sequence).
For those items with only one option, the code letter is
omitted, In the example above, sequence no. 10 (Status Monitoring
and Resource Allocation) has only one option. Therefore it
contains only one set of activities. However, some of the
activities may have options, such as Activity no. 10 (Component
Failure Recovery) which has options A (Redundancy) and B
(On-Board Repair) .
When the literature available to the study group identified
a particular "reference" option for a project, then the project
breakdown labels that option with the letter "A". In other
words, if only the "A" options are considered, the breakdown
becomes a listing of the "reference" space project.
Project options are presented as separate missions (e.g.
MEC, SASP, and SAMSP ( see Figure 2.2) are presented as missions
within the Space Platform breakdown). Also, functional elements









Thus options can only appear at the mission, sequence, and
activity levels.
The four spa.--o projects were broken down through literature
review, consultation with the MSFC Project Engineers and other
experts (e.g. potential AXAF users), and in team brainstorm
sessions. Each space project was assigned to one study
researcher, who was thus responsible for that project breakdown.
The team brainstorm sessions ensured common levels of detail
and common nomenclature, so that the same names were given to
S.Imilar functional elements wherever they appeared in the break-
downs. The project breakdowns were developed and stored as
files in a computer, using an extended text editor program. The
use 
of 
the computer in this study is described in Appendix 4.F
(Volume 4).
The four space project breakdowns, including relevant
comments, are listed in Appendix 2.A: Space Project Breakdowns
(Annotated).
2.15
2.4 THE	 7UNC"I01NIAL PLEMENT LIST
I
2.4.1 Method of Production
The Generic Functional Element (GFr,) List was r ,roduced from
the four space project breakdowns by a computer program (listed
out in Appendix 4.F, in Volume 4). The program scaniied through
each breakdown in turn, collecting functional elements for the
GFE List. A functional element already collected from a previous
breakdown (or from earlier in the same breakdown) was not listed
again. ror ?xample, the functional element Position and Connect
Now Component occurs in all four breakdowns, and several times
in each breakdown, but appears only once in the GFE List.
As each aeneric functional element is collected for the
GFE List, it io assignrd a GFE number (prefixed by the letter
11 9") by the computer program. Since the Geostationary Platform
project breakdown was scanned first, GFE's gl through g170 are
in the order of their a ppearance in the GSP breakdown. (most
of these GFE's appear in other breakdowns also.) GFE's gl71
through 8238 were added by the scan of the AXAF breakdown; GFE's
8239 through 8249, by the scan of the TMS breakdown; and GFE's
250 through 330, by the scan of the SP breakdown.
As these numbers suggest, there is considerable commonality
of functional elements between breakdowns. Although the GSP
breakdown includes 171 separate GFE's, only 28 of these GFE's
are GSP-unique (i.e. GFE's which appear only in the GSP break-
down). Similarly, there were 62 AXAF-unique GFE's; 7 TMS-unique








Although each generic functional element is listed only once
in the CFF List, the computer program rctained the code n;ambers
under which each GFP appeared in the original ureakdownc t and
listed these code numbers under each GFE. Figure 2.4 presents
a partial example of the CFE list, with code number;.
FIGURE 2.4: PARTIAL EXAMPLE OF CFF LIST (WITH CODE NUMBERS)
w
FE 1.2A.9.06.8
FE 1 . 1, 10. 10B.8
FE 1.1,9.110.0























FE 2. 1(3. 14.90.8
FE 2.1B.9.12 13.9
FE 2.1A.13.9B.8
FE 2. IA.9. 108.9
FE 1,28.12,1.9





• 9fe 974: ADJUST COMPONENT




The example shows that Position and Connect New Component is
the 73rd GFE identified by the program, and that it occurred
in 32 places in the project breakdowns. As the first digits of
the code numbers indicate, this GFE occurs in all four break-
downs. (The code numbers are listed in reverse order of
appearance in the scan.)
The full GFE List is presented in Appendix 2.B: Generic
Functional Element List (with Breakdown Code Numbers). For the
study recipient's convenience, a more abbreviated version of the
same list is presented in Appendix 2.C: Generic Functional
Element List (without Breakdown Code Numbers).
2.4.2 Comments on GFE List
The GSP space project breakdown is 973 lines long; the
AXAF breakdown, 1691 lines long; the TMS breakdown, 2079 lines
long; the SP breakdown, 1478 lines long. However, the GFE List
for all the breakdowns contains only 330 generic functional
elements. In other words, each of the four project breakdowns
can be entirely assembled from the 330 GFE's. Since the space
projects were chosen to span a broad spectrum of activities, 	 . Y
it is expected that this list should also contain most (or all)
of the elements of a wide variety of space projects. Yet each
generic functional element is sufficiently small in scope that
any ARAMIS capability which can perform the element only involves
a small part of the wide field of ARAMIS.
Since 330 GFE's were collected from 6221 lines of break-
downs, the average GFE occurs in many places in the breakdowns.
2.18
Some of these repetitions are between breakdowns, i.e. a tas
FF_ "' "
is required in several projects. But most repetitions are
within each breakdown: either a task is repeated during the
life of the spacecraft; or the same task is listed under several
options in a breakdown, the latter situation accounting for most
of the repetitions. Therefore, the length of the list of code
numbers following a GFE (in Appendix 2.B) is not a direct
..,measure of the number of occurrences of a task; many of those
Listinas)	 the same task in different options (e.g.
3.1A.9.8B.9 and 3.1B.9.8B.9 in Figure 2.4). A more useful
indication rf a generally needed task is when it appears in
all four protect breakdowns.
As mentionod in guideline (7)(Section 4.2.3), Phase I of
the ARAMIS s-tuO.%- considers space project tasks by themselves,
outside the context of any specific space projects. Therefore
this study concentrates on the Generic Functional Element List.
The project breakdowns are only 7casionally consulted, to
clarify the definition of a generic functional element by
checking its context in the source breakdown(s). 	
,I
The 330-element GFE List also appears in Appendix 4.A
(Volume C,grouped by types of GFE's.
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APPENDIX 2.A-,
SPACE PROJECT BREAKDOWNS (ANNOTATED)
2.A.1 Notes on this AMqn ixqL
Four space projects were selected for this study, and
numbered as follows:
1) Goostationary Platform (GSP)
2) Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF)
3) Teleoperator Maneuvering System (TMS)
4) Space Platfnrm (SP)
Each selected space project was broken down into successively
f2nor levels: project, missions, sequences, activities,
functional elements. To clarify the breakdown structure, a
numerical coding system was developed. It is described in
Section 2.3.1. For functional elements, the code numbers are
five-segment numbers (e.g. 3.IA.10.10B.9); the first segment
i dentifies the project (e.g. 3: TMS). The code numbers also
identify options (described in Section 2.3.2, indicated by
letters) at the mission, sequence, and activity levels.
In each breakdown, an initial comment identifies the
literature sources used to develop the breakdown. In addition,
occasional comments are inserted in the listing, to clarify
the items immediately before them.
The project breakdowns were developed through literature
review, consultation with the MSFC Project Engineers, and
consultation with other experts (e.g. potential AXAF users).
Team brainstorm sessions were hold to ensure common levels of
2A.1
detail and nomenclature between the breakdowns. Each project
was assigned to one study researcher, who was thus responsible
for that breakdown.
The breakdowns were developed and stored as files in a
computer, using an extended text editor program. The use of
the computer is described in Appendix 4.F (Volume 4). The






GEOSTATIONARY PLATFORM	 OF POOR QUALITY
The primary source of information for details of this breakdown was
the Goostationary Platform Systems Concepts Defintion Study prepared by
General Dynamics Convair Division in June 1980.
Additional scurces of information were:
- Edelson, B.I. and W.I. Morgan, "Orbital Antenna Farms", Astronautics
and Aeronautics, Sept. 1977.
- Fordyce, S.W., L. Jaffe, and E.C. Hamilton, "Switchboard in the Sky",
Space Flight, Vol. 20, No. 6, June 1978.
- Gordan, G.D., and W.L. DeROUcher, "Repairing a. Communications Satellite
on Orbit", Comsat Technical Review, Vol. 6 , No 1, Spring 1976.
- Shrivaste, S.K., "Orbital Perturbations and Stationkeeping of









1.1.1.4 CREATE FU14CTIONAL LAYOUT
1.1.1.5 FAILURE MODES ANALYSIS
1.1.1.6 ADJUST DESIGN FOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
To ensure access to all parts of the platform for repair in the event of
failure or breakdown.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
1.1.1.7 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
1.1.1.8 SAFETY REVIEW
1.1.1.9 DESIGN OF COMPONENTS
1.1.1.10 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
This is a longterm activity involving the development of all necessary
software associated with the mission.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
1.1.2 COMPONENT FABRICATION
1.1.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
These are components which require no special design and are readily
available.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
1.1.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FORD MANUFACTURED COMPONENT
1.1.2.3 PROCURE MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
1.1.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
1.1.3 COMPONENT TEST
1.1.3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES
1.1.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
1.1.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
1.1.3.4 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS
1.1.3.5 THERMAL AND VACUUM TESTS
1.1.3.6 THRUSTER TESTS




1.1.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.1.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.1.5.3 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.1.5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.1.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.1.5.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.1.5.7 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.1.5.8 TRAFFIC ROUTING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.1.5.9 INTEGRATED S Y STEMS TESTS
1.1.5.10 FAILURE MOD E S SIMULATION
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1 . 1 .5.11 SYSTEM CERTIFICATION
	
®cL ^6^Ri`J	 ^iia Cv
1. 1 .6 SHIPPING TO LAUNCH SITE 	 OF POG:Rui91 rry1.1.6.1 REMOVE TEST EQUIPMENT 	 `^
1.1.6.2 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
1.1.6.3 PACKING
1.1.6.4 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
1.1.7 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT
1.1.7.1 UNPACKING
4 .1.7.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
1.1.7.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
1.1.7.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
1.1.7.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Commands are sent and the system is chocked to ensure that the signr,is
arrive at their appropriate destinations but the system is disarmed.
1.1.7.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
1.1.7.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Signals are sent and traced to ensure correct transmission but the
communications system is not actually powered up.
1,1.7.3.5 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
1.1.7.4 TRANSFER TO VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
1.1.7.4.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CONTAINER
1.1.7.4.2 TRANSPORT CONTAINER TO VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
1.1.7.4.3 UNLOAD CONTAINER
1.1.7.5 INTEGRATION WITH BOOSTERS
Cryogens are loaded on the launch pad.
1.1.7.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
1.1.7.6.1 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
1.1.7.6.2 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
1.1.7.6.3 CHECK PAYLOAD/BOOSTER MECHANICAL INTERFACES
1.1.7.6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
1.1.7.7 TRANSFER TO LAUNCH PAD
1.1.7.7.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
1.1.7.7.2 TRANSPORT TO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
1.1.7.7.3 LOAD CANISTER INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
1.1.7.7.4 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE USING PGHM
1.1.7.7.5 REMOVE CANISTER
1.1.7.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (VERTICAL)
1.1.7.8.1 MATE ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE TO ORBITER
1.1.7.6.2 EXTEND PAYLOAD INTO ORBITER USING PGHM
1.1.7.8.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
1.1.7.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
1.1.7.8.5 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
1.1.8 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
1.1.8.: CABIN CLOSEOUT




1.1.9 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
1.1.9.1 SHUTTLE ATTAINS DELIVERY ORBIT
1.1.9.2 EXTENSION OF PAYLOAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY
1.1.9.2.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
1.1.9.2.2 ROTATE OTV/GSP PACKAGE OUT OF ORBITER
1.1.9.3 TESTS OF ATTACHED PAYLOAD
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
It is understood that not all of the equipment to be deployed which is
listed below would be carried (and hence deployed) on the first platform
of the constellation.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
1.1.9.3.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
1.1..3.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
1.1.9.3.3 RAISE CENTRAL MAST
1.1.9.3.4 DEPLOY MAIN REFLECTORS
1.1.9.3.5 DEPLOY ANTENNA RECEIVER ARRAYS




1 1.e.3.e us p Lov IwrEnFEmomETcn 	 OF FOOR 1.1.9.3 .9 DcnLov SOLAR ARRAYS QUAL ITY—
1.1.e.3.10 nc p Lo, n«nzATonS
vcnzr y ocvLovmcwT SEQUENCES
l.i.e.3.12 RcrnAcr VoLxm pxwELs
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^ev^^ ^^^^^^^^
must uw rntruotm^ rur nru`tul trmnm+or. urto, vhich 	 are 'edeplpymd.
--'------------------~~-------------------------
1.1.e.4 sc p ^nxrzow OF PAYLOAD FROM onoz7ce
^.^.e.o ORBITAL rnAwspER
1.1.9.e.1 INITIALIZE ou y oAwnc SvsTem
1.1.e.5.2 ocrcnwzws nuRncmT onazrxL pAoAmsTCns
l.i.e.a.o uErcnmIwE ocsInco ORBITAL pxnAwErcnS
1.1.9.5 .4 oHoosc OPTIMAL rnxuccronv
1.1.9.5.5 ocrcnwIwc oun q cwT «TTzruos
1.1 e.s.s ocrcnwzwc oEsImco ATTzruop
1.1.9.5.7 rInc rnnusrcnS
-----------------------------------------------
This inp lvmoo r^r'"e ^* m^`n *^rus^=rs ^n^ nc y ^^r^s^erm.
--------`--------------------------------~
1.1.e.6 as p xnxrzow OF ss p FROM oTv
1.1.e.6.1 sc pxn«rc or y FROM msP
1.1.9.6.2 nc p xnArzow COAST
1.1.e.6,3 rIns T*nusTcns
1.1.9.6.4 rnAwsFcn or or y 7u su p cnsvwoHnomouS ORBIT
___________________________________________
All debris is taken to superovnnhronnuo orbit for uiopp snI wh="e it will
not interfere with other ox`nt,nu spacecraft.
___________________________________________________
1.1.9.7 oc p LoYmcwr OF somn «nnAvs AND AwrsmwAn (IN oco)
1.1.9.7.1 ocnLov oomn PANELS
1.1.9.7.2 oc p Lov zwrcn- p LArronm LINK xmTEwwus
1.1.9.8 oncn«rIow«L c*cowour
1.1 o o.1 ACTIVATE suosysrcws
1.1.9.8.2 ImFonw«rIow p noccsszwo sues y sTsw oncnxou.
1.1.9.8.3 p owEn suas,srsw oHccxour
1.1.9.8.4 rxEnuuL uuBs,srcw onccxouT
1.1.e.8.5 sTnuoruns auosvorcm onscxouT
1.1.9.8.6 cowwuwIcxr/ows suos,srsm c*conour
1.1.9.8 .7 ArTIruos oowrnoL sua»vsrcw c*cowouT
1.1,9.8.8 p nonuLsIow suas y srcw cncowour
1.1.9.8.9 rnx pp Ic oourzwo suas y srcw c*cowour
1.1.9.8 ,10 co*suwAaLcx LcvsLs cHccwouT
oown^ns Mcxsumco DATA TO woocL
1.1.9.9 xocwrzFv osrcorIvs cowpowcwr
1.1.9.9.1 ocrcnu;wc AwomALous DATA
1.1.9.9.2 ronw xv p or*Eszs FOR pnoBLcw
1.1.9.9.3 ocvIsE rcsr FOR ruzLumc *vpoTnsuIs
1.1.e.e.4 ncnronw rcsr FOR FAILURE HvpoTHcsIs
1.1.9.9.5 /ocwrIr y
 rAuLr y oowpowcwr
1.1.9.10 zoEwrzr y
 oc p ccrzvE sorTw«nc
1.1.9.10.1 ooxn^nE wc»sunco DATA TO moocL
1.1.9.10.2 osTcnwIwc Awow«Lous DATA
1.1.9.10^3 ronw Hv p oTHc'Is FOR pnoaLcm
1.1.9.10 .4 ocvzss rcsT FOR r«zLunc y,poT*ssIs
l.i.e.10.5 p cnronw rEsr FOR FAILURE xvpoTxcsIs
1.1.9.11A CownowcwT rxILunc nccovcnv (ncouwoAmov)
1.1.9.11A.1 SWITCH our rxuLr y uompowEwr
i.i.9.11x o swIro* IN nsoumoAwr oowpowswT
1.1.9.11A.3 wxKs oIxswosrIo cxccws
i.i.9.11A.4 u p oArs snAcsonArr moocL
i.1.9.1ia cow p owcwr p xILuec nccovsnv (ow-ooAno ncpxIn)
1.1.9.iio i os p Iwc xcosss ssuucwoc
1.i.9.11a.2 LocArc xoCcsS nxwcL
1.1.9.118 .3 mxmsFEn n pp Azn couz pwcwr TO nc p Azn SITE
1.1.9.11B.4 o p cw xccsss pumcL
1.1,9.1`a.5 oascuvc/LooArs ocFcorIvs nowpomswr
l.i a.ilo.a ncmovE cownowcwr
J.i.g ,ia^7 sTonc comPowcwr
1.1.9.11B.8 LocArc NEW comnowswT
noszrIow AND cowwsoT NEW Cowpowcwr
i 1.o iia 10 «ouus` cownowcwr
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1.1.9.118.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS 	 - '
1 . 1 .9. 118.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL 	 OF Fewy Qj.%1 ,, ^ v
1.1.9.118.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
1.1..9.118.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
1,1.9.12 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
1.1.9.12.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
1.1,9.12.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
1.1.9.12.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
1.1.9.12.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
1.1.10 STATUS MONITORING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
1,1.10.1 TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT
1.1.10.1.1 MEASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
1.1.10.1.2 COMPARE TEMPERATURES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
1,1.10.1.3 ADJUST COOLING/HEATING SYSTEMS
1.1.10.2 POWER MANAGEMENT
1.1.10.2.5 MEASURE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
1.1.10.2.2 COMPARE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
1.1,10.2.3 EVALUATE BATTERY CHARGING PERFORMANCE
1.1.10.2.4 ADJUST CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
1,1.10.2.5 ADJUST BATTERY CHARGING CYCLE
1.1.10.3 DATA/COMMAND PROCESSING
1.1.10.3.1 SHORT-TERM MEMORY STORAGE





1.1.10.3.7 COMPUTER LOAD SCHEDULING
1.1.10.3.8 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
1.1.10.4 CONSUMABLES MANAGEMENT
1.1.10.4.1 MONITOR PROPELLANT SUPPLIES
1.1.10.4.2 MONITOR COOLING SYSTEM SUPPLIES
1.1.10.4.3 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1.1.10.4.4 COMPUTE OPTIMAL CONSUMABLES ALLOCATION
1.1.10.5 STRUCTURAL MANAGEMENT
1.1.10.5.1 MEASURE STRAINS IN STRUCTURE
1.1.10.5.2 MEASURE RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS
1.1.10.5.3 COMPUTE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS
1.1.10.5.4 COMPARE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS TO REQUIRED LIMITS
1.1.10.5.5 APPLY COMPENSATING FORCES
-----
Present mission does not include this; it has been included here in
anticipation of possible additions.
------------
---------------------------------------------------------------
1.1.10.5.6 APPLY VIBRATION DAMPING
1,1.10.6 HAZARD AVOIDANCE
1.1.10.7 OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
1.1.10.7.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
1.1.10.7.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1.1.10.7.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
1.1.10.7.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1.1.10.7.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
1,1.10.7.6 COMPUTE OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
1.1.10.8 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
1.1.10.8.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
1.1.10.8.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
1.1.10.8.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
1.1.10.8.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
1.1.10.8.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
1.1.10.9 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
1.1.10.9.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
1.1.10.9.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
1.1.10.9.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
1.1.10.9.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
1.1.10.9.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
1.1.10.10A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
1.1.10.10A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
i.1.10.10A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
1.1.iO.10A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
1.1.10.10A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
1.1.10.108 COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
1.1.10.108.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
2A.6
OF POOR QUALIFY
1.1.10.104.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
1.1.10.10P.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
1.1.10.105.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
1,1.10.10B.5 OBSERVE.'LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
1.1,10.108 G REMOVE COMPONENT
1.1.10.106.7 STORE COMPONENT
1.1.10.10E 8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
1.1.iO,1OE.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
1.1.10.106.10 AD. ! UST COMPONENT
11.10.iOB 11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
1.1.10.iOB.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
1.1.10.10B.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
1.1,iO.iOB.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
1.1.10.11 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
1.1.10.11.1 DEIERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
1.1.10.11.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
1.1.i0.11,3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
1.1.10.11.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS





1.1.11 ATTITUDE CONTROL, AND STATIONKEEPING
1.1.11.1 MAINTAIN/CHANGE ATTITUDE
1.1.11,1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
1.1.11.1.2 DETFRMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
1.1.11.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
1.1.11.1.4 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
1.1.11.1.5 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
1.1.11.1.6 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
1.1.11.2 MAINTAIN/CHANGE ORBIT
1.1.11.2.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
1.1.11.2.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.1.11.2.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.1.11.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL. TRAkJFCTpRY
1.1.11.2.5 FIRE THRUSTERS
1.1,11.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
1.1.11.3.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
1.1.11.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1.1.11.3.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
1.1.11.3.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1.1.11.3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
1.1.11.3.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
1.1.11.3.7 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
1.1.11.3.8 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
1.1,12 COMMUNICATIONS OPERATIONS
1.1.12.1 ANTENNA POINTING CONTROL
1.1.12.1.1 RECEIVE INPUT FROM ANTENNA POINTING SENSORS
1.1.12.1.2 TRANSMIT INFORMATION TO ANTENNA POINTING CONTROLLER
1.1.12.1.3 DETERMINE ERROR FROM DESIRED ANTENNA POSITION
1.1.12.1.4 ANTENNA POSITIONER CORRECTS POINTING DIRECTION
1.1.12.2 TRAFFIC ROUTING
1.1.12.2.1 RECEIVE COMMUNICATIONS INPUT
i.1.i2.2.2 ENTER COMMUNICATIONS INPUT INTO SWITCH CONTROL
1.1.12.2.3 SWITCH CONTROL ENTERS COMMUNICATIONS INPUT INTO SWITCH MATRIX
1.1.12.2.4 SWITCH MATRIX EXECUTES COMMUNICATIONS OUTPUT
1.2A SERVICING MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR (TMS/OTV)
1.2A.1 DESIGN
1.2A.1.1 DEFINE REQUIREMENTS




1.2A.1.4 CREATE FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
1,2A.1.5 FAILURE MODES ANALYSIS
1.2A.1.6 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
1.2A.1.7 SAFETY REVIEW





	 OF POOP, QUALI7 Y
1."A.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
1.2A.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS
1.2A.2.3 PROCURE MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
1.2A.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
1.2A,3 COMPONENT TEST
1.2A.3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES
1,2A.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
1.2A.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
1.2A.3.4 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS
1.2A.3.5 THERMAL AND VACUUM TESTS
1.2A.3.6 THRUSTER TESTS




1.2A.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.2A.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.2A.5.3 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.2A.5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.2A.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.2A.5.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TEST
1.2A.S.7 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.2A.5.8 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
1.2A.5.9 FAILURE MODES SIMULATION
1.2A.5.10 SYSTEM CERTIFICATION
1.2A.6 SHIPPING TO LAUNCH SITE
1.2A.6.1 REMOVE TEST EOUIPMENT
1.2A.6.2 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
1.2A.6.3 PACKING
1.2A.G.4 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
1.2A.7A PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT (HORIZONTAL PAYLOAD)
1.2A.7A.1 UNPACKING
1.2A.7A.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
1.2A.7A.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
1.2A.7A.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
1.2A.7A.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
1.2A.7A.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
1.2A.7A.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
1.2A.7A.3.5 MISSION SEOUENCE SIMULATION
1.2A.7A.4 TRANSFER TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BUILDING
1.2A.7A.5 INTEGRATE. TMS WITH PAYLOAD
1.2A.7A.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
1.2A.7A.6.1 CHECK TMS/PAYLnDO MECHANICAL INTERFACES
1.2A.7A.6.2 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
1.2A.7A.6.3 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
1.2A.7A.6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
1.2A.7A.7 TRANSFER TMS/PAYLOAD TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
1.2A.7A.7.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
1.2A.7A.7.2 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
1.2A.7A.7.3 REMOVE STRONGBACK
1.2A.7A.7.4 CLOSE CANISTER
1.2A.7A.7.5 TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
1.2A.7A.7.6 UNLOAD CANISTER
1.2A.7A.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (HORIZONTAL)
1.2A.7A.8.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
1.2A.7A.8.2 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
1.2A.7A.8.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
1.2A.7A.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
1.2A.7A.8.5 REMOVE STRDNGBACK
1.2A.7A.8.6 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
1.2A.7A.8.7 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
1.2A.7B PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT (VERTICAL PAYLOAD)
1.2A.7B.1 UNPACKING
1.2A.78.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
1.2A.7B.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
1.2A.7B.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
1.2A.7B.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
1.2A.7B.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
1.2A.7B.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
1.2A.7B.3.5 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
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1.2A.7B.5 INTEGRATE TMS WITH PAYLOAD
	 4F P®®R QUALITY
1.2A.7B.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
1.2A 78.6.1 CHECK TMS/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
1.2A.78 6,2 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
1.2A.78.6.3 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
1.2A.7B,6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
1.2A.7B.7 TRANSFER PAYLOAD TO LAUNCH PAD
1.2A.7B.7.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
1.2A.70.7.2 TRANSPORT TO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
1.2A.7B.7.3 LOAD CANISTER INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
1.2A.7B.7.4 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE USING PGHM
1.2A.7B.7.5 REMOVE CANISTER
1.2A,7B.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (VERTICAL)
1.2A.7B.B.1 MATE ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE TO ORBITER
1.2A.7B.8.2 EXTEND PAYLOAD INTO ORBITER USING PGHM
1.2A.76.8.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
1.2A.78.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
1.2A.7B.8.5 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
1.2A.7B.B.6 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
1.2A.8 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
1.2A.9 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
1.2A.9.1 SHUTTLE ATTAINS DELIVERY ORBIT
1.2A,9.2 TESTS OF ATTACHED PAYLOAD
1.2A.9.2.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
1.2A.9.2.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
1.2A.9.3 EXTENSION OF PAYLOAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY
1,2A.9.3.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
1.2A.9.3.2 ACTIVATE RMS
1.2A.9.3.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
	 +
1.2A.9.3.4 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
1.2A.9.3.5 GRASP FIXTURE
1.2A.9.3.6 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
1.2A.9.3.7 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD OUT OF PAYLOAD BAY
1.2A.9.4 SEPARATION OF PAYLOAD FROM ORBITER
1.2A.9.4.1 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
1.2A.9.4.2 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
1.2A.9.5 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
1.2A.9.5.1 ACTIVATE SUBSYSTEMS
1.2A.9.5.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSI^M CHECKOUT
1.2A.9.5.3 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
1.2A.9.5.4 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
1.2A.9.5.5 STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
1.2A.9.5.6 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
1.2A.9.5.7 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
1,2A.9.5.8 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
1.2A.9.5.9 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
1,2A.9.6 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
1.2A.9.6.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
1.2A.9.6.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
1.2A.9.6.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
1.2A.9.6.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
1.2A.9.6.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
1.2A.9.7 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
1.2A.9.7.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
1.2A.9.7.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
1.2A.9.7.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
1.2A.9.7.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
1.2A.9.7.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
1.2A.9.8A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
1.2A.9.8A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
1,2A.9.8A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
1.2A.9.8A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
1.2A.9.8A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
1,2A.9.88 COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
1.2A.9.BB.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
1.2A.9.8B.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
1.2A.9.8B.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
1.2A 9.86.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
1.2A.9.8B.S OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
1.2A.9.8B.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
1.2A.9.86.7 STORE COMPONENT
1.2A.5 8B.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
2A.9
1,2A.9,BB.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
1.2A.9.8B.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
1.2A.9.88.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
1.2A.9.08.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL	
o mc 
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1.2A.9.8B.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT	
OF
1.2A.9.8B.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
1.2A.9.0 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
1,2A.9.9.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
1.2A.9.9,2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
1.2A.9.9,3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
1.2A.9.9.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECK
1.2A.9.10 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF TMS/SPACECRAFT)
1.2A.9.10.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
1.2A.9.10.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.2A.9.10.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.2A.9.10.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
1,2A.9,10.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
1.2A.9.10.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
1.2A.9.10.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
1.2A.9.10.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
1.2A.9,11 TMS UNDOCK WIT14 OTV
1.2A.9.11.1 RELEASE DOCKING LATCH
1.2A.9.11.2 RETRACT DOCKING MECHANISM
1.2A.9.11.3 MOVE AWAY FROM PAYLOAD
1.2A.10 STATUS MONITORING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
1.2A.10.1 TEMPERATURE MANAGMENT
1.2A.10.I.1 MEASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
1.2A.10.1.2 COMPARE TEMPERATURES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
1.2A.10.1.3 ADJUST COOLING/HEATING SYSTEMS
1.2A.10.2 POWER MANAGMENT
1.2A.10.2.1 MEASURE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
1.2A.10.2.2 COMPARE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
1.2A.10.2.3 ADJUST CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
1.2A.10.2.4 MONITOR BATTERIES
1.2A.10,3 DATA/COMMAND PROCESSING
1,2A.10.3.1 SHORT-TERM MEMORY STORAGE





1.2A.10.3.7 COMPUTER LOAD SCHEDULING
1.2A.10.3.8 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
1.2A.10.4 CONSUMABLES MANAGMENT
1.2A.10.4.1 MONITOR PROPELLANT SUPPLIES
1.2A.10.4 2 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1.2A,10.4.3 COMPUTE OPTIMAL CONSUMABLES ALLOCATION
1.2A.10,5 STRUCTURAL MANAGMENT
1.2A.10.5.1 MEASURE STRAINS IN STRUCTURE
1.2A.10-5.2 COMPUTE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS
1.2A.10.5.3 COMPARE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS TO REQUIRED LIMITS
1.2A.10.5.4 APPLY COMPENSATING FORCES
1.2A.10.5.5 APPLY VIBRATION DAMPING
1.2A.10.6 HAZARD AVOIDANCE
1.2A 10.7 OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
1.2A.10.7.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
1.2A,10.7.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1.2A.10,7.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
1.2A.10,7 4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1.2A.10.7.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
1.2A.10,7.6 COMPUTE OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
1.2A.10,8 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
1.2A.10.8.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
1.2A.10.8.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
1.2A.10.8.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
1.2A.10.8.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
1.2A.10.8,5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
1.2A.10.9 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
1.2A.10.9.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
1.2A.10.9.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
1.2A.10.9.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOP PROBLEM
1.2A.10.9,4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
.''A.10
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1.2A,10.9,5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
1.2A.10,iOA COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
1.2A.10,10A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
1,2A.10.10A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
1.2A.10.IOA.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
1.2A.10.10A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
1.2A.10,108 COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON •BOARD REPAIR)
1.2A.10,10B.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
1.2A.10.100.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL




1.2A.10 IOB.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
1.2A.10 10B.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
1.2A.10.10B.7 STORE COMPONENT
1.2A.10.10B.V LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
1.2A.10.108 :i POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
1.2A.10.108.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
1.2A.i0.IOB,11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
1.2A.10.10B.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
1.2A.10.10B.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
1.2A.10.10B.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
1.2A.10.11 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
1,2A.10,11.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
I 2A.10.11.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
1.2A.10,11.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
1.2A.10.11.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
1.2A.10.12 REPORT SYSTEM STATUS




1.2A.11 DOCK WITH SPACECRAFT
1.2A.11.1 ADJUST ORBIT
1.2A.11,1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
1.2A.11.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.2A.11.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1,2A.11.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
1.2A.11.1.5 FIRE THRUSTER-5
1.2A.11.2 ADJUST ATTITUDE
1.2A.11.2.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
I.2A.I1.2.2 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
1.2A.11.2.3 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
1.2A.11.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
1.2A.11.2.5 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
1.2A.11.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCAT:JN
I.2A.11.3.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
1.2A.11.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1.2A.11,3.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
1.2A.11.3.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1.2A.11.3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
1.2A.11.3.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
1.2A.11.3.7 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
1.2A.I1.3.8 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
1.2A.I1.4 DOCK TMS TO SPACECRAFT
1.2A.11,4.1 LOCATE DOCKING TARGET
I.2A.11,4.2 EXTEND DOCKING MECHANISM
1.2A.11.4.3 FASTEN DOCKING LATCH
1.2A.12 DIAGNOSTIC CHECK (OF SPACECRAFT)
1.2A.12.1 IDENTIFY DEFECT:VE COMPONENT
1.2A.12.1.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
1.2A.12.1.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
1.2A.12.1.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
1.2A.12.1.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
1.2A.12.1.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
1.2A.12.2 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
1.2A.12.2.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
1.2A.12.2.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
1.2A.12.2.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
1,2A.12.2.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS




1.2A.13.1.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
1.2A.13.1.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
1.2A,13.1.3 TRANSFER r.l FPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
1.2A.13.1.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
1.2A.13.1.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
1.2A.13.1.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
1.2A.13.1.7 STORE COMPONENT
1.2A.13.1.8 LOCATC NEW COMPONENT
1.2A.13.1.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
1.2A.13.1.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
1.2A.13.1.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
1.2A.13.1.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
1.2A.13.1.13 STOW REPAIR EOUIPMENT




1.2A.13.2.3 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
1.2A.14 RESUPPLY CONSUMABLES
1.2A.14.iA FLUID REPLACEMENT (UMBILICAL)
1.2A.14.1A.1 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
1.24.1-4.1A.2 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
1.2A.14.IA.3 CLOSE INTERNAL VALVES
1.2A.14.1A.4 EXTEND AND ATTACH UMBILICAL
1.2A.14.1A.5 OPEN SUPPLY VALVE
1.2A.14.IA.6 MONITOR FLUID TRANSFER
1.2A.14.1A.7 CLOSE SUPPLY VALVE
1.2A.14.1A.8 DETACH AND RFTRACT UMBILICAL
1.2A.14.1A.9 OPEN INTERNAL VALVES
1.2A.14.1A.10 CHECK FOR LEAKS
1.2A.14.1A.11 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
1.2A.14.1B FLUID REPLACEMENT (TANK REPLACEMENT)
1.2A.14.1B.1 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
1.2A.14.1B.2 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TL' REPAIR
1.2A.14.18.3 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
1.2A.14.15.4 CLOSE INTERNAL VALVES
1.2A.14.1B.5 LOCATE OLD TANK
1.2A.14.1B.6 DISCONNECT OLD TANK
1.2A.14.18.7 REMOVE OLD TANK
1.2A.14.1B.8 STORE OLD TANK
1.2A.14.1B.9 LOCATE NEW TANK
1.2A.14.1B.10 INSTALL NEW TANK
1.2A.14.18.11 CONNECT NEW TANK
1.2A.14.1B.12 OPEN INTERNAL VALVES
1.2A.14.18.13 CHECK FOR LEAKS
1.2A.14.1B.14 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
1.2A.14.1B.15 STOW REPAIR EOUIPMENT
1.2A.15 NON-ROUTINE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
1.2A.16 REDEPLOY SPACECRAFT
1.2A.16.1 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF TMS/SPACECRAFT)
1.2A.16.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
1.2A.16.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.2A.16.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.2A.16.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
1.2A.16.1.5 OETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
1.2A.16.1.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
1.2A.16.1.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
1:2A.16.1.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
1.2A.16.2 UNDOCK TMS FROM PAYLOAD
1.2A.16.2.1 RELEASE DOCKING LATCH
1.2A.16.2.2 RETRACT DOCKING MECHANISM
1.2A.16.2.3 MOVE AWAY FROM PAYLOAD
1.2A.16.3 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT AND ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT
1.2A.17 DOCK WITH SPACECRAFT
1.2A.17.1 ADJUST ORBIT
1.2A.17.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
1.2A.17.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.2A.17.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.2A.17.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
1.2A.17.1.5 FIRE THRUSTERS
1.2A.17.2 ADJUST ATTITUDE




1.2A.17 2,2 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
1,2A.0 2 3 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
1.2A.17 2.4 CH005E OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
1.2A,17.2,5 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
1.2A.17.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
1.2A.17.3.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
1.2A.17 3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1„2A.17.3.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
1,2A,17 3 4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1.2A.17.3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
1.2A.17.3,(3 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
1,2A 17.3.7 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
1.2A.17.3,8 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
1.2A.17.4 DOCK TMS TO SPACECRAFT
1.2A.17.4.1 LOCATE DOCKING TARGET
1.2A.17.4.2 EXTEND DOCKING MECHANISM
1.2A.17.4,3 FASTEN DOCKING LATCH
1.2A.16 DEBRIS DISPOSAL
1.2A.18.1 ORBITAL TRANSFER
1.2A.18.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
1.2A.18.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.2A.18.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.2A 18 1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
1.2A.18.1.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
1.2A.1B,I.G DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
I-2A.1B.1.7 FIRE THRUSTERS
1.2A.18.1.13 COAST TO SUPERSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT
1.2A.18.2 DEBRIS DISPOSAL
1.2A,18 2 1 TRANSFER DEBRIS TO DISPOSAL POSITION
1.2A.18-2.2 JETTISON DEBRIS
1.2A.19 RENDEZVOUS WITH ORBITER
1.2A.19.1 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF TMS)
1.2A.13.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
1.2A.19.1.2 DETERMINE CUPRENT ORB
I
TAL PARAMETERS
1.2A,19,1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.2A.19.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
1.2A.19.1.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
1.2A.19.1 Fj DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
I-2A.19.1.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
1.2A 19.1.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
1,2A.19.2 SHUTDOWN TMS FOR RETRIEVAL
1.2-', 1 9.2.1 STOW TMS ANTENNA
1.2A.19.2.2 DEACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
1.2A.20 RETRIEVAL BY ORBITER
1.2A.20.1 ADJUST ORBIT (OF ORBITER)
1.2A.20.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
1.2A.20-1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.2A.20.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
I.2A.20.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
1.2A.20 1.5 FIRE THRUSTERS
1.2A.20.2 ADJUST ATTITUDE (OF ORBITER)
1.2A.20 2 1 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
1.2A:20 2.2 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
1.2A.20,2,3 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
1.2A.20.2,4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
1.2A.20,2.5 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
1.2A.20.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
1.2A.20.3.1 UPDA T E SPACECRAFT MODEL
1.2A.20.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1.2A.20-3.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
1.2A.20,3.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1.2A.20.3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
1.2A.20 3.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
1.2A.20-3.7 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
1.2A.20.3.8 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
1.2A.20.4 ORBITER RECOVERY OF TMS
I .2A.20.4 i ACTIVATE RMS
1.2A.20.4.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
1.2A.20 4.3 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
1.2A.20 4 4 GRASP FIXTURE
1.2A.20 4.5 LOCATE CRADLE IN PAYLOAD BAY





1.2A.20.4.7 LOCATE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
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1.2A.20.4.8 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
1.2A.20.4 9 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
1.2A.20.4.10 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
2A.21 RPENTRY AND LANDING
2A.22 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
1.2A.22.1 SAFING OF ORBITER AND HAZARDOUS PAYLOADS
1.2A.22.2 REMOVAL OF PAYLOADS FROM ORBITER
1.2B SERVICING MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR (D(V ONLY)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
This mission involves two posnibilities7 either an OTV carrying suppliers
of consumables which would be transferred to the GSP via umbilical, or, in
the event that the GSP had its own manipulator with limited Capability, an






1.28.1.4 CREATE FLNCTIONAL LAYOUT
1,28.1.5 FAILURE MODES ANALYSIS
1.28.1.6 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
1.2R 1.7 SAFETY REVIEW
1.28.1.8 DESIGN OF COMPONENTS
1.26.1.9 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
1.28.2. COMPONENT FABRICATION
1.2B.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
1,2B.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS
1.28.2.3 PROCURE MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
1.28.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
1.28.3 COMPONENT TEST
1.28.3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES
1.2B.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
1.28.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE 'TESTS
1.28.3.4 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS
1.28.3.5 THERMAL AND VACUUM TESTS
1.28.3.6 THRUSTER TESTS




1.2B.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.28.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.28.5.3 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.28.5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1,2B.S.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.28.5.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.28.5.7 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.2B.5.8 TRAFFIC ROUTING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
1.28.5.9 INTEGR A TED SYSTEMS TESTS
1.26.5.10 FAILURE MODES SIMULATION
1.28.5.11 SYSTEM CERTIFICATION
1.28.6 SHIPPING TO LAUNCH SITE
1.28.6.1 REMOVE TEST EQUIPMENT
1.28.6.2 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
1.2B.6.3 PACKING
1.28.6.4 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
1.28.7 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT
1.28.7.1 UNPACKING
1.28.7.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
1.28.7.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
1.28.7.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYS T EM FUNCTION
1.28.7.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
1.2B.7,3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
1.2B.7.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
1.29.7.3.5 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
1.28.7.4 TRANSFER TO VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
1.28.7.4 1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CONTAINER
1.2B.7.4.2 TRANSPORT CONTAINER TO VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
1.28.7.4.3 UNLOAD CONTAINER







1.2B.7.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
OF
INTERFACES
a	 1.2B.7.0.2 CHECK ELECTRICALlrINTERFACESNICAL•, 617




1.28.7.7 TRANSFER TO LAUNCH PAD
1.28.7.7.i	 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
1.28.7.7,2 TRANSPORT TO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
j 1.28.7.7.3 LOAD CANISTER INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
1.28.7.7.4 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE USING PGHM
c 1.28.7.7.5 REMOVE CANISTER
1.28.7.8 ORBITER./PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (JEITICAL)
1.28.7.8.1 MATE ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE TO ORBITER
1.2B.7.8.2 EXTEND PAYLOAD INTO ORBITER USING PGHM
1.28.7.8.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
1.28.7,8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL 	 INTERFACES
1.28.7.8.5 CLOSE —OUT PAYLOAD BAY
1.2B.8 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
1.2B.6.1	 CABIN CLOSEOUT




1.28.9 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
1.28.9.1	 SHUTTLE ATTAINS DELIVERY ORBIT
Q 1.28.9.2 EXTENSION OF PAYLOAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY










1.2B.9.2.6 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
	 {
1.2B.9.2.7 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD OUT OF PAYLOAD BAY








1.2B.9.4.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.2B.9.4.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS












1.2B.10.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.28.10.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL
	 PARAMETERS




1.28.10.2.1	 DETERMINE CURRENT	 ATTITUDE
1.28.10.2.2 DETERMINE 	 DESIRED	 ATTITUDE
1.2B.10.2.3 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
1.2	 10.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
1.28.10.2.5 ROTATE
	 SPACECRAFT
1.2B.10.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
1.2B.10.3.1	 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
1.28.10,3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1.28.10.%.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
1.28.10.3.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1.28.10.3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
1.28.10.3.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
	 1
1.28.10.3.7 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
i.2B.10.3.8 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
1.28.10.4 DOCK TMS TO SPACECRAFT
1.28.10.4.1
	 LOCATE DOCKING TARGET
1.28.10.4.2 EXTEND DOCKING MECHANISM
1.2B.10.4.3 FASTEN DOCKING LATCH
1.28.11	 DIAGNOSTIC CHECK	 (OF	 SPACECRAFT)
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1.28.11.1 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
1.28.11.1.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
1.28.11.1.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
1.28.11.1.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
1.28.11.1,4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
1.28.11.1.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
1.28.11.2 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
1.2B.11.2.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATu '10 MODEL
1.28.11.2.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
1.28.11.2.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
1.28.11.2.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILOPF HYPOTHESIS
1.2B.11.2.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
1.2B.12 COMPONENT/SOFTWARE REPLACEMENT
1.28.12.1 COMPONENT REPLACEMENT
1.28.12.1.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
1.28.12.1.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
1.28.12.1.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
1.28.12.1.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
1.26.12.1.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
1.28.12.1.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
1.28.12.1.7 STORE COMPONENT
1.28.12.1.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
1.28.12.1.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
1.2B.12.1.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
1.28.12.1.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
1.28.12.1.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
1.2B.12.1.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT




1.28.12.2.3 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
1.2B.13 RESUPPLY CONSUMABLES
1.28.13.1 FLUID REPLACEMENT (UMBILICAL)
1.28.13.1.1 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
1.28.13.1.2 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
1.28.13.1.3 CLOSE INTERNAL VALVES
1.28.13.1.4 EXTEND AND ATTACH UMBILICAL
1.2B.13.1.5 OPEN SUPPLY VALVE
1.28.13.1.6 MONITOR FLUID TRANSFER
1.28.13.1.7 CLOSE SUPPLY VALVE
1.28.13.1.8 DETACH AND RETRACT UMBILICAL
1.2B.13.1.9 OPEN INTERNAL VALVES
1.28.13.1.10 CHECK FOR LEAKS
1.28.13.1.11 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
1.28.14 NON-ROUTINE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
1.2B.15 REDEPLOY SPACECRAFT (OTV)
1.28.15.1 ORBITAL TRANSFER
1.2B.15.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
1.2B.15.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.28.15.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.2B.15.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
1.2B.15.1.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
1.2B.15.1.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
1.2B.15.1.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
1.28.15.1.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
1.28.15.2 UNDOCK TMS FROM PAYLOAD
1.28.15.2.1 RELEASE DOCKING LATCH
1.28.15.2.2 RETRACT DOCKING MECHANISM
1.2B.15.2.3 MOVE AWAY FROM PAYLOAD
1.28.15.3 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT AND AT''TTUDE ADJUSTMENT OF SPACECRAFT
1.28.16 RENDEZVOUS WITH ORBITER
1.28.16.1 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF OTV)
1.28.16.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
1.2B.16.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.28.16.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.28.16.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
1.28.16.1.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
1.28.16.1.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
1.28.16.1.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
1.28.16.1,8 FIRE THRUSTERS
1.2B.16.2 SHUTDOWN TMS FOR RETRIEVAL
2A.16
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1.28.16.2,1 STOW TMS ANTENNA
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	1 .28. 16.2, 2 DEACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
1.28.17 RETRIEVAL BY ORBITER
1.28.17 1 ADJUST ORBIT (OF ORBITER)
1.28.17.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
1.28.17.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.28.17.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
1.26.17.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
1.28.17,1.5 FIRE THRUSTERS
1.2B.17.2 ADJUST ATTITUDE (OF ORBITER)
1.28.17.2.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
1.28,17.2.2 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
1,28.17.2.3 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
1.28,17.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
1.28.17.2,5 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
1.28.17.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
1.28.17.3.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
1.2B.17.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
1.2B.17.3.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
1.28.17.3.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION DROFILE
1.28.17.3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
1.28.17.3.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
1.28.17.3.7 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
1.28.17.3.8 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
1.2B.17.4 ORBITER RECOVERY OF TMS
1.2B.17,4.1 ACTIVATE RMS
1.26.17.4.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
1.28.17.4.3 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
1.28.17.4.4 GRASP FIXTURE
1.26 17.4 .5 LOCATE CRADLE IN PAYLOAD BAY
1.26.17.4,G TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
1.28.17.4.7 LOCATE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
1.28.17.4.8 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
1.28.17.4.9 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
1.2B.17.4.10 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
1.2B.18 REENTRY AND LANDING
1.28.19 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
1.28.19.1 SAFING OF ORBITER AND HAZARDOUS PAYLOADS
1.28.19.2 REMOVAL OF PAYLOADS FROM ORBITER
2A.17
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2.A.3:	 ADVANCED X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY (AXAF)	 OF ^^^^ ^}n
The main data sources used in preparing this breakdown are: NASA TM-78285
AXAF Science Working Group Report, May 1980; AXAF Phase A Reference Concept,
NASA-MSFC. November 1980.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF)





2.1A.1.4 CREATE FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
2.1A.1.5 FAILURE MODES ANALYSIS
2.1A.1.6 ADJUST DESIGN FOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
2.1A.1.7 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
2.1A.1.8 SAFETY REVIEW
2.1A.1.9 DESIGN OF COMPONENTS
2.1A.1.10 SOFTWARE. DEVELOPMENT
2.1A.2 COMPONENT FABRICATION
2.iA.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
2.1A.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS
2.1A.2.3 PROCURE MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
2.1A.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
2.1A.2.5 MIRROR SURFACE FINISHING
2.1A.3 COMPONENT TEST
2.1A.3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES
2.1A.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
2.1A.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
2.1A.3.4 SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOYMENT TESTS
2.1A.3.5 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS
2.1A.3.6 THERMAL AND VACUUM TESTS
2.iA.3.7 DETECTOR ALIGNMENT TESTS
2.1A.3.8 MIRROR DRIVE SYSTEMS TESTS




2.1A.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.iA.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.iA.5.3 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.1A.5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.1A.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.1A.5.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.1A.5.7 OPTICAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.1A.5.8 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
2.1A.5.9 FAILURE MODES SIMULATION
2 1A.5.10 SYSTEM CERTIFICATION
2.1A.6 SHIPPING TO LAUNCH SITE
2.1A.6.1 REMOVE TEST EQUIPMENT
2.1A.6.2 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
2.1A.6.3 PACKING
2.1A.6.4 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
2.1A.7 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT
2.1A.7.1 UNPACKING
2.1A.7.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
2.1A.7.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
2.1A.7.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.1A.7.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.1A.7.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.1A.7.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.1A.7.3.5 VERIFY DETECTOR SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.1A.7.3.6 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
2.1A.7.4 TRANSFER TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
2.iA.7.4.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CONTAINER
2.1A.7.4.2 TRANSPORT TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
2.iA.7.4.3 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.1A.7.4.4 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN HORIZONTAL CITE
2.1A.7.5 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
2.1A.7.5.1 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
2.1A.7.5.2 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES





OF	 Y 2.1A.7.6.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAI
2.iA.7.6.2 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
2.IA.7.6.3 REMOVE STRONGBACK
2.1A.7.6.4 CLOSE CANISTER
2.1A.7.6.5 TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBIT
2.1A.7.7 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (HORI.. ... .,
2.1A.7.7.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.iA.7.7.2 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
2.IA.7.7.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
2.1A.7.7.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
2.1A.7.7.5 INSTALLATION OF OMS KIT
2.1A.7.7.6 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
2.1A.8 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
2.1A.9 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
2.1A.9.1 SHUTTLE ATTAINS DELIVERY ORBIT
2.1A.9.2 EXTENSION OF PAYLOAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY
2.1A.9.2.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
2.1A.9.2.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is AXAF.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1A.9.2.3 GRASP FIXTURE
2.1A.9.2.4 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
2.1A.9.2.5 TILT PAYLOAD TO VERTICAL POSITION
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
AXAF is mounted on a tilt-table.
2.1A.9.3 EXTEND DEPLOYABLE COMPONENTS
2.1A.9.3.1 LOCATE SOLAR ARRAY RESTRAINTS
2.1A.9.3.2 RELEASE SOLAR ARRAY RESTRAINTS
2.1A.9.3.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is the AXAF solar array.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1A.9.3.4 GRASP FIXTURE
2.1A.8.3.5 DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS
2.IA.9.3.6 LOCATE SUNSHADE RESTRAINTS
2.iA.9.3.7 RELEASE SUNSHADE RESTRAINTS
2.1A.9.3.8 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
--------------------------------------------------------------------------




2.1A.9.3.11 DEPLOY TDRSS ANTENNAS
1A.9.4 TESTS OF ATTACHED PAYLOAD




Command to rotate detector carousel is a ered from Orbiter.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.IA.9.4.2 OBSERVE DETECTOR SELECTION
---------------------------------------------------------------------------




AXAF data is monitored by Orbiter.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1A.9.4.4 EVALUATE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Detector and housekeeping data is evaluated to verify correct response
to command.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.IA.9.5 SEPARATION OF PAYLOAD FROM ORBITER
2.1A.9.5.1 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is AXAF.
---------- ----------------------------------------------------------------
2.1A.9.5.2 GRASP FIXTURE
2.1A.9.5.3 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
2.IA.9,5.4 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD OUT OF PAYLOAD BAY
ORIGINAL C^.`a ,^ ^"j
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2.1A,9.5.5 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
2.iA.9.6 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
2.1A.9.6.1 ACTIVATE AXAF SUBSYSTEMS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Attitude control, communications, thermal control systems are
activated.
2.1A.9.6.2 COMMAND ATTITUDE CHANGE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Command to change pointing is entered.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2,IA.9.6.3 OBSERVE ATTITUDE CHANGE
-------------------------------------------- +------------------------------




AXAF data output is monitored by ground throuCh TDRSS.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1A.9.6.5 EVALUATE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Detector and housekeeping data is evaluated to verify correct response
to command.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1A.9.7 STABILIZE AXAF FOR RETRIEVAL
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
If system performance is not adequate, retrieval may be necessary,
for repairs in payload bay or on ground.
2.IA.9.7.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Update inertial reference system.
2.1A.9.7.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.1A.9.7.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.1A.9.7.4 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Main components are solar arrays and radiators.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1A.9.7.5 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.1A.9.7.6 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Use magnetic torquers for attitude control.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1A.9.7 7 DETERMINE DISTURPING TORQUES
2.1A.9.7.8 COMPUTE REQUIRED 4ESULTANT




2.1A.9.7.10 SHUTDOWN SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS
2.1A.9.8 ATTACH AXAF TO ORBITER
2,1A.9.8.1 MATCH AXAF VELOCITY AND ATTITUDE WITH ORBITER
2.1A.9.8.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The tirget is AXAF.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.iA,9.3.3 GRASP FIY'URE
2.1A.9.8.4 TRANSLATE 'AYLOAD TO CRADLE
2.1A.9.8.0 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
iA.9.9 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
2.1A.9.9.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
2.1A.9.9.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
2.iA.9.9.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.1A.9.9.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.iA.9.9.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
1A.9.10A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
2.1A.9.IOA.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
2.iA.9.10A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
2.1A.9.iOA.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
2.1A.9.1OA.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
1A.9.10B COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
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2,1A.9.IOB 1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
2.IA.9.10B.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
2.1A.9.108.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
2.IA.9.iOB.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
2.IA.9.iOB.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
2.1A.9.10B.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
2.1A.9.10B.7 STORE COMPONENT
2.IA.9.108.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
2.IA.9.iOB.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
2.1A.9.10B.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
2.iA.9 . 10B.i1 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
2.iA.9.10B.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL'
2.iA.9.10B.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
2.IA.9.11 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
2.iA.9 . 11.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
2.1A.9 . 11.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
2.1A.9.11.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
2,1A.9.Ii.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.1A.9.1i . 5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.IA.9 . 11.G IDENTIFY FAULTY SOFTWARE
2.IA.9 . 12 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
2.1A.9.12.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
2.1A.9.12.2 DATA /COMMAND ENCODING
2.iA.9.12.3 DATA!COMMAND TRANSMISSION
2.iA,9.12 . 4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
2.1A.10 SECURE PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
2.1A.10.1 RETRACT DEPLOYABLE PAYLOAD COMPONENTS
2.1A.10.1.1 RETRACT TDRSS ANTENNAS
2.1A.10.1.2 LOCATE SUNSHADE RESTRAINTS
2.IA.10.1.3 RELEASE SUNSHADE RESTRAINTS
2.1A.10.1.4 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is the AXAF sunshade.
2.1A.10.1 5 GRASP FIXTURE
2.IA.10.1.G CLOSE SUNSHADE
2.1A.10.1.7 LOCATE SOLAR ARRAY RESTRAINTS
2.1A.10.1.8 RELEASE SOLAR ARRAY RESTRAINTS
2.IA.10.1.9 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
The target is the AXAF solar array.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.iA.iO.i.10 GRASP FIXTURE
2.1A.10,1.11 RETRACT SOLAR ARRAYS
2.1A.10.2 RETRACTION OF PAYLOAD INTO PAYLOAD BAY
2.1A.10.2.1 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target 1s AXAF.
-----------------------------------------------------------`--------------
2.1A.10.2.2 GRASP FIXTURE,
2,IA.10.2 . 3 TILT PAYLOAD TO HORIZONTAL POSITION
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
AXAF 1s mounted on a tilt-table.
---------------------------••-----------------------------------------------
2.1A.10.2.4 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
2.IA.10.2.5 CLOSE PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
2.1A.11 REENTRY AND LANDING
2.IA.12 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
2.1A.12.1 SAFING OF ORBITER
2.1A.12.2 REMOVAL OF PAYLOAD FROM ORBITER
2.1A.12.2.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
2.1A.12.2.2 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOA;,
2.IA.12.2.3 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
2.iA.13 STATUS MONITORING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
2.1A.13.1 TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT
2.1A.13.1.1 MEASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
2.iA.13 . i.2 COMPARE TEMPERATURES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
2.1A.13.1.3 ADJUST HEATING/COOLING SYSTEMS
2.1A.13.2 POWER MANAGEMENT
2.1A.13.2.1 MEASURE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
2.1A.13.2.2 COMPARE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
2.IA.13.2.3 ADJUST CURRENT;> AND VOLTAGES
2A.21
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2.1A.13.2.4 EVALUATE BATTERY CHARGING PERFORMANCE
2.IA.13.2.5 ADJUST BATTERY CHARGING CYCLE 	 ORIGINAL
2. iA. 13.3 DATA/COMMAND PROCESSING ^^,^^
2.1A.13.3.1 SHORT-TERM MEMORY STORAGE





2.iA.13.3.7 COMPUTER LOAD SCHEDULING
2.IA.13.3.8 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
2.1A.13.4 CONSUMABLES MANAGEMENT
2.IA.13.4.1 MONITOR BATTERIES
2.1A,13.4.2 MONITOR GAS SUPPLIES
2.IA.13.4.3 MONITOR COOLING SYSTEM SUPPLIES
2.1A.13.4.4 PRESSURIZE DETECTORS WHEN NEEDED
2.IA.13.4.5 DEPRESSURIZE DETECTORS WHEN NOT IN USE
2.1A.13.4.6 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
2.iA.13.4.7 COMPUTE OPTIMAL CONSUMABLES ALLOCATION
2.1A.13.5 STRUCTURAL MANAGEMENT
2.IA.13.5.1 MEASURE STRAINS IN STRUCTURE
2,1A.13.5.2 MEASURE RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS
2.IA.13.5.3 COMPUTE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS
2,IA.13.5.4 APPLY COMPENSATING FORCES
2.iA.13.5.5 APPLY VIBRATION DAMPING
2.1A.13.6 HAZARD AVOIDANCE
2.1A.13.6.1 COMPUTE POSITIONS OF SUN, EARTH, MOON
2.1A.13.6.2 DETERMINE ANGLES RELATIVE TO TELESCOPE LINE-OF-SIGHT
2.1A.13.6.3 MONITOR BRIGHT OBJECT DETECTOR
2.1A.13.G.4 MONITOR SAA DETECTOR
2.1A.13.6.5 COMPARE DETECTOR OUTPUT TC PRESET LIMITS
2.1A.1^.6.6 CLOSE OPTICAL SHUTTERS
2.1A.13.6.7 REDUCE VOLTAGES IN SENSITIVE EQUIPMENT
2.1A.13.6.8 SHUTDOWN DETECTORS
2.1A.13.7 OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
2.1A.13.7.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
2.1A.13.7.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
2.IA.13.7.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
2.1A.13.7.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
2.1A.13.7.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
2.1A.13.7.6 COMPUTE OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
2.1A.13.8 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
2,1A.13.8.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
2.IA.13.8.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
2.1A.13.8.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.1A.13.8.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.1A.13.8.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
2.1A,13.9A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
2.1A.13.9A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
2.1A.13.9A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
2.IA.13.9A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
2.1A.13.9A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
2.1P..13.98 COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
2.IA.13.9B.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
2.iA.13.9B.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
2.IA.13.98.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
2.1A.13.9B.4 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
2.1A.13.9B.5 REMOVE COMPONENT
2.iA.13.9B.6 STORE COMPONENT
2,IA.13.9B.7 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
2.1A.13.9B.8 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
2.IA.13.9B.9 ADJUST COMPONENI
2.IA.13.9B,10 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
2.1A.13.9B.11 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
2.1A.13.9B.12 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
2.1A.13.10 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
2.1A.13.10.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
2.IA.13.10.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
2.IA.13.10.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
2.iA.13.10.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.IA.13.10.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
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2,IA.13.11 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
2,IA.13.11.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
2.1A.13.11.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
2.IA.13.11.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
2.iA.13.1i.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION! CHECKS





2.iA.14 ATTITUDE CONTROL & STATIONKEEPING
2.IA.14.1 MAINTAIN/CHANGE ATTITUDE
2.iA.14.1.i INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Update inertial reference system.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1A.14.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.1A.14. 1 .3 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.iA.14.i.4 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
Main components are solar arrays and radiators.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1A.14.1.5 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.1A.14.1.6 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Use magnetic torquers for attitude control.
2.1A.14.1.7 DETERMINE DISTURBING TORQUES
2.1A.14.i.B COMPUTE REQUIRED RESULTANT




2.iA.14.2 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
2.iA.i4.2.i UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
2.1A.14.2.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
2.1A 14.2.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
2.1A.14.2.4 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
2.1A.14.2.5 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
2.iA.14.2.6 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
2.1A.15 OBSERVATION SEOUENCE
2.1A.15.1 IDENTIFY DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.1A.1B.1.1 RECEIVE GROIJND COMMANDS
2.1A.15.i.2 DATA/COMMAND DECODING
2.1A.15.2 SELECT DETECTOR TO BE USED
2.1A.15.2.1 RECEIVE GROUND COMMANDS
2.IA.15.2.2 DATA/COMMAND DECODING
2 1A.15.2.3 MOVE DETECTOR INTO POSITION
2.1A.15.2.4 DETECTOR POWER ON
2.1A.15.2.5 DETECTOR COOLING ON
2.1A.15.2.6 OPEN DETECTOR APERTURES
2.1A.15.2.7 FINE FOCUS DETECTOR
:.IA.15.3 OPERATE DETECTOR AND ASPECT SYSTEM
2.1A.15.3.1 TAKE DATA FROM DETECTOR
2.1A.15.3.2 TAKE DATA FROM ASPECT SENSORS
2.1A.15.3.3 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
2.IA.15.3.4 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
2.1A.16 ON-ORBIT ALIGNMENT OF TELESCOPE SYSTEM
2.iA.16.1 IDENTIFY DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.1A.16.1.1 PICK % — RAY SOURCE WITH KNOWN OPTICAL COUNTERPART
2.1A.16.1.2 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.SA.16.2 LOCATE X-RAY SOURCE
2.1A.16.2.1 MOVE DETECTOR INTO POSITION
2.1A.16.2.2 DETECTOR POWER ON
2.iA.16.2.3 DETECTOR COOLING ON
2.1A.16.2.4 OPEN! DETECTOR APERTURES
2.1A.16.2.5 FINE FOCUS DETECTOR
2.1A.16.2.6 TAKE DATA FROM DETECTOR
2.1A.i6.2.7 DATAlCOMMANO ENCODING
2.1A.16.2.8 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
2.IA.16.2.9 DETERMINE IF TARGET IS WITHIN DETECTOR FOV
2.1A.16.3 LOCATE OPTICAL COUNTERPART
2A.23
2.IA.16.3.1 TAKE DATA FROM ASPECT SENSORS
2.1A.1G.3.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
2.1A.16.3.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
2.1A./G . 3.4 DETERMINE IF TARGET IS WITHIN ASPECT SENSOR FOV
2.IA.16.3.5 SELECT NEW TELESCOPE ATTITUDE IF NECESSARY
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
If target has not been found, another try must be made.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1A.16 . 4 DETERMINE RELATIVE ALIGNMENT
2.1A.16.4.1 TAKE DATA FROM DETECTOR
2.IA.16 . 4.2 TAKE DATA FROM ASPECT SENSORS 	
® Q ^	 y N2,IA.16.4.3 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
2 . i A . 16.4 . 4 DATA /COMMAND TRANSMISSION	 OF p®®R^di
2.1A.16.4.5 PROCESS IMAGE DATA
2.1A.16.4.6 DETERMINE ALIGNMENT CORRECTION
1B INITIAL DEPLOYMENT ( SHUTTLE WITH TMS UPPER STAGE)
2.18.1 DESIGN
2.15.1.1 DCFINE REQUIREMENTS
2.18.1 . 2 MISSION ANALYSIS
2.18.1.3 PAYLOAD ACCOMMODATIONS
2.1B.1.4 CREATE FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
2.18.1.5 FAILURE MODES ANALYSIS
2.1B.1.6 ADJUST DESIGN FOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
2.18.1.7 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
2.18.1.8 SAFETY REVIEW
2. 1 8.1.9 DESIGN OF COMPONENTS
2.18.1,10 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
2.18.2 COMPONENT FABRICATION
2.1B.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELFF COMPONENTS
2.1B.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS
2.18,2.3 PROCURE MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
2.18.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
2,18.2 5 MIRROR SURFACE FINISHING
2.1B.3 COMPONENT TEST
2.18.3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES
2.1B.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
2.IB.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
2.18.3.4 SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOYMENT TESTS
2.1B.3.5 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS
2.18.3.6 THERMAL AND VACUUM TESTS
2.18.3.7 DETECTOR ALIGNMENT TESTS
2.IB.3.8 THRUSTER TESTS
2.18.3.9 MIRROR DRIVE SYSTEMS TESTS




2.18.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.18.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.18.5.3 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.18.5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.18.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.18.5.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.18.5.7 OPTICAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.18.5.8 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.18.5.9 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
2.1B.5.10 FAILURE MODES SIMULATION
2.18,5.11 SYSTEM CERTIFICATION
2.18.6 SHIPPING TO LAUNCH SITE
2.18.6.1 REMOVE TEST EOUIPMENT
2.1B.6.2 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
2.1B.6.3 PACKING
2.1B.6.4 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
2.18.7 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT
2.1B.7.1 UNPACKING
2.18.7.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
2.18.7.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
2.18.7.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.1B.7.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.IB.7 . 3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.18.7 . 3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
2A. 24
2.18.7.22 .5 VERIFY DETECTOR SYSTEM FUNCTION
OF
	
2.15.7.3.6 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
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	 2.16.7.4 TRANSFER TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
2.18.7.4.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CONTAINER
2.18.7.4.2 TRANSPORT TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
2.1B.7.4.3 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.16.7.4.4 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN HORIZONTAL CITE
2.18.7.5 INTEGRATE TMS WITH PAYLOAD
2.18.7.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
2.18.7.6.1 CHECK TMS/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
2.18.7.6.2 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
2.1B.7.6.3 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
2.18.7.7 TRANSFER TMS/PAYLOAD TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
2.13.7.7.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.1B.7.7.2 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
2.18.7.7.3 REMOVE STRONGBACK
2.1B.7.7.4 CLOSE CANISTER
2.18.7.7.5 TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
2.1B.7.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (HORIZONTAL)
2.18.7.8.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.1B.7.8.2 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
2.18.7.8.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
2.18.7.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
2.1B.7.8.5 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
2.18.7.8.6 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
2.18.8 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
2.1B.9 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
2.1B.9.i SHUTTLE ATTAINS DELIVERY ORBIT
2.1B.9.2 EXTENSION OF PAYLOAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY
2.1B.9.2.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
2.1B.9.2.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is AXAF.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1B.9.2.3 GRASP FIXTURE
2.1B.9.2.4 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
2.18.9.2.5 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD OUT OF PAYLOAD BAY
2.1B.9.3 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT OF TMS
2.16.9.3.1 ACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
2.1B.9.3.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
2.1B.9.3.3 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
2.1B.9.3.4 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
2 1B.9.3.5 STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
2.1B.9.3.6 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
2.1B.9.3.7 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
2.1B.9.3.8 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
2.1B.9.3.9 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
2.1B.9.4 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF TMS/SPACECRAFT)
2.1B.9.4.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
Update inertial reference system.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1B.9.4.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.1B.9.4.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.1B.9.4.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.1B.9.4.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.18.9.4.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.1B.9.4.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
Use magnetic torquers for attitude control.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1B.9.4.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
2.18.9.5 EXTEND DEPLOYABLE COMPONENTS
2.1B.9.5.1 LOCATE SOLAR ARRAY RESTRAINTS
2.18.9.5.2 RELEASE SOLAR ARRAY RESTRAINTS
2.18.9.5.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is the AXAF solar array.
2.18.9.5.4 GRASP FIXTURE
2.1B.9.5.5 DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS
2.16.9.5.6 LOCATE SUNSHADE RESTRAINTS
2A.25
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2,18.9.5.7 RELEASE SUNSHADE RESTRAINTS
2.18,9.5.8 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is the AXAF sunshade,
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.18.9.5.9 GRASP FIXTURE
2.18.9.5. 1 0 OPEN SUNSHADE
2.18.9.5.11 DEPLOY TDRSS ANTENNAS
2.18.9.6 UNDOCK TMS FROM PAYLOAD
2.18.9.6.1 RELEASE DOCKING LATCH
2.18.9.6.2 RETRACT DOCKING MECHANISM
2.1B.9.6.3 MOVE AWAY FROM PAYLOAD
2.18.9.7 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT OF AXAF
2,18.9.7,1 ACTIVATE AXAF SUBSYSTEMS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Attitude control, communications, thermal control systems are
activated.
-------------------- L ------------------------------------------------------
2.iB.9.7.2 COMMAND ATTITUDE CHANGE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Command to change pointing is entered.
-------------------------------------------------------------
^-----------.--
2.1B.9.7.3 OBSERVE ATTITUDE CHANGE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Orbiter observes results of attitude change command.
---------------------------------------- • ---- - --- - -------------------------
2.1B.9.7.4 MONITOR TELEMETRY
AXAF data is monitored by Orbiter.
2.1B.9.7.5 EVALUATE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Detector and housekeeping data is evaluated to verify correct response
to command.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.iB.9.8 STABILIZE AXAF FOR RETRIEVAL
---------------------------------- ,.----------------------------------------
If system performance is not adequate, retrieval may be necessary,
for repairs in payload bay or on ground.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1B.9.8.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Update inertial reference system.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1B.9.8.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.iB.9.8.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.18.9.8.4 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
Main components are solar arrays and radiators.
2.iB.9.B.5 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TP..AJECTORY
2.18.9.8.6 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Use magnetic torquers for attitude control.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1B.9.8.7 DETERMINE DISTURBING TORQUES
2.18.9.8.8 COMPUTE REQUIRED RESULTANT
2,iB.9.8.9 APPLY COMPENSATING TORQUES
Use magnetic torquers.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1B.9,8.10 SHUTDOWN SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS
2.1B.9.9 DOCK TMS TO SPACECRAFT
2.iB.9,9.1 LOCATE DOCKING TARGET
2.18.9.9.2 EXTEND DOCKING MECHANISM
2.18.9,9.3 FASTEN DOCKING LATCH
2.iB.9.10 RETRACT DEPLOYABLE PAYLOAD COMPONENTS
2.18.9.10.1 RETRACT TDRSS ANTENNAS
2.IB.9.iO.2 LOCATE SUNSHADE RESTRAINTS
2.18.9.10.3 RELEASE SUNSHADE RESTRAINTS
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2.16.9.10.7 LOCATE SOLAR ARRAY RESTRAINTS
2.1B.9.10.8 RELEASE SOLAR ARRAY RESTRAINTS
2.iB.9.10.9 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
----------•----------------------------------------------------------------
The target is the AXAF solar array.
----------------------------------------•----------------------------------
2.18.9.10.10 GRASP FIXTURE
2.18.9.10.11 RETRACT SOLAR ARRAYS
2.18.9.11 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
2.18.9.11.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
2.18.9.11.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
2.18.9.11.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.18.9.11.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.16.9.11.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
2.1B.9.12A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
2.18.9.12A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
2.1B.9.12A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
2.1B.9.12A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
2.1B.9.12A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
2.18.9.128 COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
2.18.9.128.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
2.18.9.128.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
2.18.9.126.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
t.18.9.12B.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
2.16.9.128.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
2.16.9.128.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
2.1B.9.12B.7 STORE COMPONENT
2.18.9.128.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
2.18.9.128.9 POSITION AND CONNECT VtiW COMPONENT
2.1B.9.12B.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
2.18.9.12B.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
2.1B.9.12B,12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
2.16.9.128.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
2.16.9.13 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
2.1B.9.13.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
2.1B.9.13.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
2.18.9.13.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
2.18.9.13.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.18.9.13.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.18.9.13.6 IDENTIFY FAULTY SOFTWARE
2.18.9.14 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
2.18.9.14.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
2.16.9.14.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
2.18.9.14.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
2.18.9.14.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
2.1B.10 RENDEZVOUS WITH ORBITER
2.16.10.1 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF TMS)
2.18.50.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Update Inertial reference system.
2.1B.10.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.18.10.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.18.10.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.iB.10.1.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.18.10.1.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.18.10.1.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
Use magnetic torquer^, for attitude control.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1B.10.1.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
2.18.10.2 SHUTDOWN TMS FOR RETRIEVAL
2.18.10.2.1 STOW TMS ANTENNA
2.18.10.2.2 DEACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
2.18.11 RETRIEVAL BY ORBITER
2.16.11.1 ADJUST ORBIT (OF ORBITER)











Update inertial reference system.
................ .. .........................................................
2.1B.11.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.18.11.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.18.11.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.16.11.1.5 FIRE THRUSTERS
2.18.11.2 ADJUST ATTITUDE (OF ORBITER)
2.1B.11.2.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.18.11.2.2 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.1B.11.2.3 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Main components are solar arrays and radiators.
2.18.11.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.18.11.2.5 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Use magnetic torquers for attitude control.
------------------------------------ I ---------------------------------------
2.1B.11.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
2.1B.11.3.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
2.15.11.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
2.1B.11.3.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
2.18.11.3.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
2.18.11.3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
2.iB.11.3.G CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
2.1B.11.3.7 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
2.18.11.3.8 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
2.18.11.4 ORBITER RECOVERY OF TMS
2.1B.11.4.1 ACTIVATE RMS
2.18.11.4.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Target is the TMS.
2.18.11.4.3 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
2.18.11.4.4 GRASP FIXTURE
2.18.11.4.5 LOCATE CRADLE IN PAYLOAD BAY
2.16.11.4.6 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
2.16.11.4.7 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
2.16.11.4.8 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
2.iB 11.4.9 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
16.12 REENTRY AND LANDING
18.13 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
2.1B.13.1 SAFING OF ORBITER
2.1B.13.2 REMOVAL OF PAYLOAD FROM ORBITER
2.1B.13.2.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
2.1B.13.2.2 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.1B.13.2.3 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
1B.14 STATUS MONITORING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
2.18.14.1 TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT
2.18.14.1.1 MEASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
2.18.14.1.2 COMPARE TEMPERATURES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
2.18.14.1.3 ADJUST HEATING/COOLING SYSTEMS
2.18.14.2 POWER MANAGEMENT
2.10.14.2.1 MEASURE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
2.16. 1 4.2.2 COMPARE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
2.16.1-3.2.3 ADJUST CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
2.1B.1r,2.4 EVALUATE BATTERY CHARGING PERFORMANCE
2.18.14.2.5 ADJUST BATTERY CHARGING CYCLE
2.1B.14.3 DATA/COMMAND PROCESSING
2.18.14.3.1 SHORT-TERM MEMORY STORAGE





2.18.14.3.7 COMPUTER LOAD SCHEDULING
2.1B.14.3.c: COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
2.18.14.4 CONSUM.IBLES MANAGEMENT
2.1B.14.4.1 MONITOR BATTERIES
2.18.14.4.2 MONITOR GAS SUPPLIES
2.1B.14.4.3 MONITOR COOLING SYSTEM SUPPLIES




2 !B.14.4 5 DEPRESSURIZE DETECTORS WHEN NOT IN USE
2.iB.14.4.6 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
2.18.14.4.7 COMPUTE OPTIMAL CONSUMABLES ALLOCATION
2.18.14.5 STRUCTURAL MANAGEMENT
2.18.14 c, i MEASURE STRAINS IN STRUCTURE
2.1B.14 v.2 MEASURE RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS
2.18.14.5.3 COMPUTE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS
2.18.14.5.4 APPLY COMPENSATING FORCES
2.1B.14.5.5 APPLY VIBRATION DAMPING
2.18.14.6 HAZARD AVOIDANCE
2.18.14.6.1 COMPUTE POSITIONS OF SUN, EARTH, MOON
2.1B.14,6.2 DETERMINt ANGLES RELATIVE TO TELESCOPE LINE-OF-SIGHT
2.18.14.6.3 MONITOR BRIGHT OBJECT DETECTOR
2.1B.i4.G.4 MONITOR SAA DETECTOR
2.iB.14.G.5 COMPARE DETECTOR OUTPUT TO PRESET LIMITS
2.18.14,6.6 CLOSE OPTICAL SHUTTERS
2.18.14.6.7 REDUCE VOLTAGES IN SENSITIVE EQUIPMENT
2.18.14.6.8 SHUTDOWN DETECTORS
2.18.14.7 OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
2.1B.14.7.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
2.18.14.7.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
2.1B.14.7.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
2.iB.i4.7.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLE$ REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
2.1B,14.7.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
2.18.14.7.6 COMPUTE OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
2.16.14.8 IDENTIFY JEFECTIVE COMPONENT
2.iB 14.8.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
2.18.14.8.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
2.18.14.8.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.1B.14,6.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.18.14.8.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMP014ENT
2.1B.14.9A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
2.iB.i4.9A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
2.1B.14.9A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
2.1B.14.9A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
2.18.14.9A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
2.1B.14.9B COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
2.18.14.98.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
2.iB.i4.9B.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
2.1B.14.9B.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
2.18.14.96.4 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
2.18.14.98.5 REMOVE COMPONENT
2.SB.14.9B.6 STORE COMPONENT
2.18.14.98.7 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
2.iB.i4.9B.8 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
2.iB.14.9B.9 ADJUST COMPONENT
2.18.14.98.10 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
2.1B.14.9B.11 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
2.1B.14.9B.12 STOW REPAIR EOUIPMENT
2.18.14,10 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
2.18.14.10.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
2 IB,14,10.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
2.18.14.10.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
2.1B 14.10.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.18.14.10.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.18.14.10.6 IDENTIFY FAULTY SOFTWARE
2.16.14.1! SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
2,iB.14,11.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
2.1B.14.11.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
2.1B.14.11.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
2.16.14.11.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS




2.1B.14.i2 4 DATA/COMMAND DISPLAY
2.18.15 ATTITUDE CONTROL & STATIONKEEPING
2.18.15.1 MAINTAIN/CHANGE ATTITUDE
2.18.15.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Update inertial reference system.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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2.18.15.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.18.15.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.1B.15.1.4 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ma1n components are solar arrays and radiators,
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1B.15.1.5 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.18.15.1.6 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Use magnetic torquers for attitude control.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.18.15.1.7 DETERMINE DISTURBING TORQUES
2.1B.15.1.8 COMPUTE REQUIRED RESULTANT




2.1B.15.2 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
2.18.15.2.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
2.16.15.2.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION fADFILE
2.16.15.2.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
2.18.15,2.4 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
2.18.15.2.5 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
2.18.15.2.6 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
2.18.16 OBSERVATION SEQUENCE
2.18.16.1 IDENTIFY DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.1B.16.i.1 RECEIVE GROUND COMMANDS
2.16.16.1.2 DATA/COMMAND DECODING
2.iB.16.2 SELECT DETECTOR TO BE USED
2.18.16.2.1 RECEIVE GROUND COMMANDS
2.18,16.2.2 DATA/COMMAND DECODING
2.iB.16.2.3 MOVE DETECTOR INTO POSITION
2.18.16.2.4 DETECTOR POWER ON
2.1B.i6.2.5 DETECTOR COOLING ON
2.iB.16.2.6 OPEN DETECTOR APERTURES
2.1B.16.2.7 FINE FOCUS DETECTOR
2.1B.16.3 OPERATE DETECTOR AND ASPECT SYSTEM
2.1B.i6.3.1 TAKE DATA FROM DETECTOR
2.18.16.3.2 TAKE DATA FROM ASPECT SENSORS
2.18.16.3.3 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
2.1B.16.3,4 DATA/COMMAN10 TRANSMISSION
2.1B.17 ON-ORBIT ALIGNMENT OF TELESCOPE SYSTEM
2.18.17.1 IDENTIFY DESIRED ATTIT,,O
2,18.17.1.1 PICK X-RAY SOURCL WITH KNOWN OPTICAL COUNTERPART
2,iB.17.1.2 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.1B.17.2 LOCATE X-RAY SOURCE
2.18.17.2.1 MOVE DETECTOR INTO POSITION
2.16.17.2.2 DETECTOR POWER ON
2.1B.i7.2.3 DETECTOR COOLING ON
2.18.17.2.4 OPEN DETECTOR APERTURES
2.18.17.2.5 FINE FOCUS DETECTOR
2.18.17.2.6 TAKE DATA FROM DETECTOR
2.1B.17.2.7 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
2.1B.17.2.8 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
2.iB.17.2.9 DETERMINE IF TARGET IS WITHIN DETECTOR FOV
2.1B.17.3 LOCATE OPTICAL COUNTERPART
2.1B.17,3.1 TAKE DATA FROM ASPECT SENSORS
2.1B.17.3.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
2.1B.17.3.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
2.18.17.3.4 DETERMINE IF TARGET IS WITHIN ASPECT SENSOR FOV
2.16.17.3.5 SELECT NEW TELESCOPE ATTITUDE IF NECESSARY
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
If target has not been found, another try must be made.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1B.17.4 DETERMINE RELATIVE ALIGNMENT
2.18.17.4,1 TAKE DATA FROM DETECTOR
2.iB.17.4.2 TAKE DATA FROM ASPECT SENSORS
2,16.17.4.3 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
2.18.17.4.4 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
2.1B.17.4.5 PROCESS IMAGE DATA
2.18.17.4.6 DETERMINE ALIGNMENT CORRECTION
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2.2A.1.4 CREATE FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
2.2A.1.5 FAILURE MODES ANALYSIS
2.2A.1,6 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
2.2A.1.7 SAFETY REVIEW
2.2A.1.8 DESIGN OF COMPONENTS
2.2A.1.10 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
2.2A.2 COMPONENT FABRICATION
2.2A.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
2.2A.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS
2.2A.2.3 PROCURE MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
2.2A.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
2.2A.3 COMPONENT TEST
2.2A.3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES
2.2A.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
2.2A.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
2.2A.3.4 SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOYMENT TESTS
2.2A.3.5 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS
2.2A.3.6 THERMAL AND VACUUM TESTS




2.2A.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.2A.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.2A.5.3 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.2A.5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.2A.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.2A.5.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL. SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.2A.5.7 OPTICAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.2A.5.8 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
2.2A.5.9 FAILURE MODES SIMULATION
2.2A.5.10 SYSTEM CERTIFICATION
2.2A.6 SHIPPING TO LAUNCH SITE
2.2A.6.1 REMOVE TEST EQUIPMENT
2.2A.6.2 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
2.2A.6.3 PACKING
2.2A.6.4 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
2.2A.7 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT
2.2A.7,1 UNPACKING
2.2A.7.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
2.2A.7.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
2.2A.7.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.2A.7.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.2A.7.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.2A.7.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.2A.7.3.5 VERIFY DETECTOR SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.2A.7.3.6 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
2.2A.7.4 TRANSFER TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
2.2A.7.4.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CONTAINER
2.2A.7.4.2 TRANSPORT TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG,
2.2A.7.4.3 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.2A.7.4.4 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN HORIZONTAL CITE
2.2A.7.5 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
2.2A.7.5.1 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
2.2A.7.5.2 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
2.2A.7.6 TRANSFER PAYLOAD TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
2.2A.7.6.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.2A.7.6.2 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
2.2A.7.6.3 REMOVE STRONGBACK
2.2A.7.6.4 CLOSE CANISTER
2.2A.7.6.5 TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
2.2A.7.7 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (HORIZONTAL)
2.2A.7.7.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.2A.7.7.2 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
2.2A.7.7.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
2.2A.7.7.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
2.2A.7.7.5 INSTALLATION OF OMS KIT
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2.2A.7.7.6 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
2.2A.8 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
2.2A.9 ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS AND CAPTURE
2.2A.9.1 SHUTTLE ATTAINS RENDEZVOUS ORBIT
2.2A.9.2 RENDEZVOUS WITH AXAF
2.2A.9.2.1 COMPUTE EXPECTED TARGET POSITION
2.2A.9.2.2 ALIGN ORBITER WITH EXPECTED TARGET POSITION
2.2A.9.2.3 DEPLOY RENDEZVOUS SENSOR
2.2A.9.2.4 ACTIVATE RENDEZVOUS SENSOR
2.2A.9.2.5 TRACK TARGET
2.2A.9.2.6 COMPUTE TERMINAL PHASE OMS BURN
2.2A.9.2.7 FIRE THRUSTERS
2.2A.9.3 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
2.2A.9.3.1 COMMAND ATTITUDE CHANGE
Command to change pointing is entered.
---------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
2.2A.9.3.2 OBSERVE ATTITUDE CHANGE
Orbiter observes results of attitude change command.
2.2A.9.3.3 MONITOR TELEMETRY
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
AXAF data is monitored by Orbiter.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.9.3.4 EVALUATE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Detector and housekeeping data is evaluated to verify correct response
to command.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.9.4 STABILIZE AXAF FOR RETRIEVAL
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
If system performance is not adequate, retrieval may be necessary,
for repairs in payload bay or on ground.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.9.4.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
Update inertial reference system.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.9.4.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.2A.9.4.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.2A.9.4.4 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Main components are solar arrays and radiators.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.9.4.5 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.2A.9.4.6 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Use magnetic torquers for attitude control.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.9.4.7 DETERMINE DISTURBING TORQUES
2.2A.9.4.8 COMPUTE REQUIRED RESULTANT




2.2A.9.4.10 SHUTDOWN SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS
2.2A.9.5 ATTACH AXAF TO ORBITER
2.2A.9.5.1 MATCH AXAF VELOCITY AND ATTITUDE WITH ORBITER
2.2A.9.5.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
The target is AXAF.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.9.5.3 GRASP FIXTURE
2.2A.9.5.4 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
2.2A.9.5.5 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
2.2A.9.6 TESTS OF ATTACHED PAYLOAD
2.2A.9.6.1 COMMAND DETECTOR SELECTION
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Command to rotate detector carousel is entered from Orbiter.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.9.6.2 OBSERVE DETECTOR SELECTION
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is monitored by Orbiter.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.9.6.4 EVALUATE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Detector and housekeeping data is evaluated to verify correct response
to command.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.9.7	 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
2.2A.9.7.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
2.2A.9.7.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
2.2A.9.7.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.2A.9.7.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.2A.9.7.5
	 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
2.2A.9.8	 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE OF POOR QUALITYCOMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
2.2A.9.8.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
2.2A.9.8.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
2.2A.9.8.4 DEVISE TEST	 FOR	 FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.2A.9.8.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.2A.9.8.6	 IDENTIFY	 FAULTY	 SOFTWARE
2.2A.10 COMPONENT/SOFTWARE REPLACEMENT
2.2A.10.1	 REMOVE OLD DETECTOR MODULE
2.2A.10.1.1	 LOCATE	 ACCESS	 PANEL
2	 .A.10.1.2	 OPEN ACCESS	 PANEL














2.2A.10.2.4	 OPEN INTERNAL VALVES
2.2A.10.2.5 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
2.2A.10.2 6 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
2.2A.10.3 COMPONENT REPLACEMENT
2.2A.10.3.1	 DEFINE	 ACCESS	 SEOUENCE
2.2A.10.3.2	 LOCATE	 ACCESS PANEL




2.2A.10.3.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
2.2A.10.3.6	 REMOVE COMPONENT
2.2A.10.3.7 STORE COMPONENT
2.2A.10.3.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
2.2A.10.3.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
2.2A.iO.3.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
2.2A.10.3.11	 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
2.2A.10.3.12 CLOSE
	 ACCESS	 PANEL




2.2A.10.4.3 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
2.2A.i1	 RESUPPLY CONSUMABLES






2.2A.11.1A.2 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
2.2A.11.1A.3 CLOSE	 INTERNAL VALVES
2.2A.11.1A.4	 EXTEND AND ATTACH UMBILICAL
2.2A.11.1A.5 OPEN SUPPLY VALVE
2.2A.11.1A.6	 MONITOR	 FLUID TRANSFER
2.2A.11.1A.7	 CLOSE	 SUPPLY	 VALVE
2.2A.11.1A.8 DETACH AND RETRACT UMBILICAL
2.2A.11.1A.9 OPEN	 INTERNAL
	 VALVES
2,2A.11.1A.10 CHECK	 FOR	 LEAKS
2.2A.11.1A.11	 CLOSE	 ACCESS	 PANEL
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2.2A,11.1B FLUID REPLACEMENT (TANK REPLACEMENT)
2.2A.11.1B.1 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
2.2A.11.1B.2 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
2.2A.11.1B.3 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
2.2A.11.1B.4 CLOSE INTERNAL VALVES
2.2A.11,1B.5 LOCATE OLD TANK
2.2A.11.1B.6 DISCONNECT OLD TANK
2.2A.11.IB.7 REMOVE OLD TANK
2,2A.11.1B.8 STORE OLD TANK
2.2A.11.1B.9 LOCATE NEW TANK
2.2A.11.1B.10 INSTALL NEW TANK
2.2A.11.1B.11 CONNECT NEW TANK
2.2A.11.1B.12 OPEN INTERNAL VALVES
2.2A.11,1B,13 CHECK FOR LEAKS
2,2A.11,1B.14 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
2.2A.11.1B.15 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
2.2A.12 NON-ROUTINE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
2.2A 13 SECURE PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
2.2A.13,1 RETRACT DEPLOYABLE PAYLOAD COMPONENTS
2.2A.13.1.1 RETRACT TDRSS ANTENNAS
2.2A.13,1.2 LOCATE SUNSHADE RESTRAINTS
2.2A.13.1.3 RELEASE SUNSHADE RESTRAINTS
2.2A,13.1.4 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is the AXAF sunshade.
2.2A.13.1.5 GRASP FIXTURE
2.2A.13.1,6 CLOSE SUNSHADE
2.2A.13.1.7 LOCATE SOLAR ARRAY RESTRAINTS
2.2A,13.1.8 RELEASE SOLAR ARRAY RESTRAINTS
2.2A.13.1.9 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is the AXAF solar array.
2.2A,13.1.10 GRASP FIXTURE
2.2A.13.1.11 RETRACT SOLAR ARRAYS
2.2A.13.2 RETRACTION OF PAYLOAD INTO PAYLOAD BAY
2.2A,13.2.1 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is AXAF,
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.13.2.2 GRASP FIXTURE
2.2A.13.2.3 TILT PAYLOAD TO HORIZONTAL POSITION
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
AXAF is mounted on a tilt-table.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A,13.2.4 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
2.2A.13.2,5 CLOSE PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
2.2A.14 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
2.2A.14.1 SHUTTLE ATTAINS DELIVERY ORBIT
2.2A.14.2 EXTENSION OF PAYLOAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY
2.2A.14.2.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
2.2A.14,2.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is AXAF.
---------------------------------------•------------------------------------
2.2A.14,2.3 GRASP FIXTURE
2.2A.14,2.4 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
2.2A,14.2.5 TILT PAYLOAD TO VERTICAL POSITION
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
AXAF is mounted on a tilt-table.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2,2A.14.3 EXTEND DEPLOYABLE COMPONENTS
2.2A.14,3.1 LOCATE SOLAR ARRAY RESTRAINTS
2.2A.14.3.2 RELEASE SOL:,R ARRAY RESTRAINTS
2.2A.14.3.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is the AXAF solar array.
-----------------------------------------------°----------------------------
2.2A.14.3.4 GRASP FIXTURE
2.2A.14.3.5 DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS
2.2A.14.3.6 LOCATE SUNSHADE RESTRAINTS
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2.2A.14.3.7 RELEASE SUNSHADE RESTRAINTS
2.2A.14.3.8 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
--------------------------------------------------------------------------




2.2A.14.3.11 DEPLOY TDRSS ANTENNAS
2.2A.14.4 TESTS OF ATTACHED PAYLOAD
2.2A.14.4.1 COMMAND DETECTOR SELECTION
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Command to rotate detector carousel is entered from Orbiter.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A,14.4.2 OBSERVE DETECTOR SELECTION
---------------------------------------------------------------------------




AXAF data is monitored by Orbiter.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.14.4.4 EVALUATE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Detector and housekeeping data is evaluated to verify correct response
to command.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A,i4.5 SEPARATION OF PAYLOAD FROM ORBITER
2.2A.14.5.1 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is AXAF.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.14.5.2 GRASP FIXTURE
2.2A.14.5.3 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
2.2A,14.5.4 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD OUT OF PAYLOAD BAY
2.2A.14.5.5 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
2.2A.14.6 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
2.2A.14.6.1 ACTIVATE AXAF SUBSYSTEMS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Attitude control, communications, thermal control systems are
activated.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.14.6.2 COMMAND ATTITUDE CHANGE
Command to change pointing is entered.
2.2A.14.6.3 OBSERVE ATTITUDE CHANGE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------




AXAF data is monitored by Orbiter,
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.14.6.5 EVALUATE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Detector and housekeeping data is evaluated to verify correct response
to command.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.14.7 STABILIZE AXAF FOR RETRIEVAL
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
If system performance is not adequate, retrieval may be necessary,
for repairs in payload bay or on ground.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.14.7.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Update inertial reference system.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.14.7.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.2A.14.7.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.2A 14.7.4 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------






2.2A.14.7.5 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.2A.14.7.6 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Use magnetic torquers for attitude control.
-------------------^-------------------------------------------------------
2.'eA.14.7.7 DETERMINE DISTURBING TOROUES
2.2A.14.7.8 COMPUTE REQUIRED RESULTANT




2.2A.14,7.10 SHUTDOWN SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS
2.2A.14.8 ATTACH AXAF TO ORBITER
2,2A.14.8.1 MATCH AXAF VELOCITY AND ATTITUDE WITH ORBITER
2.2A.14.8.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
--------------------------------- • -----------------------------------------
The target is AXAF.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2A.14.8.3 GRASP FIXTURE
2.2A.14.8.4 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
2 2A.14.8.5 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
2.2A.14.9 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
2.2A.14.9.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
2.2A.14.9.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
2.2A.14.9.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.2A.14.9.4 PERFORM TEST FCR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.2A.14.9.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
2.2A.14.1t_,A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
2.2A.14.IOA,1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
2.2A.14.10A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
2.2A.14.10A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
2.2A.14.10A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
2.2A.14.10B COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
2.2A.14.10B.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEOUENCE
2.2A.14.10B.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
2.2A.14.10B.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
2.2A.14.10B.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
2.2A.14,10B.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
2.2A.14,10B.6 REMOVE. COMPONENT
2.2A.14,10B.7 STORE COMPONENT
2.2A.14.10B.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
2.2A,14.10B.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
2.2A.14.10B.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
2.2A.14.10B.11 M4.KE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
2.2A.14,106.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
2.2A.14.10B.i3 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
2.2A.14.11 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
2.2A.14.11.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
2.2A.14.11.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
2.2A.14.11.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
2.2A.14,11.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.2A.14.11.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.2A.14.11.6 IDENTIFY FAULTY SOFTWARE
2.2A.14.12 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
2.2A.14.12.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
2.2A.14.12,2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
2.2A.14.12.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
2.2A.14.12.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
2.2A,15 REENTRY AND LANDING
2.2A.i6 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
2.2A.16.1 SAFING OF ORBITER
2.2A.16.2 REMOVAL OF PAYLOAD FROM ORBITER
2.2A.16.2.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
2.2A.16.2.2 ATTACH STPONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.2A.16.2,3 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER











2.2B. 1 .4 CREATE FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT 	 OF KalL ^r b^.^^ I
2.28.1.5 FAILURE MODES ANALYSIS
2.28.1.6 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
2.2B.1.7 SAFETY REVIEW





2.2B.2.1 PROCJRE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
2.28.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS
2.28.2.3 PROCURE MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
2.2B.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
2.28.3 COMPONENT TEST
2.28.3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES
2.28.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
2.28.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
2.2B.3.4 SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOYMENT TESTS
2.28.3.5 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS
2.28.3.6 THERMAL AND VACUUM TESTS





2.28.5.1 POWER SJBSYSTEM TESTS
2.2B.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.2B.5.3 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.28.5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.28.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.28.5.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.28.5.7 OPTICAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.28.5.8 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.28.5.9 INTEGRATED S Y STEMS TESTS
2.28.5.10 FAILURE MODES SIMULATION
2.2B.5.11 SYSTEM CERTIFIC,'TION
2.28.6 SHIPPING TO LAUNCH SITE
2.28.6.1 REMOVE TEST EQUIPMENT
2.28.6.2 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
2.28.6.3 PACKING
2.28.6.4 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
2.2B.7 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT
2.2B.7.1 UNPACKING
2.2B.7.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
2.2B.7.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
2.2B.7.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.28.7.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.28.7.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.26.7.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.28.7.3.5 VERIFY DETECTOR SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.2B.7.3.6 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
2.28.7.4 TRANSFER TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
2.2B.7.4.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CONTAINER
2.28.7.4.2 TRANSPORT TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
2.28.7.4.3 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.28.7,4.4 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN HORIZONTAL CITE
2.28.7.5 INTEGRATE TMS WITH PAYLOAD
2.28.7.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
2.2B.7.6.1 CHECK TMS/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INIERFACES
2.26.7.6.2 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
2.28.7.6.3 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
2.28.7.7 TRANSFER TMS/PAYLOAD TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
2.2B.7.7.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.28.7.7.2 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
2.2B.7.7.3 REMOVE STRONGBACK
2.28.7.7.4 CLOSE CANISTER
2.28.7.7.5 TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
2.28.7.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (HORIZONTAL)
2.28.7.8.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.28.7.8.2 I14STALL PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
2.28.7.8.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
2.28.7.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
2.28.7.8.5 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
2.28.7.8.6 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
2A.37
^^^K^^ ^.
2.2B.e COUNTDOWN AND LxUN7" 	 OF RY;"i
2.28.9 ORBITAL nE*DEI'vmv^. 0'42 CxpTueE
2.26.0.1 S*urrL^ 07xIw^ oELlvEmv ORBIT
2.28,9.2 TESTS or xnAovcD ru'Lo4D
2-2B e^2 1 nowEo 3UoSv57Fu uncCwOuT
2.26.9 2-2 ImFnomAr%Vw p mnC[ e)SIwo SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
2.28.9.3 ExrEm610o4 OF vx^Lnxo ronu PAYLOAD BAY
2.2B.8 3 / V p sN nurLDuo oxv 000nt
2.28-9 .3 u xcrlvxn owS
2.28.9.3.3 LocArV unxSrIwm r/xTunE ON TxnGp7
----------------------` --------------~~--~---~~-~~~
The target ^m the TMs.
---'--------'-' ----------''---''-'------------~~--~--------
o 28.e o 4 wovs um^ TO FIXTURE
2 2o.o o a omxsv FIxruns
o.26 o o.s ncLF«Sc rAvLoxu nL".rnuINTS
o.ue o.3 , TRANSLATE nA'Ln*u our or PAYLOAD BAY
2.2B.9.4 6c»AnxTlow OF ruvLouo p wxw UnaITcm
2.26.e * 1 nms RELEASES PAYLOAD
2.2B.9.4.2 SEcoo[ xms IN vxvLo»o BAY
2.2B.9.5 oncnuTlowAL o*Ecwour OF TwS
2.2o.9.5.1 ACTIVATE TMS sueSvSTswS
u.oa o 5 o zm/oRmxrIom p RnucSszwn SUBSYSTEM c*ccmOUT
2.2B.9 s n POWER ^ossvSrEw o*ECnour
o,za.o.o.* rHsomuL Suso,Sr[w cHEowour
2.2B.9-5.5 Srnucru*AL SuoovSrsw o*EoxOuT
2.2B.9 .5 a cuwmowIc»rIomF^ sueSvSrEw c*ccxOur
2.26,9 .5 r *nIruos cowrnoL SUBSYSTEM onEcwou7
u.2a.a s a 'PPnnuLSIow sueSYsrcw n*coxour
2.28.9.5 s oomsuwxsLcn LEVELS c*ccxour
u u8.e a onaIr»L rpuw'-p[-n
2.2B.9 ,6 I xwIrzuLzz, ouIoxmoc SvsrEw
______________________________________________________
Update Inertial reference avotem
-----------------------''''-'--''-------------------------
2.2B.9 6 o ocrxcmImE cuxoEmr onezrAL n^n«mET[nS
o.uB. g .o a oErcnuImc ocnzRco onaIr^L PunAm[rEny
o.00.o a ^ c*oour omzmxL TnuJscToev
o.ue. g .s s ossnmzmc ournsNT xTr%ruDE
u 2B.9 6 s nsrsnuIus DESIRED ^nITuo[
u.ze.o 6,7 morxrc sp:cconxFr
---------------`--'`--`-------------------
Use magnetic torquero for attitude oontrol
_________________________________________
u oa.o 6,8 rInc rHnusrcus
2.2B.9 .7 o p cnurIo*AL c"Fcxour or Axxp
o oa g .r 1 rowmxwn *-TzTunE cHxwuE
____________________________________________
Command to change po`nt`"y ` o evt"'ed
__________________________________ I _________________________
2.28 .9.7.2 oossnvs AnITuoF CHANGE
------------------------------- ''------''-----'--------------------~
Orbiter observes results r^ nit ` t "uo change command.
__________________________________________________________
2.2B.9.7 .3 womzrnn rsLsMsrnv
----'--------'--'---------'''''- — ' '-----------------------
^xAF data `o monitored by o'b,ta,
---------------------- '------------- '--------------------------------------
u.ue.a r 4 svum«rc srsrcw ncnpunuAwos
----------------'''-----''-'-''-'-'------'---------------
Detector and ^numakemp`no data is evaluated to verify correct response
to command.
-----------------'-----''--'-'------''-'-'''-----------'------------'------
o uo.a.o sr^g ILzzc xxxr FOR ncrnIcvAL
------------------'-----'----'--'-'--'----'------'-------------------~-----
If system performance is not adrouota, retrieval may be nmneesurv,
for repairs In payload uo/ or on g,nvnu
---'------'--------'-------'--''''--'-'-''-'--'''-'-----------------------
u.oB o o 1 IwzrIxLzzs ouzouwcs SvSrcw
'---------------'-------'-'''''''-'-''''-''------'---------------------'---




onC^i^ "^'.^	 n .,tl	 W,
OF FOE2.28.9.8.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE -°
2.28.9.8.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.28.9.8.4 DETERMINE NEW CONFIr-URATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Main components tiro solar arrays and radiators.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2B.9.B.5 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.28.9.8.6 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Use magnetic torquers for attitude control.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.C8.9.8.7 DETERMINE DISTURBING TORQUES
2.28.9.8.8 COMPUTE REQUIRED RESULTANT





2.2B.9.8.10 SHUTDOWN SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS
2.26.9.9 DOCK TMS TO SPACECRAFT
2.28.9.9.1	 LOCATE DOCKING TARGET
2.28.9.9.2 EXTEND DOCKING MECHANISM
2.28.9.9.3 FASTEN DOCKING LATCH
2.28.9.10 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
2.26.9.10.1	 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
2.2B.9.10.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
2.26.9.10.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.2B.9.10.4 PERFORM TEST FOR	 AILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.26.9.10.5	 IDENTIFY	 FAULTY COMPONENT
2.26.9.11	 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE	 SOFTWARE
2.2B.9.11.1	 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL




2.28.9.11.4 DEVISE TEST	 FOR	 FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.26.9.11.5 PERFORM TEST 	 FOR	 FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.28.9.11.6	 IDENTIFY	 FAULTY	 SOFTWARE
2.2B.10 COMPONENT/SOFTWARE REPLACEMENT
2.26.10.1	 REMOVE OLD DETECTOR MODULE
2.28.10.1.1	 LOCATE	 ACCESS PANEL




2.28.10.1.4	 CLOSE	 INTERNAL	 VALVES
2.26. 4 0.1.5 DISCONNECT	 DETECTOR
2.28.10.1.6	 REMOVE	 DETECTOR
2.28.10.1.7	 STORE	 DETECTOR




2.28.10.2.4	 OPEN	 INTERNAL VALVES





2.28.10.3.1	 DEFINE ACCESS	 SEQUENCE
2.28.10.3.2	 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
2.2B.10.3.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
2.28.10.3.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
2.28.10.3.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
2.28.10.3.6	 REMOVE	 COMPONENT
2.28.10.3.7	 STORE COMPONENT
2.28.10.3.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
2.2B.10.3.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
2.28.10.3.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
2.2B.10.3.11	 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC	 CHECKS
2.28.10.3.12 CLOSE	 ACCESS PANEL




2.28.10.4.3 .OMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
2.2B	 1i	 RESUPPLY CONSUMABLES






o2.2B.11.1A.2 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
2.2B.11.IA.3 CLOSE INTERNAL VALVES
2.2B.11.1A.4 EXTEND AND ATTACH UMBILICAL
2.2B.11.1A.5 OPEN SUPPLY VALVE
2.2B.11.1A.6 MONITOR FLUID TRANSFER
2.2B.11,1A,7 CLOSE SUPPLY VALVE
2.2B.11.IA.8 DETACH AND RETRACT UMBILICAL
2.28.11.IA.9 OPEN INTERNAL VALVES
2.28.11,1A.10 CHECK FOR LEAKS
2.2B.11.1A.11 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
2.26.11.16 FLUID REPLACEMENT (TANK REPLACEMENT)
2.26.11.18.1 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
2.26.11.iB.2 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
2.2B.11.1B.3 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
2.2B.11.1B.4 CLOSE INTERNAL VALVES
2.2B.11.18.5 LOCATE OLD TANK
2.2B.11.1B.6 DISCONNECT OLD TANK
2.28.11.18.7 REMOVE OLD TANK
2.28.11,18.8 STORE OLD TANK
2.2B.11.1B.9 LOCATE NEW TANK
2.2B.11.iB.10 INSTALL NEW TANK
2.2B.11.1B.11 CONNECT NEW TANK
2.2B.11.1B.12 OPEN INTERNAL VALVES
2.26.11.18,13 CHECK FOR LEAKS
2.28 11.1B.14 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
2.2B.11.1B.15 STOW REPAIR EOUIPMENT
2.28.12 NCI!-ROUTINC MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
2.2B.13 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
2.20.13.1 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF TMS/SPACECRAFT)
2.28.13.1,1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
Update inertial reference system.
2.25.13.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.2B 13.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.28.13.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.2B.13.1.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.2B.13.1.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.28.13.1.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
UsQ magnetic torquers for attitude control.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2B.13.1.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
2.28.13.2 UNDOCK TMS FROM PAYLOAD
2.28.13.2.1 RELEASE DOCKING LATCH
2.28.13.2.2 RETRACT DOCKING MECHANISM
2.26.13.2.3 MOVE AWAY FROM PAYLOAD
2.28.13.3 EXTEND DEPLOYABLE COMPONENTS
2.2B.13.3.1 LOCATE SOLAR ARRAY RESTRAINTS
2.2B.13.3.2 RELEASE SOLAR ARRAY RESTRAINTS
2.28.13.3.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
The target is the AXAF solar array.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.28.13.3.4 GRASP FIXTURE
2.28.13.3.5 DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS
2.2B.13.3.6 LOCATE SUNSHADE RESTRAINTS
2.2B.13.3.7 RELEASE SUNSHADE RESTRAINTS
2.28.13.3.8 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
--------------------------------------------------------------------------




2.28.13.3.11 DEPLOY TDRSS ANTENNAS
2.28.13.4 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT OF AXAF
2.28.13.4.1 ACTIVATE AXAF SUBSYSTEMS
Attitude control, communications, thermal control systems are
activated.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2B.13.4.2 COMMAND ATTITUDE CHANGE
2A.40
♦ C` JCu xv'a	 v
OF FC^^.^ ^ ^sd ^i^ C u'l^'
---- - ------------------------ ----------------------------------------------
Command to change po nting in entored.
---------------------------------------------------------------- ---------^-
2.28.13.4 3 OBSERVE ATTITUDE CHANGE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------




AXAF data is monitored by Orbiter.
---------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
2.28.13.4,G EVALUATE SYSTEM PERFuRMANCE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Detector and housekeoping data is evaluated to verify correct response
to command.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2B.13.5 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
2.28.13.5.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
2.28.13.5.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
2.26.13.5.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.2B.13.5.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.28.13.5.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
2.2B.13.GA COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
2.28.13.6A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
2.2B.13.6A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
2.2B.13.6A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
2.2B.13.GA.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
2.28.13.68 COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
2.2B.13.6B 1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
2.2B.13.68.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
2.2B.13.6B.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
2.26.13.65.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
2.28.13.68.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
2.2B.13.66.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
2.28.13.68.7 STORE COMPONENT
2.28.13.68.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
2.28.13.68.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
2.28.13.68.6 ADJUST COMPONENT
2.28.13.68.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
2.2B.13.GB.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
2.26.13.66.13 STOW RFPAIR EQUIPMENT
2,28.13.7 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
2.26.13.7.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
2.26.13.7.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
2.28.13.7.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
2.28.13.7 4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.25.13.7.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
2.28.13.7. r IDENTIFY FAULTY SOFTWARE
2.28.13.8 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
2.26.13.8.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
2.2B.13.8.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
2.26.13.8.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
2.2B.13.8.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
2.2B.14 RENDEZVOUS WITH ORBITER
2.28.14.1 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF TMS)
2.28.14.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Update inertial reference system.
----------- - ---------------------------------------------------------------
2.2B.14.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.26.14,1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.28.14,1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.28.14.1.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.28.14.1.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.28.14,1.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
1,Se magnetic torquers for attitude control.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.28.14,1.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
28,14.2 SHU'DOWN TMS FOR RETRIEVAL
2.2B.14.2.1 STOW TMS ANTENNA




2.28.15 RETRIEVAL BY ORBITER
2.26.15.1 ADJUST ORCIT (OF ORBITER)
2.1B.15.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
---------------------------------..._-..-----.-------------.----------.--.-
Update inertial reference sister)
............................................. .-----..-.---.-----------------
2.28.15.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.2B. 15
	 . O%TFRMIN w
 DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.26.19 +.4 CHOOSF OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.28.15.1.5 FIRE THRUSTERS
2.28.15.2 ADJUST ATTITUDE (OF ORBITER)
2.2B.15.2.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.28.15.2 2 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.26.15.2.3 DETERMINr NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
Main componante are solar arrays and radiators.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.26.15.2.4 CHOOSEO PTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.28.15.2.5 ROTATE	 PACECRAFT
Use magnetic torquer, for attitude Control.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2B.15.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
2.2B 15 3 1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
2.2B.15.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
2.28.15 .3.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
2.26.15 .3.4 PROJECT CONSUMAP. LF.S REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
2.28.15 .3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
2.26.15.3.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
2.26.15.3.7 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
2.28.15.3.8 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
2.2B.15.4 ORBITER RECOVERY OF TMS
2.28.15 .4.1 ACTIVATE RMS
2.28.15.4.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Target is the TMS
2.28.15.4.3 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
2.26.15.4.4 GRASP FIXTURE
2.26.15.4.5 LOCATE CRADLE IN PAYLOAD BAY
2.2B.15.4.6 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
2.26.15.4.7 'FASTEN PAY"OAD RESTRAINTS
2.2B.15.4.8 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
2.26.15.4.5 SECURE RMI, IN PAYLOAD BAY
2.28.16 REENTRY AND LANDING
2.2B.17 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
2.2B.17.1 SAFING OF ORBITER
2.28.17 2 REMOVAL OF PAYLOAD FROM OQ$1TER
2.28.17.2.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
2.28.17.2.2 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.26.17.2.3 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER





2.3A.1.4 CREATE FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
2.3A.1.S FAILURE MODES ANALYSIS
2.3A.1.6 ADJUST DESIGN FOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
2.3A.1.7 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
2.3A.1.8 SAFETY REVIEW
,0.3A.1.9 DESIGN OF COMPONENTS
2.3A.1.1O SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
2.3A.2 COMPONENT FABRICATION
2.3A.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
2.3A.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS
o.3A.2.3 PROCURE MANJFACTURING EQUIPMENT
1.3A.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
2.3A.3 COMPONENT TEST
2,3A,3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES




2.3A.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
2.3A.3.4 SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOYMENT TESTS
2.3A.3.5 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS
2.3A.3,6 THERMAL AND VACUUM TESTS




2.3A.S.1	 POWER SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.3A.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.3A.5.3 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.3A.5 4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBS Y STEM TESTS
2.3A.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.3A.5.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
f 2.3A.5.7	 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
2.3A.5.8	 FAILURE MODES SIMULATION
2.3A.5.9 SYSTEM CERTIFICATION




2.3A.6.2 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
;i 2.3A.6.3	 PACKING +
2.3A.6.4 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
2.3A.7 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT
2.3A.7.1	 UNPACKING
2.3A.7.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
2.3A.7.3	 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
2.3A.7.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.3A.7.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
1 2.3A.7.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.3A.7.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.3A.7.3.5 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
2.3A.7.4 TRANSFER TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
2.3A.7.4.1	 LOAD PAYLOAD	 INTO CONTAINER
2.3A.7.4.2 TRANSPORT TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.




2.3A.7.5 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
2.3A.7.5.1 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
2.3A.7.5.2 CHECK	 ELECTRICAL	 INTERFACES
2.3A.7.6 TRANS F ER PAYLOAD TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
2.3A.7.6.1	 AIIACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD





2.3A.7.6.5 TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
2.3A.7.7 ORBITER/PAYLOAD 	 INTEGRATION]	 (HORIZONTAL)









2.3A.7.7.5	 INSTALLATION OF Oh1S KIT
2.3A.7.7.6 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
2.3A.8 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
2.3A.9 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
2.3A.10 ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS AND CAPTURE
2.3A.10.1	 SHUTTLE ATTAINS RENDEZVOUS ORBIT




2.3A.10.2.2 ALIGN ORBITER WITH EXPECTED TARGET POSITION
2.3A.10.2.3 DEPLOY RENDEZVOUS SENSOR
2.3A.10.2.4 ACTIVATE RENDEZVOUS SENSOR
2.3A.10.2.5	 TRACK TARGET
2.3A.10.2.6 COMPUTE TERMINAL PHASE OMS BURN
2.3A.10.2.7	 FIRE	 THRUSTERS
2.3A.10.3	 STABILIZE AXAF	 FOR RETRIEVAL
2.3A.10.3.1	 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE
	 SYSTEM
Update	 inertial	 reference system.
I --------------------------------------------------------------------------
C 2.3A.10.3.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.3A.i").3.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE





Main components are solar arrays and radiators,
---------------------------------------------- - ------------------ - ---------
2.3A.10.3,5 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.3A.10.3,6 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
-------------------------------------------°--------------------------------
Use magnetic torquers for attitude control.
------------ --s-------------------------------------------------------------
2.3A,10.3.7 DETERMINE DISTURBING TORQUES
2.3A,10,3.8 COMPUTE REQUIRED RESULTANT
2.3A.10.3.9 APPLY COMPENSATING TORQUES
-------------------------------------------------- ------------------------
Use magnetic torquers.
2.3A.10.3,10 SHUTDOWN SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS
2.3A.10.4 ATTACH AXAF TO ORBITER
2.3A.10.4,1 MATCH AXAF VELOCITY AND ATTITUDE WITH ORBITER
2.3A.10.4,2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is AXAF.
------------------------------------------------------------- - -------------
2,3A,10.4.3 GRASP FIXTURE
2.3A.10.4.4 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
2.3A,10.4.5 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
2.3A,11 SECURE PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
2.3A.11.1 RETRACT DEPLOYABLE PAYLOAD COMPONENTS
2.3A.11.1.1 RETRACT TDRSS ANTENNAS
2.3A.11.1.2 LOCATE SUNSHADE RESTRAINTS
2.3A.11.1.3 RELEASE SUNSHADE RESTRAINTS
2.3A,11.1.4 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
--------------------------------------------------------------------------




2.3A.11.1.7 LOCATE SOLAR ARRAY RESTRAINTS
2.3A.11.1.8 RELEASE SOLAR ARRAY RESTRAINTS
2.3A,11,1.9 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is the AXAF solar array.
--------------------------------- - -----------------------------------------
2.3A,11,1.10 GRASP FIXTURE
2.3A,11.1.11 RETRACT SOLAR ARRAYS
2.3A.ii.2 RETr%ACTION OF PAYLOAD INTO PAYLOAD BAY
2.3A,11.2,1 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target 1s AXAF.
2.3A.11.2.2 GRASP FIXTURE
2.3A.11.2.3 TILT PAYLOAD TO HORIZONTAL POSITION
AXAF 1s mounted on a tilt-table.
-------------------------------------------------- - ----------- -------------
2.3A.11.2.4 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
2.3A.11.2.5 CLOSE PAYLOAD BA%' DOORS
2,3A.12 REENTRY AND LANDING
2.3A.13 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
2.3A.13.1 SAFINr ')F ORBITER
2.3A.13.2 REMOVAL. OF PAYLOAD FROM ORBITER
2.3A,13.2,1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
2.3A,13.2.2 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.3A.13.2.3 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER




2.3B.1 3 PAYLOAD ACCOMMODATIONS
2.38.1.4 CREATE FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
2.3B.1.5 FAILURE MODES ANALYSIS
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2.38.1.8 DESIGN OF COMPONENTS
2.36.1.10 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
2.38.2 COMPONENT FABRICATION
2.3B.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
2.38.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS
2.38.2.3 )ROCURE MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
2.38.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
2.38.3 COMPONENT TEST
2.3B.3.1 SET UP TE:;T FACILITIES
2.38,3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
2,38.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
2.38.3.4 SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOYMENT TESTS
2.3B.3.5 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS
2.3B.3.6 THERMAL AND VACUUM TESTS





2.38.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.38.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.38.5.3 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.38.5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.38.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.38.5.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.3B,5.7 OPTICAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
2.38.5.8 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM-TESTS
2.38.5.9 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
2.3B.5.10 FAILURE MODES SIMULATION
2.38.5.11 SYSTEM CERTIFICATION
2.38.a SHIPPING TO LAUNCH SITE
2.38.6,1 REMOVE TEST EQUIPMENT
2.38.6.2 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
2.38.6.3 PACKING
2.3B.G 4 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
2.38.7 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT
2.3B,9.1 UNPACKING
2.39.7.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
2.38.7.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
2.38.7.3.1 VE'iIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.38.7.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.38.7.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.38.7.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
2.38.7.3.5 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
2.38.7.4 TRANSFER TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
2.36.7.4.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CONTAINER
2.3B.7.4.2 TRANSPORT TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
2.3B.7.4.3 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.38.7.4.4 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN HORIZONTAL CITE
2.38.7.5 INTEL ATE TMS WITH PAYLOAD
2.38.7.6 PERFURM INTERFACES CHECK
2.38,7.6.1 CHECK TMS/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
2.38.7.6.2 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
'I.3B.7.6.3 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
2.3B.7.7 TRANSFER TMS/PAYLOAD TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
2.38.7.7.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.36.7.7.2 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
2.38.7.7.3 REMOVE STRONGBACK
2.3B.7.7.4 CLOSE CANISTER
2.38.7.7.5 TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
2.38.7.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (HORIZONTAL)
2.38.7.8.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.3B.7.8.2 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
2.38.7.8.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
2.38.7.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
2.38.7.8.5 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
2.38.7.8.6 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
2.38.8 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
2.33.9 ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS AND CAPTURE
2.38.9.1 SHUTTLE ATTAINS DELIVERY ORBIT
2.38.9.2 TESTS OF ATTACHED PAYLOAD
2.3B.9.2.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
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2.38.9.2.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
2.3B.9.3 EXTENSION OF PAYLOAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY
2.38.9.3.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
2.38.9.3.2 ACTIVATE RMS
2.38.9.3.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is the TMS.
2.3B.9.3.4 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
2.38.9.3.5 GRASP FIXTURE
2.38.9.3.G RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
2.38.9.3.7 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD OUT OF PAYLOAD BAY
2.38.9.4 SEPARATION OF PAYLOAD FROM ORBITER
2.38.9.4.1 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
2.36.9.4.2 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
2.3B.9.5 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT OF TMS
2.3B.9.5.1 ACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
2.38.9.5.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
2.38.9.5.3 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
2.38.9.5.4 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
2.38.9.5.5 STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
2.36.9.5.6 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
2.36.9.5.7 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
2.38.9.5.8 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
2.38.9.5.9 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
2.38.9.6 O.'9ITAL TRANSFER
2.38.9.6.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Update inertial reference system.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.3B.9.6.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.38.9.6.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.38.9.6.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.36.9.6.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.38.9.6.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.38.9.6.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
Use magnetic torquers for attitude control.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.38.9.6.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
2.3B.9.7 STABILIZE AXAF FOR RETRIEVAL
2.38.9.7.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Update inertial reference system.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.3B.9.7.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.3B.9.7.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.38.9.7.4 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Main components are solar arrays and radiators.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.3B.9.7.5 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.3B.9.7.6 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Use magnetic torquers for attitude control.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.3B.9.7.7 DETERMINE DISTURBING TORQUES
2.38.9.7.8 COMPUTE REQUIRED RESULTANT
2.3B.9.7.9 APPLY COMPENSATING TOROUES
Use magnetic torquer$.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.3B.9.7.10 SHUTDOWN SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS
2.38.9.8 DOCK TMS TO SPACECRAFT
2.38.9.8.1 LOCATE DOCKING TARGET
2.38.9.8.2 EXTEND DOCKING MECHANISM
2.38.9.8.3 FASTEN DOCKING LATCH
2.38.10 RENDEZVOUS WITH ORBITER
2.38.10.1 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF TMS/SPACECRAFT)
2.38.10.1.1 INITIALIZ" GUIDANCE SYSTEM
------------------------------------- -------------------------------------
Update inertial reference system.
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2.3B.1O.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.38.10.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.38.10.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.3B.10.1.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.38.10.1.6 DETERMINE DESIRES ATTITUDE
2.3B.10.1.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Use magnetic torquers for attitude control.
2.3B.i0.1.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
2.38.10.2 SHUTDOWN TMS FOR RETRIEVAL
2.3B.10.2.1 STOW TMS ANTENNA
2.3B.10.2.2 DEACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
2.3B.11 RETRIEVAL BY ORBITER
2.3B.11.1 ADJUST ORBIT (OF ORBITER)
2.38.11.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Update inertial reference system.
2.3B.11.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.38.11.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
2.38.11.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.38.11.1.5 FIRE THRUSTERS
2.3B.11.2 ADJUST ATTITUDE (OF ORBITER)
2.36.11.2.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
2.38.11.2.2 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
2.3B.11.2.3 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
Main components are solar arrays and radiators.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.3B.1i.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
2.3B.11.2.5 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Use magnetic torquers for attitude control.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.3B.11.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
2.3B.11.3.i UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
2.3B.11.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
2.3B.11.3.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
2.3B.1i.3.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
2.3B.11.3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
2 3B.11.3.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
2.3B.11.3.7 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
2.36.11.3.8 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
2.3B.11.4 ORBITER RECOVERY OF TMS/SPACECRAFT
2.38.11.4.1 ACTIVATE RMS
2.3B.11.4.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The target is AXAF+TMS.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.3B.11.4.3 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
2.3B.11.4.4 GRASP FIXTUrr
2.3B.11.4.5 LOCATE CRADLE IN PAYLOAD BAY
2.3B.11.4.6 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
2.3B.11.4.7 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
2.3B.11.4.8 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
2.3B.11.4.9 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
2.3B.12 REENTRY AND LANDING
2.3B.13 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
2.3B.13.1 SAFING OF ORBITER
2.3B.13.2 REMOVAL OF PAYLOAD FROM ORBITER
2.38.13.2.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
2.3B.13.2.2 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
2.36.13.2.3 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
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2•A•4:	 TELEOPERATOR MANEUVERING SYSTEM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The primary information for this breakdown came from the following
sources: Teleoperator Maneuvering System Study/Mission Requirements and
System Definition Study/Review, April 7, 1981, July 22, 1981, and May 11,
1982; Vought Corporation TMS Design Information Release, September 19, 1980;
MSFC's Remote Satellite Services Program/Program Planning Summary, Feburary
1981; Teleoperator Maneuvering System Study/Mission Requirements and
System Definition Study (Volume II-Technical Report), May i1, 1982.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------	 'A	 "
3 TELEOPERATOR MANEUVERING SYSTEM
3.IA SPACECRAFT TRANSFER (DEPLOYMENT)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
This mission is the deployment option of the more general spacecraft
transfer mission. The TMS is used to transfer a spacecraft from the Orbiter





TMS subsystem requirements include communications, viewing, docking,




3.IA.1.4 CREATE FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
3.1A.1.5 r-AILURE MODES ANALYSIS
3.1A.1.6 ADJUST DESIGN FOR MAINTAINANCE AND REPAIR
3.IA.i.7 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
3.1A.1.8 SAFETY REVIEW
3.1A.1.9 DESIGN OF COMPONENTS
3.IA.1.10 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
3.1A.2 COMPONENT FABRICATION
3.IA.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
3.1A.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS
3.iA.2.3 PROCURE MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
3.1A.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
3.1A.3 COMPONENT TEST
3.IA.3.i SET UP TEST FACILITIES
3.1A.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
3.1A.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
3.1A.3.4 ANTENNA AND ARRAY DEPLOYMENT TESTS
3.1A.3.5 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS





3.1A.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.1A.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.1A.5.3 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.1A.5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.IA.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.1A.5.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.1A.5.7 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.1A.5.8 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.1A.5.9 FAILURE MODES SIMULATION
3.IA.5.10 SYSTEM CERTIFICA"lON
3.1A.6 SHIPPING TO LAUNCH SITE
3.1A.6.1 REMOVE TEST EQUIPMENT
3.1A.6.2 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
3.1A.6.3 PACKING
3.1A.6.4 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
3.1A.7A PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT (HORIZONTAL PAYLOAD)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The integration attitude of the TMS will depend upcn the payload carried by
the TMS. Horizontal integration will be used for a ho:• izontal payload.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.1A.7A.1 UNPACKING
3.IA.7A.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
3.1A.7A.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.1A.7A.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
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3.1A.7A.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.1A.7A.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.1A.7A.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.1A.7A.3.5 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
3.1A,7A.4 TRANSFER TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
3.IA,7A.4.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CONTAINER
3.1A.7A.4.2 TRANSPORT TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
3.iA.7A.4.3 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.1A.7A.4.4 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN HORIZONTAL CITE
3.1A.7A.5 INTEGRATE TMS WITH PAYLOAD
3.1A.7A.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
3,IA.7A.6.1 CHECK TMS/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.1A.7A.6.2 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.1A.7A.6.3 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.1A.7A.6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.1A.7A.7 TRANSFER TMS/PAYLOAD TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
3.1A.7A.7.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.1A.7A.7.2 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
3.1A.7A.7.3 REMOVE STRONGBACK
3.1A.7A.7.4 CLOSE CANISTER
3.1A.7A.7.5 TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
3.1A.7A.7.6 UNLOAD CANISTER
3.1A.7A.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (HORIZONTAL)
3.1A.7A.8.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.iA.7A.B.2 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
3.iA.7A.8.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
3.14 • .7A.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.1A.7A.8.5 REMOVE STRONGBACK
3.iA.7A.B.6 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
3.1A.7A.8.7 INSTILLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
3.1A.7B PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT (VERTICAL PAYLOAD)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The integration attitude of the TMS will depend upon the payload carried by
the TM3. Vertical integration will be used for a vertical payload.
-----------------------------------	 -------------------------------
3.1A.7B.1 UNPACKING
3.1A.7B.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
3.1A.7B.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.1A.78.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.1A.7B.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.1A.7B.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.1A.7B.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.1A.78.3.5 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
3.1A.7B.4 TRANSFER TO VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
3.1A.7B.4.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CONTAINER
3.1A.7B.4.2 TRANSPORT CONTAINER TO VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
3 iA.78.4.3 UNLOAD CONTAINER
3.1A.7B.5 INTEGRATE TMS WITH PAYLOAD
3.1A.7B.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
3.1A.7B.6.1 CHECK TMS/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.1A.7B.6.2 C l1ECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.1A.78.6.3 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.iA.7B.6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.iA.7B.7 TRANSFER PAYLOAD TO LAUNCH PAD
3.1A.7B.7.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
3.1A.7B.7.2 TRANS PORT TO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
3.1A.7B.7.3 LOAD CANISTER INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
3.1A.7B.7.4 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE USING PGHM
3.1A.7B.7 5 REMOVE CANISTER
3.1A.7B.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (VERTICAL)
3.1A.7B.8.i MATE ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE TO ORBITER
3.1A.7B.8.2 EXTEND PAYLOAD INTO ORBITER USING PGHM
3.1A.7B.8.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
3.1A.7B.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.1A.78.8.5 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
3.1A.7B.8.6 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
3.iA.8 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
3.1A.9 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
3.1A.9.1 SHUTTLE ATTAINS DELIVERY ORBIT
3.1A.9.2 TESTS OF ATTACHED PAYLOAD





3.1A.9.2.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.1A.9.2.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.1A.9.3 EXTENSION OF PAYLOAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY
3.1A.9.3.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
3.1A.9.3.2 ACTIVATE RMS
3.1A.9.3.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
3 1A.9.3.4 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
3.1A.9.3.5 GRASP FIXTURE
3.1A.9.3.6 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
3.iA.9.3.7 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD OUT OF PAYLOAD BAY
3.1A.9.4 SEPARATION OF PAYLOAD FROM ORBITER
3.IA.9.4.1 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
3.1A.9.4.2 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
3.1A.9.5 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Checkout of the TMS on-orbit.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.1A.9.5.1 ACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
3.1A.9.5.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.1A.9.5.3 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.1A.9.5.4 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.1A.9.5.5 STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.1A.9.5.6 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.1A.9.5.7 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.1A.9.5.8 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.1A.9.5.9 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
3.iA 9.6 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.1A.9.6.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.1A.9.6.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.1A.9.6.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.1A.9.6.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.1A.9.6.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
3.1A.9.7 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
3.1A.9.7.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
3.1A.9.7.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.1A.9.7.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.1A.9.7.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.1A.9.7.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.1A.9.8A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
3.1A.9.8A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
3.iA.9.8A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
3.1A.9.8A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.1A.9.8A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.IA.9.88 COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
This on-board repair might be done by a TMS manipulator.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.lA.9.8B.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
3.1A.9.8B.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
3.1A.9.86.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
3.1A.9.BB.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
3.1A.9.8B.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.1A.9.8B.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
3.1A.9.BB.7 STORE COMPONENT
3.1A.9.8B.B LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
3.1A.9.BB.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
3.lA.9.8B.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
3.1A.9.8B.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.iA.9.8B.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
3.1A.9.86.13 STOW REPAIR ECUIPMENT
3.IA.9.8B.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.1A.9.9 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
3.1A.9.9.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
3.1A.9.9.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
3.1A.9.9.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
3.1A.9.9.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
3.1A.9.10 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF TMS/SPACECRAFT)
3.IA.9.10.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.1A.9.10.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Current orbital parameters might be determined from Orbiter telemetry,
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3.1A.9.10.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
-
3.1A.9.10.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
This would likely be done before the flight, but could be updated once, th*
TMS was on-orbit.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.1A.9.10.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.1A.9.10.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.1A.9.10.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.1A.9.10.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.1A.9.11 UNDOCK TMS FROM PAYLOAD
3.1A.9.11.1 RELEASE DOCKING LATCH
3.IA.9.11.2 RETRACT DOCKING MECHANISM
3.1A.9.11.3 MOVE AWAY FROM PAYLOAD
This would have to be done carefully, to eivoid thruster impingement upon
the spacecraft being deployed.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.1A.9.12 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT AND ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT OF SPACECRAFT
--------------------------------------------------1°------------------------
This 1s probably not a TMS function, although the TMS could be used as a
telemetry link.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.1A.10 STATUS MONITORING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
---------------------------------------------------------------------------




3.1A.10.1.1 MEASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
3.1A.10.1.2 COMPARE TEMPERATURES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
3.1A.10.1.3 ADJUST COOLING/HEATING SYSTEMS
3.1A.10.2 POWER MANAGEMENT
3.1A.10.2.i MEASURE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
3.1A.10.2.2 COMPARE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
3.1A.10.2.3 ADJUST CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
3.1A.10.2.4 MONITOR BATTERIES
3.1A.10.3 DATA/COMMAND PROCESSING
3.1A.10.3.1 SHORT-TERM MEMORY STORAGE





3. 1 A.10.3.7 COMPUTER LOAD SCHEDULING
3.1A.10.3.8 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
3.1A.10.4 CONSUMABLES MANAGEMENT
3.1A.10.4.1 MONITOR PROPELLANT SUPPLIES
3.1A.10.4.2 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.1A.10.4.3 COMPUTE OPTIMAL CONSUMABLES ALLOCATION
3.1A.10.5 STRUCTURAL MANAGEMENT
3.1A.10.5.1 MEASURE STRAINS IN STRUCTURE
3.1A.10.5.2 COMPUTE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS
3.IA.10.5.3 COMPARE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS TO REQUIRED LIMITS
3.1A.10.5.4 APPLY COMPENSATING FORCES
3.1A.10.5.5 APPLY VIBRATIu;J DAMPING
3.1A.10.6 HAZARD AVOIDANCE
3.1A.10.6.1 AVOID TANK OVERPRESSURES
3.IA.10.6.2 MAINTAIN SAFE BATTERY CHARGE LEVELS
3.1A.10.6.3 MAINTAIN COMMUNICATION LINES
3.1A.10.6.4 AVOID EXPOSING SENSITIVE COMPONENTS TO DIRECT SUNLIGHT
3.1A.10.6.5 TRACK NEARBY OBJECTS
3.1A.10.6.6 AVOID CONFLICTING OBJECTS
3.1A.10.7 OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
3.1A.10.7.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.1A.10.7.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.1A.10.7.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
3.1A.10.7.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MI:.SION PROFILE
3.IA.10.7.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
3.1A.10.7.6 COMPUTE OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
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3.iA.10.8 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.IA.10.8.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.1A.10.8.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.1A.10.8.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.1A.10.8.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.1A.10.8.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENY
3.iA.10.9 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
3.1A.10.9.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
3.iA.10.9.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.1A.10.9.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.IA.10.9.4 DEVISE TES T FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.1A..10.9.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.IA.10.10A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
3.IA,10.IOA.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
3.tA.10.10A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
3.tA.10.10A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.IA.10.10A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.tA.10.10B COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
3.1A,1O.iOB.1 DEFINE ACCESS SECUENCE
3.1A.10.108.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
3.1A.10.10B.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
3.1A.10.108.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
3.1A.1O.iOB.5 OB;,E^tVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.1A.10.10B.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
3.tA.10.10B.7 STORE COMPONENT
3.1A.10.10B.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
3.1A.10.10B.9 POSITION AND CONNLCT NEW COMPONENT
3.1A.10.108.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
3.1A.10.108.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.IA.10.108.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
3.1A.10 108.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
3.1A.10.10B.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.1A.10.11 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
3.1A.10.11.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
3.1A.10.11.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
3.1A.10.11.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
3.1A.10.11.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS





IA 11 RENDEZVOUS WITH ORBITER
3.iA.11.1 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF TMS)
3.1A.11.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.1A.11.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.1A.11.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.1A.11.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.IA.11.1.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.1A.11.1.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.1A.11.1.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.1A.11.1.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.1A.11.2 SHUTDOWN TMS FOR RETRIEVAL
3.1A.11.2.1 STOW TMS ANTENNA
3.1A.11.2.2 DEACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
1A .12 RETRIEVAL BY ORBITER
3.1A.12.1 ADJUST ORBIT (OF ORBITER)
3.1A.12.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.iA.12.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.iA.12.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.1A.12.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.1A.12.1.5 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.1A.12.2 ADJUST ATTITUDE (OF ORBITER)
3.1A.12.2.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3 1A.12.2.2 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.1A.12.2.3 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
3.1A.12.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.1A.12.2.5 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.1A.12.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
3.1A.12.3.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3,1A.12.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.1A.12.3.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
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3.IA.12.3,4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.1A.12.3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT	 y




3.IA.12.3.7 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.1A.12.3.6 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.1A.12.4 ORBITER RECOVERY OF TMS
3.1A.12.4.1 ACTIVATE RMS
3.1A.12.4.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
3.1A.12.4.3 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
3.1A.12.4.4 GRASP FIXTURE
3.iA.12.4.5 LOCATE CRADLE IN PAYLOAD BAY
3.IA.12.4.6 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
3.1A.12.4.7 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
3.1A.12.4.8 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
3.1A.12.4.9 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
3.1A.13 REENTRY AND LANDING
3.1A.14 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
3.1A.14.1 SAFING OF ORBITER AND HAZARDOUS PAYLOADS
3.1A.14.2 REMOVAL OF PAYLOADS FROM ORBITER {
3.1B SPACECRAFT TRANSFER (RETRIEVAL)
------------------------
This is the retrieval option of the spacecraft transfer mission. In this








3.18,1.4 CREATE FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
3.18.1.5 FAILURE MODES ANALYSIS
3.18.1.6 ADJUST DESIGN FOR MAINTAINANCE AND REPAIR
3.16.1.7 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
3.18.1.8 SAFETY REVIEW
3.iB.1.9 DESIGN OF COMPONENTS
3.16.1.10 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT i
3.18.2 COMPONENT FABRICAtION
3.1B.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
3.18.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS
3.1B.2.3 PROCURE MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
3.18.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
3.iB.3 COMPONENT TEST
3.1B.3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES
3.18.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
3.18.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
3.18.3.4 ANTENNA AND ARRAY DEPLOYMENT TESTS
3.1B.3.5 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS





3.iB.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.18.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.1B.5.3 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.1B 5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.18.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.1B.S.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.18.5.7 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.18.5.8 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.1B.5.9 FAILURE MODES SIMULATION
3.18.5.10 SYSTEM CERTIFICATION
3.18.6 SHIPPING TO LAUNCH SITE
3.18.6.1 REMnVr TEST EQUIPMENT
3.18.6.2 D Ev ,AIM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
3.18.6.3 PAC-. AG
3.18.6.4 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
3.iB.7A PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT (HORIZONTAL PAYLOAD)
3.1B.7A.1 UNPACKING
3.iB.7A.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY








3.1B.7A.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.1B.7A.3 2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.1B.7A.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.18.7A.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.18.7A.3.5 MISSION SEOUENCE SIMULATION
3.1B.7A.4 TRANSFER TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
3.1B.7A.4.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CONTAINER
3.18.7A.4.2 TRANSPORT TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
3.1B.7A.4.3 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.16.7A.4.4 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN HORIZONTAL CITE
3.IB.7A.5 INTEGRATE TMS WITH PAYLOAD
3.1B.7A.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
3.16.7A.6.1 CHECK TMS/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.1B.7A.6.2 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.18.7A.6.3 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.IB.7A.6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.1B.7A.7 TRANSFER TMS/PAYLOAD TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
3.IB.7A.7.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.IB.7A.7.2 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
3.1B.7A.7.3 REMOVE STRONGBACK
3.18.7A.7.4 CLOSE CANISTER
3.16.7A.7.5 TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
3.1B.7A.7.6 UNLOAD CANISTER
3.18.7A.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (HORIZONTAL)
3.1B.7A.8.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.1B.7A.8.2 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
3.IB.7A.8.3 CONNECT ORBITER/ P AYLOAD INTERFACES
3.16.7A.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.18.7A.8.5 REMOVE STRONGBACK
3.1B.7A.B.6 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
3.1B.7A.8.7 INSTALLATION OF ORBITED PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
3.16.78 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOU' (VERTICAL PAYLOAD)
3.16.78.1 UNPACKING
3.1B.7B.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
3.1B.7B.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.1B.7B.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.IB.78.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.16.78.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.1B.7B.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.IB.7B.3.5 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
3.1B.7B.4 TRANSFER TO VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
3.18.'8.4.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CONTAINER
3.18.7B.4.2 TRANSPORT CONTAINER TO VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
S.1B.7B.4.3 UNLOAD CONTAINER
3.18.78.5 INTEGRATE TMS WITH PAYLOAD
3.18.78.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
3.1B.7B.6.1 CHECK Th!S/PAYLOAD MECHANI.':L INTERFACES
3.18.78.6.2 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.18.78.6.3 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3 1B.7B.6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.18.78.7 TRANSFER PAYLOAD TO LAUNCH PAD
3.1B.7B.7.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
3.18.78.7.2 TRANSPORT TO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
3.1B.7B.7.3 LOAD CANISTER INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
3.1B.7B.7.4 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE USING PGHM
3.1B.7B.7.5 REMOVE CANISTER
3.1B.7B.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (VERTICAL)
3.1B.7B.8.1 MATE ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE TO ORBITER
3.1B.7B.8.2 EXTEND PAYLOAD INTO ORBITER USING PGHM
3.16.78.8.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
3.18.78.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.1B.7B.8.5 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
3.18.7B.8.6 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
3.18.8 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
3.18.9 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
3.18.9.1 SHUTTLE ATTAINS DELIVERY ORBIT
3.18.9.2 TESTS OF ATTACHED PAYLOAD
3.18.9.2.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.18.9.2.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.18.9.3 EXTENSION OF PAYLOAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY
3.18.9.3.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
3.18.9.3.2 ACTIVATE RMS
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3.18.9.3.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
ov	 3.1B.0,3.4 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
3.1B.9.3.5 GRASP FIXTURE
3.18.9.3.6 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
3.16.9.3 ,7 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD OUT OF PAYLOAD BAY
3.18.9.4 SEPARATION OF PAYLOAD FROM ORBITER
3.18.8.4.1 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
3.18.9.4.2 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
3.18.9.5 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
3.16.9.5.1 ACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
3.18.9.5.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.1B.9.5.3 POWER SUBSYSTE." CHECKOUT
3.18.9.5,4 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.16.9.5.5 STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.18.9.5.6 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.1B.9.5.7 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.18.9.5.8 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.1B.9.5.9 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
3.1B.9.6 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.18.9.6.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.18.9.6.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.1B.9.6.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.1B.9.G.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.1B 9,6.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
3.18.9.7 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
3.18.9.7.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
3.16.9.7.2 F'i''r ERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.18.9.7.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.18.9,7.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.18.9.7.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.18.9.BA COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
3.1B.9,8A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY ',':'jMPONENT
3.18.9,8A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
3.18.9.8A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.1B.9.8A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.1B.9.8B COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
3.1B.9 .8B I DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
3.1B.9.8B.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
3.IB.9.86.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
3.IB.9.GB.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
3.iB-9-8B 5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.16.9.88.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
3.1B.9.8B.7 STORE COMPONENT
3.18.9.68.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
3.18.9.86.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
3.1B.9.8B.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
3.1B.9 8B.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.1B-9.8B,12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
3-IB-9 88-13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
3-16.9.68.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL




3.1B.9.9.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
3.18.9.10 ORBITAL TRANSFER
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The TMS orbital transfer here is from the Orbiter to the vincinity of the
spacecraft to be retrieved.
-------------------------- ------------------------------------------------
3.1B.9,10.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.18.9.10.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.IB.9.10.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.1B.9.10.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.IB.9-10.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.IB.9.10.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.18.9.10.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.18.9.10.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.1B.10 STATUS MONITORING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
3.1B.10.1 TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT
3.1B.10.1.1 MEASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
3.I8.10.1.2 COMPARE TEMPERATURES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
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3.16.10.1.3 ADJUST COOLING/HEATING SYSTEMS
3.18.10.2 POWER MANAGEMENT
3.16.10.2.1 MEASURE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
3.18,10.2.2 COMPARE CURRFNTS AND VOLTAGES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
3,18.10.2.3 ADJUST CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
3.1B.10.2.4 MONITOR BATTERIES
3.18.10.3 DATA/COMMAND PROCESSING
3.1B.10.3.1 SHORT-TERM MEMORY STORAGE





3.18.10.3.7 COMPUTER LOAD SCHEDULING
3.IB.10.3.8 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
3.18.10.4 CONSUMABLES MANAGEMENT
3.18.IC.4.1 MONITOR PROPELLANT SUPPLIES
3.18,10.4.2 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FRuM MISSION PROFILE
3,I8.10.4.3 COMPUTE OPTIMAL CONSUMABLES ALLOCATION
3.18.10.5 STRUCTURAL MANAGEMENT
3.1B.10.5.1 MEASURE STRAINS IN STRUCTURE
3.18.10.5.2 COMPUTE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS
3.18.10.5.3 COMPARE 'TRESS ANL) VIBRATION PARAMETERS TO REQUIRED LIMITS
3.18.10.5.4 APPLY CO','PENSATING FORCES
3.IB,10.5,5 APPL Y VIBRATION DAMPING
3.18.10.6 HAZARD AVOIDANCE
3.1B.10.6.1 AVOID TANK OVERPRESSURES
3.1B.10.6.2 MAINTAIN SAFE BATTERY CHARGE LEVELS
3.18.10.6.3 MAINTAIN COMMUNICATION LINKS
3.1B.10.6.4 AVOID EXPOSING SENSITIVE COMPONENTS TO DIRECT SUNLIGHT
3.18.10.6.5 TRACK NEARBY OBJECTS
3.1B.10.G.6 AVOID CONFLICTING OBJECTS
3.I8.10.7 OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
3.IB,10.7.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.18.10.7.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.18.10.7.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
3.IB.10.7.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.I8.10.7.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
3.1B.10.7.6 COMPUTE OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
3.1B.10.8 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.IB.10.B.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.1B.10.8.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.18.10.8.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.18.10.8.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.1B.10.8.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMr-ONENT
3.1B,10,9 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
3.1B.10.9.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
3.1B.10.9.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.1B.10.9.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.18.10.9.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.1B.10.9.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.1B.10,10A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
3.IB.10,10A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
3.1B,10.I0A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
3.IB.10.I0A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.IB.i0.IOA.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.1B.10.10B COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
3.1B.10.iOB.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
3.IB.10.I0B.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
3.1B.10.10B.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
3.IB.10.IOB.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
3.1B.10.10B.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.lB.1O.lOB 6 REMOVE COMPONENT
3 I8.10.108.7 STORE COMPONENT
3.1B.10.1OB.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
3.1B.10.10B.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
3.18.10.I08,10 ADJUST COMPONENT
3.IB.10.10B.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.IB.10.I0B.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
3.1B.10.10B.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
3.1B.10.10B 14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.I8.10.11 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
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3.16.10.11.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
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	 3.18.10.1 1.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
3.1B.10.11.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
3.18.10.11.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS





3.18.11 DOCK WITH SPACECRAFT
3.18.11.1 ADJUST ORBIT
3.1B.11.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.18.11.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.18.11.1.3 CETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.18.11.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.18.11.1.5 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.18.11.2 ADJUST ATTITUDE
3.1B.11.2.1 DETERM+NE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.16.11.2.2 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.18.11.2.3 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
3.18.11.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.16.11.2.5 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.18.11.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
3.16.11.3.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.1B.11.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.18.11.3.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
3.18.11.3.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.18.11.3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
3.18.11.3.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
3.18.11.3.7 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.18.11.3.6 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.16.11.4 DOCK TMS TO SPACECRAFT
3.18.11.4 / LOCATE DOCKING TARGET
3.18.11.4.,. EXTEND DOCKING MECHANISM
3.18.11.4.3 FASTEN DOCKING LATCH
3.18.12 DIAGNOSTIC CHECK (OF SPACECRAFT)
3.1B.12.1 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.18.12.1.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.18.12.1.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.16.12.1.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.18.12.1.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.18.12.1.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
3.18.12.2 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
3.18.12.2.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
3.18.12.2.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.18.12.2.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.18.12.2.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.18.12.2.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.1B.13 RENDEZVOUS WITH OP71TER
3.18.13.1 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF TMS/SPACECRAFT)
3.18.13.1.1 INITIALI.'.F GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.18.13.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.1B.13.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.16.13.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.1B.13.1.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.18.13.1.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.18.13.1.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.18.13.1.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.1B.13.2 SHUTDOWN TMS FOR RETRIEVAL
3.18.13.2.1 STOW TMS ANTENNA
3.18.13.2.2 'DEACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
3.18.14 RETRIEVAL BY ORBITER (OF TMS/SATEI-LITE)
3.18.14.1 ADJUST ORBIT (OF ORBITER)
3.18.14.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.18.14.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.18.14.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED 0ZBITAL PARAMETERS
3.18.14.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAL.ECTORY
3.18.14.1.5 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.1B.14.2 ADJUST ATTITUDE (OF ORBITER)
3.18.14.2.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE.
3.1B.14.2.2 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.18.14.2.3 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
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3.id.14.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.1B.14.2.5 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.18.14.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
3.18.14.3.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.1B.i4.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.16.14.3.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIPF.D FUNCTIONS
3.18.14.3.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.18.14.3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURE'S OF MERIT
3.1B.i4.3.6 CHOOSE OnTIMAL CONTROL MODE
3.iB.14.3.7 COMPUTE :ONTROL COMMANDS
3.18.14.3.8 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.1B.14.4 ORBITER RECOVERY OF TMS
3.18.14.4.1 ACTIVATE RMS
3.18.14.4.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
3.16.14.4.3 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
3.18.14.4.4 GRASP FIXTURE
3.18.14.4.5 LOCATE CRADLE IN PAYLOAD BAY
3.1B.14.4.6 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
3.18.14.4.7 FASTEN ')AYLOAD RESTRAINTS
3.iB.14.4.8 RMS RE ASES PAYLOAD
3.18.14.4.9 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
3.18.15 REENTRY AND LANDING
3.18.16 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
3.1B.16.1 SAFING OF ORBITER AND HAZARDOUS PAYLOADS
3.1B.1G.2 REMOVAL OF PAYLOADS FROM ORBITER
3,2 SERVICING, MAINTAINANCE AND REPAIR
This mission uses the TMS to service a spacecraft on-orbit. A repair kit
may be carried by the TMS for this mission. The TMS is deployed from the
Orbiter, transfers to the spacecraft, docks and repairs the spacecraft, and






3.2.1.4 CREATE FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
3.2.1.5 FAILURE MODES ANALYSIS
3.2.1.6 ADJUST DESIGN FOR MAINTAINANCE AND REPAIR
3.2.1.7 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
3.2.1.8 SAFETY REVIEW
3.2.1.9 DESIGN OF COMPONENTS
3.2.1.10 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
3.2.2 "OMPONENT FABRICATION
3.2.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
3.2.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS
3.2.2.3 PROCURE MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
3.2.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
3.2.3 COMPONENT TEST
3.2.3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES
3,2.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
3.2.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
3,2.3.4 ANTENNA AND ARRAY DEPLOYMENT TESTS
3.2.3.5 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS
3.2.3.6 THERMAL AND VACUUM TESTS
3.2.3.7 THRUSTER TESTS
3.2 ?.8 COMPONENT CERTIFICATION
3.2.4 SYSTEM INTEGRATION
3.2.5 SYSTEM TEST
3.2.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.2.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.2.5.3 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.2.5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.2.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.2.5.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.2.5.7 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.2.5.8 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.2.5.9 FAILURE MODES SIMULAIION
3.2.5.10 SYSTEM CERTIFICATION'
3.2.6 SHIPPING TO LAUNCH SITE
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3.2.6.2 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
3.2.6.3 PACKING
3.2.6.4 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
3.2.7A PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT (HORIZONTAL PAYLOAD)
3.2.7A.1 UNPACKING
3.2.7A.2 PERFORM NCCESSARY REASSEMBLY
3.2.7A.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.2.7A.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.2.7A.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.2.7A.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.2.7A.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.2.7A.3.5 MISSICN SEQUENCE SIMULATION
3.2.7A.4 TRANSFER TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
3.2.7A.4.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CONTAINER
3.2.7A.4.2 TRANSPORT TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
3.2.7A.4.3 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.2.7A.4.4 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN HORIZONTAL CITE
3.2.7A.5 INTEGRATE TMS WITH PAYLOAD
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
For this mission the payload will be a servicing kit.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.2.7A.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
3.2.7A.6.1 CHECK TMS/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.2.7A.6,2 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.2.7A.6.3 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.2.7A.6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.2.7A.7 TRANSFER TMS/PAYLOAD TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
3.2.7A.7.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.2.7A.7.2 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
3.2.7A.7.3 REMOVE STRONGBACK
3.2.7A.7,4 CLOSE CANISTER
3.2.7A.7.5 TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
3.2.7A.7.6 UNLOAD CANISTER
3.2.7A.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (HORIZONTAL)
3.2.7A.8.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.2.7A.8.2 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
3.2.7A.B.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
3.2.7A.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.2.7A.8.5 REMOVE STRONGBACK
3.2.7A.B.6 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
3.2.7A.8.7 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
3.2.7B PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT (VERTICAL PAYLOAD)
3.2.78.1 UNPACKING
3.2,7B.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
3.2.7B.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.2.76.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM iUNCTION
3.2.7B.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.2.78.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.2.78.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.2.76.3.5 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
3.2.7B.4 TRANSFER TO VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
3.2.78.4.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CONTAINER
3.2.7B.4.2 TRANSPORT CONTAINER TO VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
3.2.78.4.3 UNLOAD CONTAINER
3.2.78.5 INTEGRATE TMS WITH PAYLOAD
3.2.7B.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
3.2.78.6.1 CHECK TMS/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.2.78.6.2 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.2.78.6.3 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.2.78.6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.2.7B.7 TRANSFER PAYLOAD TO LAUNCH PAD
3.2.7B.7.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
3.2.7B.7.2 TRANSPORT TO ROTA T ING SERVICE STRUCTURE
3.2.78.7.3 LOAD CANISTER INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
3.2.78.7.4 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO ROTATING, SERVICE STRUCTURE USING PGHM
3.2.7B.7.5 REMOVE CANISTER
3.2.7B.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (VERTICAL)
3.2.76.8.1 MATE ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE TO ORBITER
3.2.7B.8.2 EXTEND PAYLOAD INTO ORBITER USING PGHM
3.2.7B.8.Z CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
3.2.7B.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.2.7B.8.5 CLCSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
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3.2.78.8.6 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
3.2.8 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
3.2.9 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
3.2.9.1 SHUTTLE ATTAINS DELIVERY ORBIT
3.2.9.2 TESTS OF ATTACHED PAYLOAD
3.2.9.2.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.2.9.2.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.2.9.3 EXTENSION OF PAYLOAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY
3.2.9.3.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
3.2.9.3.2 ACTIVATE RMS
3.2.9.3.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
3.2.9.3.4 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
3.2.9.3.5 GRASP FIXTURE
3.2.9.3.6 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
3.2.9.3.7 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD OUT OF PAYLOAD BAY
3.2.9.4 SEPARATION OF PAYLOAD FROM ORBITER
3.2.9.4.1 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
3.2.9.4.2 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
3.2.9.5 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
3.2.9.5.1 ACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
3.2.9.5.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.2.9.5.3 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.2.9.5.4 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.2.9.5.5 STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.2.9.5.6 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.2.9.5.7 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBS Y STEM CHECKOUT
3.2.9.5.8 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.2.9.5.9 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
3.2.9.6 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.2.9.6.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.2.9.6.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.2.9.6.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.2.9.6.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.2.9.6.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
3.2.9.7 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
3.2.9.5.1 COMPARE MEASUREC DATA TO MODEL
3.2.9.7.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.2.9.7.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.2.9.7.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.2.9.7.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.2.9.8A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
3.2.9.8A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
3.2.9.8A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
3.2.9.8A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.2.9.8A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.2.9.88 COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON — BOARD REPAIR)
3.2.9.8B.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
3.2.9.86.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
3.2.9.BB.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
3.2.9.8B.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
3.2.9.86.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.2.9.86 ,6 REMOVE COMPONENT
3.2.9.8B.7 STORE COMPONENT
3.2.9.8B.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
3.2.9.86.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
3.2.9.8B.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
3.2.9.8B.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.2.9.88.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
3.2.9.88.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
3.2.9.8B.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.2.9.9 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
3.2.9.9.1 DETERMINE CORRECTIUN ALGORITHM
3.2.9.9.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
3.2.9.9.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
3.2.9.9.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
3.2.9.10 ORBITAL TRANSFER
3.2.9.10.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.2.9.10.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.2.9.10.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.2.9.10.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.2.9.10.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.2.9.10.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
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m0F	 3.2 9.10.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.2.9.10.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.2.10 STATUS MONITORING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
3.2.10.1 TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT
3.2.10.1.1 MEASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
3.2.10.1.2 COMPARE TEMPERATURES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
3.2.10.1.3 ADJUST COOLING/HEATING SYSTEMS
3.2.10.2 POWER MANAGEMENT
3.2.10.2 1 MEASURE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
3.2.10.2.2 COMPARE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
3.2.10.2.3 ADJUST CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
3.2.10.2.4 MONITOR BATTERIES
3.2.10.3 DATA/COMMAND PROCESSING
3.2.10.3.1 SHORT-TERM MEMORY STORAGE





3.2.10.3.7 COMPUTER LOAD SCHEDULING
3.2.10.3.8 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
3.2.10.4 CONSUMABLES MANAGEMENT
3.2.10.4.1 MONITOR PROPELLANT SUPPLIES
3.2.10.4.2 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.2.10.4.3 COMPUTE OPTIMAL CONSUMABLES ALLOCATION
3.2.10.5 STRUCTURAL MANAGEMENT
3.2.10.5.1 MEASURE STRAINS IN STRUCTURE
3.2.10.5.2 COMPUTE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS
3.2.10.5.3 COMPARE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS TO REQUIRED LIMITS
3.2.10.5.4 APPLY COMPENSATING FORCES
3.2.10.5.5 APPLY VIBRATION DAMPING
3.2.10.6 HAZARD AVOIDANCE
3.2.10.6.1 AVOID TANK OVERPRESSURES
3.2.10.6.2 MAINTAIN SAFE BATTERY CHARGE LEVELS
3.2.10.6.3 MAINTAIN COMMUNICATION LINKS
3.2.10.6.4 AVOID EXPOSING SENSITIVE COMPONENTS TO DIRECT SUNLIGHT
3.2.10.6.5 TRACK NEARBY OBJECTS
3.2.10.6.6 AVOID CONFLICTING OBJECTS
3.2.10.7 OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
3.2.10.7.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.2.10.7.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.2.10.7.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
3.2.10.7.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.2.10.7.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
3.2.10.7.6 COMPUTE OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
3.2.10.8 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.2.10.8.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.2.10.8.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.2.10.8.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.2.10.8.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.2.10.8.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
3.2.;0.9 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
3.2.10.9.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
3.2.10.9.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.2.10.9.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.2.10.9.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.2.10.9.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.2.10.10A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
3.2.10.10A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
3.2.10.10A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
3.2.10.10A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.2.10.10A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.2.10.108 COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
3.2.10 108.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
3.2.10.108.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
3.2.10.108.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
3.2.10.108.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
3.2.10. 1 08.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.2.10.108.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
3.2.10.10B 7 STORE COMPONENT
3.2.10,108.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT




3.2.10.106.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.2.10.100.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
3.2.10.10B.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
3,2.10.100.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.2.10.11 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
3.2.10.11,1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
3.2.10.11.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
3.2.10.11.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
3.2.10.11.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS





3.2.11 DOCK WITH SPACECRAFT
3.2.11.1 ADJUST ORBIT
3.2.11.1,1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.2.11.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.2.11.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.2.11.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.2.11.1.5 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.2,11.2 ADJUST ATTITUDE
3.2.11.2.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.2.11.2.2 DETERMINE OESIRED ATTITUDE
3.2.11.2.3 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
3.2.11.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.2.11.2.5 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.2.11.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
3.2.11,3.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.2.11.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.2.11,3.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
3,2.11.3.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.2.11.3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
3.2.11.3.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
3.2.11.3.7 COM PUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.2.11.3.8 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.2.11.4 DOCK TMS TO SPACECRAFT
3.2.11.4,1 LOCATE DOCKING TARGET
3.2.11.4.2 EXTEND DOCKING MECHANISM
3.2.11.4.3 FASTEN DOCKING LATCH
'':,3.12 DIAGNOSTIC CHECK (OF SPACECRAFT)
This '<+ ,j^quence might be done by the repair kit carried by the TMS.
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3.2.12.1 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.2.12.1.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.2.12.1.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.2.12.1,3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.2.12.1.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.2.12.1.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
3.2.12.2 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
3.2.12.2.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
3.2.12.2.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.2.12.2.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.2.12.2.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.2.12.2.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.2.13 COMPONENT/SOFTWARE REPLACEMENT
3.2.13.1 COMPONENT REPLACEMENT
This activity would also include non-repair module replacement activity
such as experiment changeout and data cartridge replacement.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.2.13.1.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
3.2.13.1.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
3.2.13.1.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
3.2.13.1.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
3.2.13.1.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.2.13.1.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
3.2.13.1.7 STORE COMPONENT
3.2.13.1.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
3.2.13.1.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
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3.2.13,1.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
3.2.13.1.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.2.13.1.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
3.2.13.1.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT




3.2.13.2.3 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
3.2.14 RESTPPLY CONSUMABLES
3.2.14.1A FLUID REPLACEMENT (UMBILICAL)
3.2.14.1A.1 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
3.2.14.1A.2 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
3.2.14.1A.3 CLOSE INTERNAL VALVES
3.2.14.iA.4 EXTEND AND ATTACH UMBILICAL
3.2,14.iA.5 OPEN SUPPLY VALVE
3.2.14.1A.6 MONITOR FLUID TRANSFER
3.2.14.1A.7 CLOSE SUPPLY VALVE
3.2.14.1A.8 DETACH AND RETRACT UMBILICAL
3.2.14.1A,9 OPEN INTERNAL VALVES
3.2.14.1A,10 CHECK FOR LEAKS
3.2.14.1A.11 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
3.2.14.1B FLUID REPLACEMENT (TANK REPLACEMENT)
3.2.14.iB.1 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
3.2.14.1B.2 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
3.2,14.iB,3 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
3.2.14,18.4 CLOSE INTERNAL VALVES
3.2.14.18.5 LOCATE OLD TANK
3.2.14.1B.6 DISCONNECT OLD TANK
3.2.14.18.7 REMOVE OLD TANK
3.2.14.iB.8 STORE OLD TANK
3.2.14.18.9 LOCATE NEW TANK
3.2.14,1B.10 INSTALL NEW TANK
3,2.14.iB.i1 CONNECT NEW TANK
3.2.14.1B.12 OPEN INTERNAL VALVES
3.2.14.1B.13 CHECK FOR LEAKS
3.2.14.iB.14 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
3.2.14,16.15 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
3.2.15 NON-ROUTINE MAINTAINCE AND REPAIR
------------------------------------------------------------------.---------
This is repair activity not foreseen during mission planning.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.2.16 REDEPLOY SPACECRAFT
3.2.16.1 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF TMS/SPACECRAFT)
3 2.16.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.2.16.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.2.16.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.2.16.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.2.16.1.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.2.16.1.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.2.16.1.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.2.16.1.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.2.16.2 UNDOCK TMS FROM PAYLOAD
3.2.16.2.1 RELEASE DOCKING LATCH
3.2.16.2.2 RETRACT DOCKING MECHANISM
3.2.16.2.3 MOVE AWAY FROM PAYLOAD
3.2.16.3 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT AND ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT OF SPACECRAFT
3.2.17 RENDEZVOUS WITH ORBITER
3.2.17.1 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF TMS)
3.2.17.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.2.17.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.2.17.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.2.17,1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.2.17.1.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.2.17.1.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.2.17.1.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.2.17.1.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.2.17.2 SHUTDOWN TMS FOR RETRIEVAL
3.2.17.2.1 STOW TMS ANTENNA
3.2.17.2.2 DEACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
3.2.18 RETRIEVAL BY ORBITER
3.2.18.1 ADJUST ORBIT (OF ORBITER)
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3.2.18.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3 :,id.i.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.2.18.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRE.) ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.2.18.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.2.iB.1.5 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.2.18.2 ADJUST ATTITUDE (OF ORBITER)
3.2,18.2.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.2.18.2.2 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.2.18.2.3 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
3.2.16.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.2.18.2.5 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.2.18.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
3.2.18.3.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.2.18.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.2.18.3.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
3.2.18.3.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.2.18,3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
3.2.18.3.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
3.2.18,3.7 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.2.18.3.8 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.2.18.4 ORBITER RECOVERY OF TMS
3.2.18.4.1 ACTIVATE RMS
3.2.18.4.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
3,2.18,4.3 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
3.2.18.4.4 GRASP FIXTURE
3.2.18.4.5 LOCATE CRADLE IN PAYLOAD BAY
3.2.18.4.6 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
3.2.18.4,7 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
3.2.18.4.8 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
3.2.18.4.9 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
3.2.19 REENTRY AND LANDING
3.2.20 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
3.2.20.1 SAFING OF ORBITER AND HAZARDOUS PAYLOADS
3.2.20.2 REMOVAL OF PAYLOADS FROM ORBITER
3.3 OPERATIONS SUPPORT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The TMS can be used as a remote platform for operetions support. This
might include remote lighting or viewing of a worksite, remote sensing for
an experiment, measuring thruster plumes, and observing hazardous activities






3.3.1.4 CREATE FUNCTIONAL I,AYOUT
3.3.1.5 FAILURE MODES ANALYSIS
3.3.1.6 ADJUST DESIGN FOR N,AINTAINANCE AND REPAIR
3.3.1.7 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
3.3.1.8 SAFETY REVIEW
3.3.1.9 DESIGN OF COMPONENTS
3.3.1.10 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
3.3.2 COMPONENT FABRICATION
3.3.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
3.3.2.2 rROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS
3.3.2.3 PROCURE MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
3.3.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
3.3.3 COMPONENT TEST
3.3.3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES
3.3.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
3.3.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
3.3.3.4 ANTENNA AND ARRAY DEPLOYMENT TESTS
3.3.3.5 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS





3.3.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.3.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.3.5.3 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
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3. 3.5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.3.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.3.5.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.3.5.7 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.3.5.8 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.3.5.9 FAILURE MODES SIMULATION
3.3.5.10 SYSTEM CERTIFICATION
3.3.6 SHIPPING TO LAUNCH SITE
3.3.6.1 REMOVE TEST EOUIPMENT
3.3.6.2 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
3.3.6.3 PACKING
3.3.6.4 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
3.3.7A PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT (HORIZONTAL PAYLOAD)
3.3.7A.1 UNPACKING
3.3.7A.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
3.3.7A.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.3.7A.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.3.7A.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.3.7A.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.3.7A.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.3.7A.3.5 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
3.3.7A.4 TRANSFER TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
3.3.7A.4.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CONTAINER
3.3.7A.4.2 TRANSPORT TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
3.3.7A.4.3 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.3.7A.4.4 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN HORIZONTAL CITE
3.3.7A.5 INTEGRATE TMS WITH PAYLOAD
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
For this mission the payload might include scientific instruments.
3.3. ? A.r, 'S ORM INTERFACES CHECK
3.?.'r.:.6.1 CHECK TMS/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.3.'.x.6.2 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.3.7A.6.3 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.3.7A.6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.3.7A.7 TRANSFER TMS/PAYLOAD TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
3.3.7A.7.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.3.7A.7.2 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
3.3.7A.7.3 REMOVE STRONGBACK
3.3.7A.7.4 CLOSE CANISTER
3.3.7A.7.5 TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
3.3.7A.7.6 UNLOAD CANISTER
3.3.7A.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (HORIZONTAL)
3.3.7A.8.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.3.7A.8.2 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
3.3.7A.8.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
3.3.7A.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.3.7A.8.5 REMOVE STRONGBACK
3.3.7A.S.6 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
3.3.7A.8.7 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
3.3.76 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT (VERTICAL PAYLOAD)
3.3.78.1 UNPACKING
3.3.78.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
3.3.78.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.3.78.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.3.7B.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.3.78.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.3.78.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.3.78.3.5 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
3.3.7B.4 TRANSFER TO VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
3.3.7B.4.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CONTAINER
3.3.78.4,2 TRANSPORT CONTAINER TO VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
3.3.7B.4..3 UNLOAD CONTAINER
3.3.7B.S INTEGRATE TMS WITH PAYLOAD
3.3.7B.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
3.3.78.6.1 CHECK TMS/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.3.78.6.2 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.3.7B.6 3 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.3.7B.6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.3.78.7 TRANSFER PAYLOAD TO LAUNCH PAD
3.3.78.7.1 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
3.3.7B.7.2 TRANSPORT TO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
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3.3.7B.7.3 LOAD CANISTER INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
3.3.7B.7.4 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE USING PGHM
3.3.7B.7.5 REMOVE CANISTER
3.3.7B.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (VERTICAL)
3.3.7B.8.i MATE ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE TO ORBITER
3.3.7B.S.2 EXTEND PAYLOAD INTO ORBITER USING PGHM
3.3.7B.B.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
3.3.7B.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3.3.7B.B.5 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
3.3.7B.8.6 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
3.3.8 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
3.3.9 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
3.3.9.1 SHUTTLE ATTAINS DELIVERY ORBIT
3.3.9.2 TESTS OF ATTACHED PAYLOAD
3.3.9.2.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.3.9.2.2 INFORMATION PROCEjSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3 3.9.3 EXTENSION OF PAYLOAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY
3.3.9.3.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
3.3.9.3.2 ACTIVATE RMS
3,3.9.3.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
3.3.9.3.4 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
3.3.9.3.5 GRASP FIXTURE
3.3.9.3.6 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAIN)S
3.3.9.3.7 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD OUT OF PAYLOAD BAY
3.3.9.4 SEPARATION OF PAYLOAD FROM ORBITER
3.3.9.4.1 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
3.3.9.4.2 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
3.3.9.5 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
3.3.9.5.1 ACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
3.3.9.5.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.3.9.5.3 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.3.9.5.4 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.3.9.5.5 STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.3.9.5.6 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.3.9.5.7 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.3.9.5.8 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.3.9.5.9 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
3.3.9.6 IDENTIFY DEFECTIN(E COMPONENT
3.3.9.6.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.3.9.6.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.2.9.6.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.3.9.6.4 PERFORM TES7 FOR ^AILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.3.9.G.S IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
3.3.9.7 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
3.3.9.7.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
3.3.9.7.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.3.9.7.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.3.9.7.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.3,9.7.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.3.9.8A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
3.3.9.8A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
3.3.9.8A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONE14T
3.3.9.8A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.3.9.8A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.3.9.8B COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
3.3.9.8B.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
3.3.9.88.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
3.3.9.8B.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EOUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
3.3.9.8B.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
3.3.9.8B.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.3.9.8B.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
3.3.9.8B.7 STORE COMPONENT
3.3.9.8B.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
3.3.9.8B.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
3,3,9.8B.i0 ADJUST COMPONENT
3.3.9.BB.ii MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.3.9.8B.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
3.3.S,BB.i3 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
3.3.9.88.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.3.9.9 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
3.3.9.9.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
3,3.9.9.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
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3.3.9.9.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
3 3,9.10 ORBITAL TRANSFER
3.3.9.10.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.3.9.10.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.3.9.10.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.3.9.10.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.3.9.10.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.3.9.10.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.3.9.10.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.3.9.10.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.10 STATUS MONITORING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
3.3.10.1 TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT
3.3.10.1,1 MEASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
3.3.10.1.2 COMPARE TEMPERATURES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
3.3.10.1.3 ADJUST COOLING/HEATING SYSTEMS
3.3.10.2 POWER MANAGEMENT
3.3.10.2.1 MEASURE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
3.3.10.2.2 COMPARE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES TO REOUIRED LIMITS
3.3.10.2.3 ADJUST CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
3.3.10.2.4 MONITOR BATTERIES
3.3.10.3 DATA/COMMAND PROCESSING
3.3.10.3.1 SHORT-TERM MEMORY STORAGE





3.3.10.3.7 COMPUTER LOAD SCHEDULING
3.3.10.3.8 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
3.3.10.4 CONSUMABLES MANAGEMENT
3.3.10.4.1 MONITOR PROPELLANT SUPPLIES
3.3.10.4.2 PROJECT CONSUMPBLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.3.10.4.3 COMPUTE OPTIMAL CONSUMABLES ALLOCATION]
3.3.10.5 STRUCTURAL MANAGEMENT
3.3.10.5.1 MEASURE STRAINS IN STRUCTURE
3.3.10.5.2 COMPUTE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS
3.3.10.5.3 COMPARE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS TO REOUIRED LIMITS
3.3.10.5.4 APPLY COMPENSATING FORCES
3.3.10.5.5 APPLY VIBRATION DAMPING
3.3.10.6 HAZARD AVOIDANCE
3.3.10.6.1 AVOID TANK OVERPRESSURES
3.3.10.6.2 MAINTAIN SAFE BATTERY CHARGE LEVELS
3.3.10.6.3 MAINTAIN COMMUNICATION LINKS
3,3.10.6.4 AVOID EXPOSING SENSITIVE COMPONENTS TO DIRECT SUNLIGHT
3.3.10.6.5 TRACK NEARBY OBJECTS
3.3.10.6.6 AVOID CONFLICTING OBJECTS
3.3.10.7 OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
3.3.10.7.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.3.10.7,2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.3.10.7.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
3.3.10.7.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.3.10.7.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
3.3.10 7.6 COMPUTE OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
3.3.10.8 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.3.10.8.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.3.10.8.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.3.10.8.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.3.10.8.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.3.10.8.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
3.3.10.9 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
3.3.10.9.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
3.3.10.9.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.3.10.5.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.3.10.9.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.3.10.9.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.3.10.10A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDA',4CY)
3.3.10.10A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
3.3.10.10A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
3.3.10.10A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.3.10.10A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.3.10.10B COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON—BOARD REPAIR)
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't	 jog	 3.3.10.108.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
3.3.10.10B.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
3.3.10.108.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
3.3.10.108.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
3.3,10.108.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.3.10.108.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
3.3.10.108.7 STORE COMPONENT
3.3.10.108.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
3.3.10.108.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
3.3.10.10B.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
3.3.10.108.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.3.10.108.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
3.3.10.108.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
3.3.10.108.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.3.10.11 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
3.3.10.11.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
3.3.10.11.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
3.3.10.11.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
3.3.10.11.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS





3.3.11 ATTITUDE CONTROL AND STATIONKEEPING
3.3.11.1 MAINTAIN/CHANGE ATTITUDE
3.3.11.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.3.11.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.3.11.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.3.11.1.4 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
3.3.11.1.5 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.3.11.1.6 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.3.11,2 MAINTAIN/CHANGE ORBIT
3.3.11.2.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3,3.11.2.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.3.11.2.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.3.11.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.3.11.2,5 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.3.11.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
3.3.11.3.1 UPDATE S PACECRAFT MODEL
3.3.11.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.3.11.3.3 ESTIMATE R •.SKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
3.3.11.3.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REOUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.3.11.3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
3.3.11.3.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
3.3.1 1 .3.7 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.3.11.3.8 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.3,11.4 OPERATE MISSION-SPECIFIC SENSORS/ACTUATORS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
This is what the TMS is here for--to watch or monitor some activity.
This might include multi-spectral space environment measurements, observation
of OTV engine firings, providing a remote target. lighting a work area, and
so forth.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.3.12 RENDEZVOUS WITH ORBITER
3.3.12.1 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF TMS/SPACECRAFT)
3.3.12.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.3.12.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.3.12.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL. PARAMETERS
3.3.12.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.3.12.1.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.3.12.1.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.3.12.1.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.3.12.1.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.3.12.2 SHUTDOWN TMS FOR RETRIEVAL
3.3.12.2.1 STOW TMS ANTENNA
3.3.12.2.2 DEACTIVATE 7MS SUBSYSTEMS
3.3.13 RETRIEVAL BY ORBITER (OF TMS 'SATELLITE)
3,3.13.1 ADJUST ORBIT (OF ORBITER)
3.3.13.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.3.13.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.3.13.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
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	 3.3.13.2 ADJUST ATTITUDE U (OF RORBITER)
3.3.13.2.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.3.13.2.2 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.3.13.2.3 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
3.3.13.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.3.13.2.5 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.3.13.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
3.3.13.3.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.3.13.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.3.13.3.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
3.3.13.3.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.3.13.3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
3.3.13.3.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
3.3.13.3.7 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.3.13.3.8 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.3.13.4 ORBITER RECOVERY OF TMS
3.3.13.4.1 ACTIVATE RMS
3.3.13.4.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
3.3.13.4.3 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
3.3.13.4.4 GRASP FIXTURE
3.3.13.4.5 LOCATE CRADLE IN PAYLOAD BAY
3.3.13.4.6 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
3.3.13.4.7 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
3.3..3.4.8 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
3.3.13.4.9 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
3.3.14 REENTRY AND LANDING
3.3.15 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
3.J.15.1 SAFING OF ORBITER AND HAZARDOUS PAYLOADS
3.3.15.2 REMOVAL OF PAYLOAD: FROM ORBITER
3.4 LARGE SPACE SYSTEMS ASSEMBLY
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
The TMS may be used as an assembly aid in the construction of a large spate
structure. Tasks would include transfering material between sites, routing







3.4.1.4 CREATE FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
3.4.1.5 FAILURE MODES ANALYSIS
3.4.1.6 ADJUST DESIGN FOR MAINTAINANCE AND REPAIR
3.4.1.7 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
3.4.1.8 SAFETY REVIEW
3.4.1.9 DESIGN OF COMPONENTS
3.4.1.10 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
3.4.2 COMPONENT FABRICATION
3.4.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
3.4.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS
3.4.2.3 PROCURE MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
3.4.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
3.4.3 COMPONENT TEST
3.4.3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES
3.4.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
3.4.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
3.4.3.4 ANTENNA AND ARRAY DEPLOYMENT TESTS
3.4.3.5 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS





3.4.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.4.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.4.5.3 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.4.5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.4.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.4.5.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
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3.4 .5.7 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM TESTS
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3.4.5.8 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.4.5.8 FAILURE MODES SIMULATION
3.4.5.10 SYSTEM CERTIFICATION
3.4.6 SHIPPING TO LAUNCH SITE
3.4.6.1 REMOVE TEST EQUIPMENT
3.4.6.2 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
3.4.6.3 PACKING
3.4.6.4 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
3.4.7A PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT (HORIZONTAL PAYLOAD)
3.4.7A.1 UNPACKING
3.4.7A,2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
3.4.7A.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.4.7A.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.4.7A.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.4.7A.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.4.7A.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.4.7A.3.5 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
3.4.7A.4 TRANSFER TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
3.4.7A.4.1	 LOAD PAYLOAD	 INTO CONTAINER
3.4.7A.4.2 TRANSPORT TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
3.4.7A.4.3 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.4.7A.4.4 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN HORIZONTAL CITE
3.4.7A.5 INTEGRATE TMS WITH PAYLOAD
-------------------^-------------------------------------------------------
The TMS might carry manipulators for structural assembly or a cargo rack
for this mission.
----^-----------------------------------------------------------------------
3.4.7A.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK




3.4.7A.6.3 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.4.7A.6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL
	 INTERFACES
3.4.7A.7 TRANSFER TMS/PAYLOAD TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
?.4.7A.7.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.4.7A.7.2 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
3.4.7A.7.3 REMOVE STRONGBACK
3.4.7A.7.4 CLOSE CANISTER
3.4.7A.7.5 TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBITER PROCESSING I'A,,;IL1TY
3.4.7A.7.6 UNLOAD CANISTER
3.4.7A.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (HORIZONTAL)
3.4.7A.B.1	 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.4.7A.B.2
	 INSTALL PAYLOAD	 IN ORBITER





3.4.7A.B.6 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
3.4.7A.B.7	 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
3.4.7B PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT 	 (VERTICAL PAYLOAD)
3.4.78.1	 UNPACKING
3.4.76.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
3.4.78.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.4.7B.3.1	 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.4.7B.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.4.7B.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.4.7B.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.4.7B.3.5 MISSION SEQUENCE
	 SIMULATION




3.4.76.4.2 TRANSPORT CONTAINER TO VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
3.4.78.4.3 UNLOAD CONTAINER
3.4.76.5 INTEGRATE TMS WITH rAYLOAD
3.4.78.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
3.4.7B.6.1 CHECK TMS/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.4.7B.6.2 CHECK ELECTRICAL
	 INTERFACES
3.4.7B.6.3 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.4.7B.6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL
	 INTERFACES
3.4.7B.7 TRANSFER PAYLOAD TO LAUNCH PAO
3.4.7B.7.1	 LOAD PAYLOAD
	 INTO CANISTER
31.4.78.7.2 TRANSPORT TO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
3.4.7B.'1.3 LOAD CANISTER 	 INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
3.4.76.7.4 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO ROTATING SERVICE
	 STRUCTURE USING PGHM
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3.4.78.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTe^RATION (VERTICAL)
^' '	 3.4.76.8.1 MATE ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE TO ORBITER
3,4.78.8.2 EXTEND PAYLOAD INTO ORBITER USING PGHM
3.4.70.8.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
3.4.78.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
3,4.78,8.5 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
3.4.70.8.6 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
3.4.8 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
3.4.9 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
3.4.9.4 SHUTTLE ATTAINS DELIVERY ORBIT
3.4.9.; 'CSTS OF ATTACHED PAYLOAD
3.4.9.2.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.4.9.2.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.4,9.3 EXTENSION OF PAYLOAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY
3.4.9.3.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
3.4.9.3.2 ACTIVATE RMS
3.4.9.3.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
3.4.9.3.4 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
3.4.9.3.5 GRASP FIXTURE
3.4.0.3.6 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
3.4.9.3.7 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD OUT OF PAYLOAD BAY
3.4,9.4 SEPARATION OF PAYLOAD FROM ORBITER
3.4.9.4.1 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
3.4.9.4.2 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
3.4.9.5 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
5.4.9.5.1 ACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
3.4.9.5.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.4.9.5.3 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.4.9.5.4 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.4.9.5.5 STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.4.9.5.6 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.4.9.5.7 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.4.0.5. 0. PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.4.9.5.9 CONSUMABLE; LEVELS CHECKOUT
3.4.9.6 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.4.9.6.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOU;> DATA
3.4.9.6.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.4.9.6.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.4.9.6.4 PERFORM TST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.4.9.6.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
3.4.9.7 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
3.4.9.7.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
3,4.9.7.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.4.9.7.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.4.9.7.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.4.9.7.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.4.9.8A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (RCDUNDANCY)
3.4.9.8A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
3.4.9 8A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
3.4.9.8A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.4.9.8A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.4.9.8B COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
3.4.9.88.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
3.4.9.8B.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
3.4.9.88.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
3.4.9.8B.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
3.4.9.8B.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.4.9.88.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
3.4.9.88.7 STORE COMPONENT
3.4.9.8B.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
3.4.9.88.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
3.4.9.8B.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
3.4.9.86.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.4.9.8B.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
3.4.9.88.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
3.4.9.8B. g 4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.4.9.9 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
3.4.9.9.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
3.4.9.9.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
3.4.9.9.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION







3.4.9.10.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.4.9.10.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.4.9.10.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.4.9.10.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.4.9.10.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.4.9.10.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.4.9.10.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.4.9.10.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.4.10 STATUS MONITORING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
3.4.10.1 TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT
3.4.10.1.1 MEASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
3.4.10.1.2 COMPARE TEMPERATURES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
3.4.10.1.3 ADJUST COOLING/HEATING SYSTEMS
3.4.10.2 POWER MANAGEMENT
3.4.10.2.1 MEASURE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
3.4.10.2.2 COMPARE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
3.4.10.2.3 ADJUST CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
3.4.10.2.4 MONITOR BATTERIES
3.4.10.3 DATA/COMMAND PROCESSING
3.4.10.3.1 SHORT-TERM MEMORY STORAGE





3.4.10.3.7 COMPUTER LOAD SCHEDULING
3.4.10.3.8 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
3.4.10.4 CONSUMABLES MANAGEMENT
3.4.10.4.1 MONITOR PROPELLANT SUPPLIES
3.4.10.4.2 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.4.10.4.3 COMPUTE OPTIMAL CONSUMABLES ALLOCATION
3.4.10.5 STRUCTURAL MANAGEMENT
3.4.iO.5.i MEASURE STRAINS IN STRUCTURE
3.4.10.5.2 COMPUTE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS
3.4.10.5.3 COMPARE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS TO REQUIRED LIMITS
3.4.10.5.4 APPLY COMPENSATING FORCES
3.4.10.5.5 APPLY VIBRATION DAMPING
3.4.10.6 HAZARD AVOIDANCE
3.4.10.6.1 AVOID TANK OVERPRESSURES
3.4.10.6.2 MAINTAIN SAFE BATTERY CHARGE LEVELS
3.4.10.6.3 MAINTAIN COMMUNICATION LINKS
3.4.10.6.4 AVOID EXPOSING SENSITIVE COMPONENTS TO DIRECT SUNLIGHT
3.4.10.6.5 TRACK NEARBY OBJECTS
3.4.10.6.6 AVOID CONFLICTING OBJECTS
3.4.10.7 OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
3.4.10.7.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.4.10.7.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.4.10.7.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
3.4.10.7.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.4.10.7.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
3.4.10.7.6 COMPUTE OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
3.4.10.8 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.4.10.8.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.4.10.8.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.4.10.8.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.4.10.8.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.4.10.8.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
3.4.10.9 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE. SOFTWARE
3.4.10.9.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
3.4.10.9.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.4.10.9.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.4.10.9.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.4.10.9.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.4.10.10A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
3.4.10.10A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
3.4.10.IOA.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
3.4.10.10A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.4.10.10A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.4.10.10B COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
3.4.10.10B.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE






3.4.10.10B.a TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
3.4.10.108.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
3.4.10.10B.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.4.10.10B.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
3.4.10.108,7 STORE COMPONENT
3.4.10.10B.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
3.4.10.10B.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
3.4.10.108.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
3.4.10.106.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.4.10.108.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
3.4.10.106.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
3.4.10.108.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.4.10.11 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
3.4.10.11.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
3.4.10.11.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
3.4.10.11,3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
x.4.10.11.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS





3.5 UNCOOPERATIVE SPACECRAFT/DEBRIS CAPTURE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
In this mission the TMS is used to capture and dispose of uncooperative






3.5.1.4 CREATE FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
3.5.1.5 FAILURE MODES ANALYSIS
3.5.1.6 ADJUST DESIGN FOR MAINTAINANCE AND REPAIR
3.5.1.7 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
3.5.1.8 SAFETY REVIEW
3.5.1.9 DESIGN OF COMPONENTS
3.5.1.10 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
3.5.2 COMPONENT FABRICATION
3.5.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-S:!ELF COMPONENTS
3.5.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS
3.5.2.3 PROCURE MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
3.5.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
3.5.3 COMPONENT TEST
3.5.3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES
3.5.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
3.5.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
3.5.3.4 ANTENNA AND ARRAY DEPLOYMENT TESTS
3.5.3.5 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS





3.5.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.5.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.5.5.3 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.5.5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.5.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.5.5.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.5.5.7 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM TESTS
3.5.5.8 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.5.5.9 FAILURE MODES SIMULATION
3.5.5.10 SYSTEM CERTIFICATION
3,5.6 SHIPPING TO LAUNCH SITE
3.5.6.1 REMOVE TEST EQUIPMENT
3.5.6.2 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
3.5.6.3 PACKING
3.5.6.4 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
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3.5.7A.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
3.5.7A.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.5.7A.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.5.7A.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.5.7A.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.5.7A.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
3,5.7A.3.5 MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
3.5.7A.4 TRANSFER TO OPERATIONS AND r,HECKOUT BLDG.
3.5.7A.4.1	 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CCNTAINER
3.5.7A.4.2 TRANSPORT TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
3.5.7A,4.3 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.5.7A.4.4	 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN HORIZONTAL CITE
3.5.7A.5 INTEGRATE TMS WITH PAYLOAD
3.5.7A.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
3.5.7A,6.1 CHECK TMS/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
3.5.7A.6.2 CHECK ELECTRICAL	 INTERFACES
' 3.5.7A.6.3 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
i 3,5.7A.6.4 CHECK LLECTRICAL	 INTERFACES
3.5.7A.7 TRANSFER TMS/PAYLOAD TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
3.5.7A.7.1 ATT 14CH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.5.7A.7.2 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
3.5.7A.7.3 RENOVE	 STRONGBACK
3.5.7A.7.4 CLOSE CANISTER
3.5.7A.7.5 TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
3.5.7A.7.6 UNLOAD CANISTER
3.5.7A.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (HORIZONTAL)
3.5.7A.8.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
3.5.7A.8.2	 INSTALL PAYLOAD	 IN ORBITER
3.5.7A.8.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD 	 INTERFACES
3.5.7A.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL	 INTERFACES
I 3.5.7A.8.5 REMOVE STRONGBACK
f 3.5.7A.8.6 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
3.5.7A.8.7 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
3.5.78 PAYLOAD INTEGRATION ANU CHECKOUT 	 (VERTICAL PAYLOAD)
3.5.78.1	 UNPACKING	 j
3.5.76 2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
3.5.7B.3	 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
3.5.76.3.1	 VERIFY	 POWER	 SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.5.7B.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.5.76.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.5.76.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
3.5.7B.3.5 MISSION SEOUENCE SIMULATION
3.5.76.4 TRANSFER TO VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
3.5.78.4.1	 LOAD PAYLOAD	 INTO CONTAINER
3.5,7B.4.2 TRANSPORT CONTAINER TO VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
3.5.78.4.3 UNLOAD CONTAINER
3.5.78.5 INTEGRATE TMS WITH PAYLOAD
3.5.7B.6 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
3.5.76.6.1 CHECK TMS/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL
	
INTERFACES
3.5.7B.6.2 CHECK	 ELECTRICAL	 INTERFACES
3.5.78.6.3 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL 	 INTERFACES
3.5.78.6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL	 INTERFACES
3.5.7B.7 TRANSFER PAYLOAD TO LAUNCH PAD
3.5.7B.7.1	 LOAD PAYLOAD	 INTO CANISTER
3.5.7B.7.2 TRANSPORT TO ROTATING SERVICE	 STRUCTURE
3.5.7B.7.3 LOAD CANISTER INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
3.5.78.7.4	 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE USING PGHM
3.5.7B.7.5 REMOVE	 CANISTER
3.5.7B.8 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION (VERTICAL)
3.5.78.8.1 MATE ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE TO ORBITER
3.5.78.8.2 EXTEND PAYLOAD INTO ORBITER USING PGHM
3.5.7B.B.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
3.5.78.8.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL
	 INTERFACES
3.5.7B.8.5 CLOSE —OUT PAYLOAD BAY
3.5.78.8.6 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
3.5.8 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
3.5.9 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
3.5.9.1	 SHUTTLE ATTAINS DELIVERY ORBIT
R 3.5.9.2 TESTS OF ATTACHED PAYLOAD
3.5.9.2.1	 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.5.9.2.2	 IN F ORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.5.9.3 EXTENSION OF PAYLOAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY
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3.5.9.3.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY 000
3.5.9.3.2 ACTIVATE RMS
3.5.9.3.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXT'
3.5.9.3.4 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
3.5.9.3.5 GRASP FIXTURE
3.5.9.3.6 RELEASE PAYLOAD REST
3.5.9.3.7 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD OUi Ur VATLUAU CAT
3.5.9.4 SEPARATION OF PAYLOAD FROM ORBITER
3.5.9.4.1 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
3.5.9.4.2 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
3.5.9.5 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
3.5.9.5.1 ACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
3.5.9.5.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.5.9.5.3 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.5.9.5.4 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.5.9.5.5 STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.5.9.5.6 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.5.9.5.7 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3.5.9.5.8 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
3 5.9.5.9 CONSUMABLF.S LEVELS CHECKOUT
3.5.9.6 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.5.9.6.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.5.9.6.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.5.9.6.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.5.9.6.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.5.9.6.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
3.5.9.7 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
3.5.9.7.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
3.5.9.7.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
3.5.9.7.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
3.5 9.7.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.5.9.7.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
3.5.9.8A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
3.5.9.8A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
3.5.9.8A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
3.5.9.8A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.5.9.8A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.5.9.86 COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
3.5.9.8B.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
3.5.9.8B.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
3.5.9.8B.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
3.5.9.88.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
3.5.9.8B.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
3.5.9.8B.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
3.5.9.88.7 STORE COMPONENT
3.5.9.86.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
3.5.9.8B.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
3.5.9.8B.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
3.5.9.8B.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
3.5.9.8B.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
3.5.9.8B.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
3.5.9.8B.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.5.9.9 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
3.5.9.9.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
3.5.9.9.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
3.5.9.9.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
3.5.9.9.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
3.5.9.10 ORBITAL TRANSFER
3.5.9.10.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.5.9.10.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.5.9.10.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.5.9.10.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.5.9.10.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.5.9.10.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.5.9.10.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.5.9.10.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.5.10 STATUS MONITORING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
3.5.10.1 TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT
3.5.10.1.1 MEASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
3.5.10.1.2 COMPARE TEMPERATURES TO REQUIRED LIMITS










































































10.2.1 MEASURE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
10.2.2 COMPARE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
10.2.3 ADJUST CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
10.2.4 MONITOR BATTERIES
DATA/COMMAND PROCESSING
10.3.1 SHORT-TERM MEMORY STORAGE





10.3.7 COMPUTER LOAD SCHEDULING
10.3.8 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
CONSUMABLES MANAGEMENT
10.4.1 MONITOR PROPELLANT SUPPLIES
10.4.2 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
10.4.3 COMPUTE OPTIMAL CONSUMABLES ALLOCATION
STRUCTURAL MANAGEMENT
10.5.1 MEASURE STRAINS IN STRUCTURE
10.5.2 COMPUTE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS
10.5.3 COMPARE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS TO REQUIRED LIMITS
10.5.4 APPLY COMPENSATING FORCES
10.5.5 APPLY VIBRATION DAMPING
HAZARD AVOIDANCE
10.6.1 AVOID TANK OVERPRESSURES
10.6.2 MAINTAIN SAFE BATTERY CHARGE LEVELS
10.6.3 MAINTAIN' COMMUNICATION LINKS
10.6.4 AVOID EXPOSING SENSITIVE COMPONENTS TO DIRECT SUNLIGHT
10.6.5 TRACK NEARBY OBJECTS
10.6.6 AVOID CONFLICTING OBJECTS
OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
10.7.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
10.7.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
10.7.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
10.7.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
10.7.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
10.7.6 COMPUTE OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
10.8.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
10.8.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
10.8.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
10.8.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
10.8.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE
10.9.1 COMPAPE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
10.9.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
10.9.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
10.9.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
10.9.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
OA COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
10.10A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
10.10A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
10.10A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
10.10A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
OB COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
10.108.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
10.108.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
10.108.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
10.108.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
10.108.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
10.108.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
.10.108.7 STORE COMPONENT
10.10B.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
10.108.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
.10.108.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
.10.108.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
.10.108.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
.10.108.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
.10.108.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
1 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY





3.5.10.11.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS OF POOR "^,:; ,6`y





3.5.11 CAPTURE UNCOOPERATIVE SPACECRAFT/DEBRIS
3.5.11.1 ADJUST ORBIT
3.5.11.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.5.11.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.5.11.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.5.11.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.5.11.1.5 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.5.11.2 ADJUST ATTITUDE
3.5.11.2.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.5.11.2.2 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.5.11.2.3 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
3.5.11.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.5.11.2.5 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.5.11.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
3.5.11.3.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.5.11.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.5.11.3.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
3.5.11.3.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REOUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.5.11.3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
3.5.11.3.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
3.5.11.3.7 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.5.11.3.8 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.5.11.4 CAPTURE SPACECRAFT/DEBRIS
The TMS is expected to use a dedicated debris capture device for this
activity.
-------------------------------------------,--------------------------------
3.5.11.4.1 OBSERVE TUMBLING SPACECRAFT
3.5.11.4.2 DETERMINE SPACCCRAi; T PRINCIPAL SPIN AXIS
3.5.11.4.3 SPIN UP DEBRIS CAPTURE DEVICE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Th1s breakdown assumes a spinnable debris capture device. Other systems
for debris detumbling and capture are possible.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.5.11.4.4 GRASP FIXTURE
3.5.11.4.5 BRAKE DEBRIS CAPTURE DEVICE
3.5.12 INSERT SPACECRAFT/DEBRIS INTO REENTRY TRAJECTORY
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
This sequence may be omitted if it is desired to return the
spacecraft/debris to the Orbiter.
-------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
3.5.12.1 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF TMS/SPACECRAFT)
3.5.12.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.5.12.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.5.12.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.5.12.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.5.12.1.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.5.12.1.6 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.5.12.1.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.5.12.1.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
3..12.2 RELEASE SPACECRAFT/DEBRIS AND REBOOST TMS
3.5.12.2.1 RELEASE SPACECRAFT FROM DEBRIS CAPTURE DEVICE
3.5.12.2.2 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.5.12.2.3 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.5.12.2.4 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.5.12.2.5 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTOi-,"
3.5.12.2.6 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.5.12.2.7 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.5.12.2.8 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.5.12.2.9 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.5.13 RENDEZVOUS WITH ORBITER
3.5.13.1 ORBITAL TRANSFER (OF TMS)
3.5.13.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.5.13.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.5.13.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
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3.5.13.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.5.13.1.5 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.5.13.1.6 CETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.5.13.1.7 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.5.13.1.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.5.13.2 SHUTDOWN TMS FOR RETRIEVAL
3.5.13.2.1 STOW TMS ANTENNA
3.5.13.2.2 DEACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
3.5.14 RETRIEVAL BY ORBITER
3.5.14.1 ADJUST ORBIT (OF ORBITER)
3.5.14.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
3.5.14.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.5.14.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
3.5.14.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.5.14.1.5 FIRE THRUSTERS
3.5.14.2 ADJUST ATTITUDE (OF ORBITER)
3.5.14.2.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
3.5.14.2.2 DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
3.5.14.2.3 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
3.5.14.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
3.5.14.2.5 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
3.5.14.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
3.5.14.3.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
3.5.14.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.5.14.3.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
3.5.14.3.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
3.5.14.3.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
3.5.14.3.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
3.5,14.3.7 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.5.14.3.8 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
3.5.14.4 ORBITER RECOVERY OF TMS
3.5.14.4.1 ACTIVATE RMS
3.5.14.4.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
3.5.14.4.3 MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
GASP FIXTURE
3.5.14.4.5 LOCATE CRADLE IN PAYLOAD BAY
3.5.14.4.6 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
3.5.14.4.7 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
3.5.14.4.8 RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
3.5.14.4.9 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BA°
3.5.15 REENTRY AND LANDING
3.5.16 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
3.5.16.1 SAFING OF ORBITER AND HAZARDOUS PAYLOADS
3.5.16.2 REMOVAL OF PAYLOADS FROM ORBITER
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•----•» •	 SPACE PLATFORM OF PA®P QUAL ITY
Tho primary source of information for the details of this breakdown was the
Materials Experient Carrier Concepts Definition Study, completed in February
1981 by TRW. Volumes III through V contain nearly-identical sections on
mission analysis and breakdown. Volume III also supplied useful information
on design and on trade-offs.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
4 SPACE PLATFORM (SP)
4,1A MATERIALS EXPERIMENT CARRIER (UNSERVICED, SINGLE-SORTIE)
4.1A.1 DESIGN
4.1A.1.1 DEFINE REQUIREMENTS
4.1A.1.2 SELECT EXPERIMENTAL PACKACSS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Materials Experiment Carrier (MEC) can accept experimental packages
within specified size, weight, and service envelopes. Current candidate
experiments for MEC missions include contalnerless metals processor, zero-g
crystal growth, metal solidification, float zone processes, and cell
cultures. Experiments of similar needs and time duration should be grouped




Given the relatively large power needs of materials processing experiments,
and the need for MEC servicing and deployment by the Shuttle, optimal
orbital characteristics for MEC/Space Platform missions provide both
maximum average SP power output and convienient Shuttle access. These two
criteria favor orbits of different inclinations (high incl. for power, tow
incl. for best access) so engineering tradeoffs become necessary. Careful
consideration must bet made of experiment weight vs. power needs before




Determine all subsystem interactions such as data transmission, power use,
thermal dissipation, and structural loads.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.1A.1.5 CREATE FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
The component specifications should be compatible with available technology,
should be fabricable within time constraints, and should comply with the
functional layout.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.IA.1,6 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
4.1A.2 COMPONENT FABRICATION
4.1A.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
4.1A.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURE OF COMPONENTS




Verify that when components are grouped into subsystems they can perform all
functional layout operations.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.iA.3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES
4.1A.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
The structure or a functional mockup will be exposed to various vibration
loads to verify struc t ural integrity.
------------------------------------------------------•---------------------
4.1A.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
Verify software by inputing data which simulates expected operational inputs,
but has been previously processed so the proper output is known. This nominal
output is compared to the output of the flight software to verify its proper
operation. Software interfaces mAy exist between many of the systems onboard,
depending on the final u9sign. !-or instance, the furnace heating system may
be directly linked to the temperature contro l system. These interfaces must
be tested for proper operation by actual installment and operation simulation
(i.e. simulated thermal input to test the temperature zontrol link) since
their failure could be detrimental to several systems. Note that in the event






be loaded into the system via ground telemetry.
.......... ..............................,..............................----
4.1A.3.4 SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOYMENT TESTS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Simulated solar array power 1s supplied to the power
management/conditioning subsystem. This system is commanded to supply
various voltages and currents to other subsystems. These quantities are
measured under roal or simulated loads and romphred against nominal
performance.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.1A.3.5 CHECK RF PPTTERN
4.1A.3.6 ELECTRICAi.. SYSTEMS TESTS
4.1A.3.7 THERMAL t!-i° VACUUM TESTS
4.1A.3.8 COMPONENT CERTIFICATION
4.1A.4 SYSTEM INTEGRATION
4.1A.4.1 RECEIVE AND SORT COMPONENTS
4.1A.4.2 POSITION AND ORIENT COMPONENT
4.iA.4.3 ATTACH COMPONENTS
4.IA,5 SYSTEM TEST
4.iA.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TEST
4.IA.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
4.1A.S.3 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
Verify that the data relay and storage systems meet design specifications.
--------------------------- ------------------------------------------------
4.1A.5.4 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
4.1A.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
4.1A.5.6 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TEST
4.1A.5.7 FAILURE MODES SIMULATION
4.iA.5.8 SYSTEM CERTIFICATION
4.iA.6 PAYLOAD INSTALLATION AND TRANSPORT
4.1A.6.i INSTALLATION OF EXPERIMENTAL PACKAGES
Experimental packages will be designed and constructed, separately from the
"EC, by the sponsoring researcher or company. Packa ges will have to meet
specified power use, size, weight, interface, environment, and safety
criteria. Packages will be integrated and tested with the MEC after the
MEC itself has been assembled and checked-out. EP/MEC integration will
tale place at the MEC contractor's facility.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.iA.6.2 TESTING AT INTEGRATION SITE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
EP/MEC system performance and compatibilty chec'couts will be done at the
MEC contractor's facility.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.iA.G.3 REMOVE TEST EQUIPMENT
4.iA.6.4 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The full MEC assembly (including experimental packages) will be safed
before partial disassembly for packing. Transportation to launch site will
probably be by truck.
4.1A.G.5 PACKING
4.1A.6.6 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
4.iA.7 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT
4.iA.7.1 UNPACKING
4.1A.7.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
4.IA.7.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
4.1A.7.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
4.1A.7.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
4.iA.7.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
4.1A.7.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
4.iA.7.4 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
4.1A.7.4.i CHECK EXPERIMENTAL PACKAGE INTERFACE
4.IA.7.4.2 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL 'INTERFACES
4.1A.7.4.3 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
4.iA.7.5 TRANSFER PAYLOAD TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
4.iA.7.5.i ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
4.iA.7.5.2 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
4.IA.7.5.3 REMOVE STRONGBACK
4.iA.7.5.4 CLOSE CANISTER
4.1A.7.5.5 TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
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4 I«.7.G.1 ATTACH Sro8NGBACu TO PAYLOAD
4.Ix.7.6.2 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
4.I».7.0.3 CommEcr umBIrLw/ p 4YLoAD ImrEnrxCED
4.IA.7.0.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
4.Ix.7.6.5 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
4.I».7.6.6 INSTALLATION OF 0R8IM PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
4.1A,7.6.7 INSTALLATION OF umS KIT
4,1A.8 COuwrDoww AND LAUNCH
4 Ix.0 ORBITAL PC p LDvwEwT AND CHECKOUT
4.1A.9.11 nnBIrEo/& p RENDEZVOUS AND CAPTURE
4.iA.9.1.1 uCrCmNImE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.1A.9.1.2 oBTsumImG CummEwr ArrTTuoE
4.I^.9.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED oe8IrxL PARAMETERS
4.ix.8.1.4 oxooGE orrIm«L ?nwECromv
---~'-~~~~--~~~~~-~---^~-----~-~-----'~-~~~--~-~~--~~~~--~~-~~~~~~
An optimal trajectory for sn/mEn ranuw"oum with the Shuttle consumes
minimum S p propellant. within flight-time constraints. The cnnmmqumncms of
micro-gravity >evm)m induced from maneuvers and the possible mwn~uh1elp`ng
needs or other S p nuy`wmum must also be umnmidmrmd.
----_-------------,--------,------------------~-----,------,--_-------,,,-,
4.ix.9.1.5 ncTnAnr SOLAR ARRAYS
-----~--------------~--~-----~~---~~-~~--~~~—~-~-~~~~---~~-
Upon mignnl, the Space Platform will withdraw Its wwploywu1m solar arrays
and ,mmimtnro. This action is nmcaoanry to prevent damage or lwmm or these
mvm`mms during S p orbital mmomwvaro.
--------~—~---~------``—`------~-----^~------~-~--~-~~
4.IA.9.i s ncroxo7 nAozxToms
*.^A.9.1.7 ORIENT rnRuSTcns
^.iA.e.i.o p znE r*nusrEnS
4.1«.e.i. p nRozTcn AND S p VELOCITY AND rnAuECrOnv ADJUSTMENTS
----------~ `------`--`--------------'--^--~----~-
Alignment and matc-i.^o before docking will be accomplished with the
attitude control systems on both the L and the Orbiter.
'----'-'--------------------'----------'-''--------'^-----'-----~--------^-
4.i*.e i.10 op cw p ^vLoAn BAY onons
4.Ix.e.i.11 xCrIvArC oocuIwo .oxpTcn
«.ix.e 1.10 oocxzwo OF SHUTTLE AoA p rcn TO SPACE pLArpomw
-----------------------------'''-----'-'~'---'-----~-------~----~----~----~
The S p will be aecv,ou with the Orbiter docking mump,or during payload
operations.
---'-'-----------------------'--------'--'------'----------------~---------
*.IA.a.t 10 sp acnTnIwo ON ouowzwo Ao^prEm
4,IA.9.i.14 AcTzv«Tc nwS
4.iA.9.2 nsmovc OLD s p PAYLOAD FROM TARGET acnr*
----------------------------'--''-------------'--------------~--~~----~---~
A payload occupying the Space p lwtr prw berth ums`o"ate g for the mcC must be
removed and stowed in the Orbiter cargo umv before Mso attachment to the
SP.
--------'----'----'------------------'----------------'--'------~-------~~-
4.1u.9.2.1 o p cw p AvLo«o BAY 000Ru
*.1A.9.2.2 Looxru anAs p Iwa rzx7wmc ON TARGET
4.11A.9.2.3 anxs p rzx,uns
4.11A.9.2.4 ncLcxuc p «vLoAo mcornxIwrs
4.IA.9.2.5 orow OLD p «vLoAo IN onaITsn
4.I«.9.3 oc p Lov NEW p «vLo^o FROM p xvLowo BAY
4.IA.9.3.1 Loo^Tc NEW PAYLOAD
4,i4.e o.o onAs p rzxruns
4.IA.e.3.3 RELEASE p AvLoxo RESTRAINTS
4.Ix.9.3.4 ATTACH NEW PAYLOAD TO sp
------'-----------------------'-'-------------------'----------~-----------
After sensory indication of interface p lionmant, the mEo is mated with the
s p docking berth.
----'-----------------------'-----'-'---'--------------------------------~~
*.iA.9.4 op snxTIowAL o*Eoxour
----------'----------------'------------------ -----------------'--------~-
The systems' status ,m observed after full deployment and systems
activation.
'------------------'------'--'----------'-------------------~-~-'~-----~~~~
4.iA. g .*.1 ucTzvATs SUBSYSTEMS
: IA. g *.o powcn SUBSYSTEM C*ccwour
4.i4.e.4.3 THERMAL $uBS,Srsw u*Ecwou`
2&,8l
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4.IA,9.4.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKUUT
4.1A.9.4.5 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.iA.9.4.6 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.IA.9.4.7 SP/PAYLOAD INTERFACE CHECKOUT
4.1A.9.4.8 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
4.1A.9.4.9 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
4.IA.9.5 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
4.1A.9,5.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
4.IA.9.5.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
4.IA.9.5.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
4.1A.9.5.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
4.1A.9.5.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
4.IA.9.6 IDENTIFY DEFECTTVE SOFTWARE
4.1A.9.6.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
4.1A.9.6.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
4.iA.9.6.0 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
4.1A.S.6.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
4.1A.9.6.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
4.1A.9.7A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
4.IA.9.7A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
4.IA.9.7A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
4.1A.9.7A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
4.1a.9.7A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
4.1A.9.7B COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
4.1A.9.7B.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
4.1A.9.7B.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
4,1A.9.7B.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
4.iA.9.76.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
4.1A.9.7B.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
4.IA.9.7B.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
4.1A.9.78.7 STORE COMPONENT
4.1A.9.7B.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
4.1A.9.7B.9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
4.1A.9.7B.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
4.1A.9.7B.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
4.1A.9,7B.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
4,IA.9.7B.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
4.IA.9.78.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
4.1A.9.8 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
4.IA.9.8.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
4.IA.9.8.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
4.1A.9.8.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
4.1A.9 8.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS







4,IA.9.9.1 TRANSFER OPERATIONAL CONTROL FROM MISSION TO PAYLOAD CONTROL
4.1A.9.9.2 UNDOCKING OF ORBITER FROM SP
4.1A.9.9.3 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.1A.9.9.4 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.IA,9.9.5 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.1A.9.9.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY





4.1A.9.9.12 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.IA.9.9.13 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.IA.9.9.14 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.iA.9.9.15 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4,1A.9.9.16 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.IA.9.9.17 SP/PAYLOAD INTERFACE CHECKOUT
4.IA.9.9.18 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
4.1A.9.9.19 COMPARE MEASURED DA TA TO MODEL
4.1A.9.9.20 DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS
4.IA.9.9.21 DEPLOY RADIATORS
1A.10 STATUS MONITORING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
This is primarily allocation of power and thermal dump capacity.
Experiments provide their own materials. but must share power and thermal
systems. Resource allocation 1s a scheduling procedure to prevent overload




4 IA. 1', I TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT
4. IA 10, 1.1
 MEASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
4 IA.10.1 2 COMPARE TEM P ERATURE TO REQUIRED LIMITS
4 to 10.1 3 AOJUF)T (OOLINGMEATING SYSTEMS
4.IA 10,2 POWER MANAGEMENT
4 IA.10 2 1 MEASURE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
4.IA 10,2.2 COMPARE CUkk1 FNT5 AND VOLTAGES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
4,IA.10 ' 3 EVALUATE BATTERY CHARGING PERFORMANCE
4.1A.10.2 .4 ADJUST CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
4 IA 10,2.5 ADJUST 6ATTERY CHARGING CYCLE
4.IA,10,3 DATA/COMMAND PROCESSING
4 IA. 10,3 1 SHORT-TERM MEMORY STORAGE
4,iA.iO 3.2 LONG-TERM MEMORY STORAGL
4rIA 10,3.3 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
4,1A.10,3 4 DATA/COMMAND DECODING
4,1A 10.3,5 NUMERICAL COMPUTA-ION
4 iA.iO.3 C LOGIC OPERATIONS
4 IA.10.3 7 COMPUTER LOAD SCHeDULING
4,IA.10.3,8 COMPUTER FUNCT!,ON CHECKS
4 . A . 10. 4 CONSUMABLES MANAGEMENT
------------------- ­ --- --------------------------------------------------
Many onboard experiments require supplies of cryogons or materials for
operation which must be periodically replaced. If a supply is depleted
faster than expected, its storage-monitoring device signals that the supply
is low. It may also predict in advance that a supply will be depleted.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.iA.i0.4.i MONITOR GAS SUPPLIES
4.1A.10.4.2 MONITOR PROPELLANT SUPPLIES
4.IA 10.4.3 MONITOR COOLING SYSTEM SUPPLIES
4,1A.10.4 4 PROTECT CONSUMAELES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
4.1A.10.4 5 COMPUTE OPTIMAL CONSUMABLES ALLOCATION
4.1A.10.5 STRUCTURAL MANAGEMENT
4.IA 10.5.1 MEASURE STRAINS IN STRUCTURE
4.IA.10.5 2 MEASURE RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS
4.iA,iO. ,^ 3 COMPUTE STPESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS
4.IA.10.5 4 COMPARE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS TO REQUIRED LIMITS
4.IA.i0 5,6 APPLY COMPENSATING FORCES
4.1A.10.5, 6 APPLY VIeRATION DAMPING
4.1A.10.6 HAZARD AVOIDANCE
4.IA,10.6,1 AVOID TANK OVERPRESSURES
4 iA.iO.G 2 MAINTAIN SAFE BATTERY CHARGE LEVELS
4.IA.10.6.3 MONITOR MICRO-GRAVITY LEVELS
4.IA.10.6 4 MAINTAIN COMMUNICATION LINKS
4.1A 10.6 5 AVOID EXPOSING SENSITIVE COMPONENTS TO DIRECT SUNLIGHT
4.1A.10.7 OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Prog-ess of each experiment relative to the planned mission should be
monitored, and notification given to the principal investigator if time
delays caused by mechanical or other problems will cause stationkeeping or
other maneuvers to overlap with an experiment in progress. If necessary,
experiments may be rescheduled to allow for these problems.
---------------------------------------------------------------- I -----------
4.iA.10.7.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
4.IA.10.7.2 PROTECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
4.IA.10.7.3 ESTIMA T E RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
4,IA.10.7 4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
4.IA 10.7 .5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
4,IA 10,7,6 COMPUTE OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
4.IA.10.8 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
4.IA.10.8.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
4,IA,10.8.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
4.IA.10.9 REPORT SYSTEMS STATUS
4.IA.10.9.1 DATA COMMAND ENCODING
4.IA.10.3.2 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
4,IA.10.9.3 DA)A/COMMAND DECODING
4 IA.iO.9,4 DATA/COMMAND DISPLAY
4,iA.11A PRE-EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS (SOLIDS)
4 IA.IiA.i TRANSFER SAMPLE FROM STORAGE TO FURNACE
4.IA.IIA,I.1	 IDENTIFY SHAPE, SIZE IN BIN
---------------------------------------------------------------------------






	 MATCH WITH SAMPLE MODEL
4.IA.11A.i.3
	 POSITION MANIPULATOR	 (ON RAILS)
---°-------- 
-- ----- - --•_----- ----- ----- ------ ------ °-	 - ---- ------- °°--






TRANSPORT	 SAMPLE	 TO EXPERIMENT AREA
4.1A.11A.1.6
	 OPEN HOLDER




	 ACTIVATE PAYLOAD-SPECIFIC INSTRUMENTATION
Examples: high°temperature-rated sound-frenuoncy sensors (for acoustic






4.IA.11A.2.2	 CHECK ALIGNMENT WITH ALIGNMENT CRITERIA
Input from contact-eensors In the sample-holder bhould be compared with the
specified "world-model" 	 input.
-------_• -------------------------------------------------------------- ---- 9










	 EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT
=	 4.iA.11A.3
	 PROVIDE THERMAL CONTROL FOR PROCESSES





	 TO REQUIRED LIMITS
4.1A.11A.3.3	 ACTIVATE	 FURNACE
	 TEMPERATURE-MAINTAINING UNIT
4.1A.i1A.4	 ANALYZE RESIDUAL GAS
------------------------------------------- -------------------------------
The presence of	 sample-material molecules and any possible chemical
-	 reactants around the sample in the furnace must be confirmed and meoeured





4.IA.11A.4.2	 RECORDING AND ON-BOARD STORAGE OF DATA
4.IA.12A CONDUCT PAYLOAD-SPECIFIC EXPER I MENT (SOLIDS)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------










4.1A,12A.i.1 MEASURE EXPERIMENTAL DATA, WITH SPEC. INSTRUMENTATION
4.1A.12A.1.2 RECORDING AND ON-BOARD STORAGE OF DATA
4.1A.13A POST-EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS (SOLIDS)
4.1A.13A.1 CONCLUDE EXPERIMENT
4,IA.13A.1.1	 COOL SAMPLE
4.1A.13A.1.2 ADJUST 97 URNACE PRESSURE TO SAFE LEVEL
4.1A.13A.2 TRANSFER SAMPLE FROM FURNACE TO STORAGE
4.IA.13A.2.1 GET SAMPLE WITH SAMPLE HOLDER
4,IA.13A.2.2 REMOVE SAMPLE FROM FURNACE
4.1A.i3A.2.3 RELEASE SAMPLE FROM SAMPLE HOLDER
4.IA.13A.2.4 REMOVE SAMPLE FROM HOLDER
4.1A.13A.2.5 TRANSPORT SAMPLE TO STORAGE BIN
4.1A.13A.2.6 RELEASE SAMPLE IN BIN
4.1A.13A.3 SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS
4.1A.13A.3.1 PURGE GASES FROM FURNACE
4.IA.13A.3.2 BAKEOUT FURNACE
2A.84
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4,iA.13A.3.3 REPROGRAM PROCESS SET-POINTS AND CONTROLS
4,1A.11B PRE-EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS (FLUIDS)
----- ------------------- ..................................................
Each EP will include its own means of identifying (by ph, density, etc.)
fluid sample materials and products.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.1A.11B.1 PREPARE SAMPLE (AS REQUIRED)
-------------•-------------------------•---------...-----------------------
Sample preparation might include heating it to a preset temperature,
pressurizing the sample storage chain,.., or i : sting a
handling-facilitation agent prior to mixing it with the processing media.
4.1A.11B.2 ENVIRONMENT IS CONTROLLED, CAREFULLY MONITORED
4.1A.11B.2.1 DEFROST LIVE CELLS
4,IA.11B.2.2 SUPPLY NUTRIENTS AND GASES
4.1A.11B.2.3 REMOVE ORGANIC WASTES
4.1A.116.3 PREPARE SYSTEM FLOW CONDITIONS
Prior to sample Infection into the experimental cha',mber, appropriate
relative pressures must be maintained in the chamber and sample storage
area. System temperatures must be at nominal values, and all necessary
pumps and valves must be activated.
------------------------.--------------------------------------------------
A 1A.116.4 INJECT SAMPLE INTO CHAMBER
4.1A.116.4.1 PUMP SAMPLE INTO CHAMBER
4.1A.11B.4.2 PUMP MEDIA FLUID INTO CHAMBER
4,iA.11B.5 ACTIVA TE INSTRUMENTATION
4.1A.12E CONDUCT PAYLOAD-SPECIFIC EXPERIMENT (FLUIDS)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------






4.1A.12B.1.1 MEASURE EXPERIMENTAL DATA, WITH SPEC. INSTRUMENTATION
4.1A.12B.1.2 RECORDING AND ON-BOARD STORAGE OF DATA
4.1A.13B POST-EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS (FLUIDS)
4,1A.13B 1 COLLECT FRACTIONS
4,1A 13B.2 SAMPLE DATA MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING
4.1A.138.2.1 TRANSMIT DATA TO GROUND PROCESSING CENTER
4.1A.13B.2.2 WHEN SPECIFIED GROWTH PARAMS. REACHED, PREPARE SAMPLE FOR RETURN
4.1A.13B.3 SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS
4.1A.13B.3.1 STORE PRODUCTS IN A CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT FOR RETURN
4,1A.13B.3.2 FLUSH SYSTEM WITH BIOCIDE. PRIOR TO NEXT CYCLE
4.1A.14 RETRIEVAL BY ORBITER
4.1A.14.1 ORBITER/SP RENDEZVOUS AND CAPTURE
4.IA.14.1.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4 IA.i4.1.2 DE'' RHINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.IA.14.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.1A.14.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY




4.1A.14.1.9 ORBITER AND SP VELOCITY AND TRAJECTORY ADJUSTMENTS
4.1A 14.1.10 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.1A.14.1.11 ACTIVATE DOCKING ADAPTER
4.iA.i4.1.12 DOCKING OF SHUTTLE ADAPTER TO SPACE PLATFORM
4.1A 14.1.13 SP BERTHING ON DOCKING ADAPTER
4.1A.14.1.14 ACTIVATE RMS
4.1A.14.2 PAYLOAD WITNI'RAWAL FROM SP
4.iA.14.2.1 SP INTERFACE WITH PAYLOAD IS SHUTDOWN
4.IA.i4.2.2 PAYLOAD INTERNAL POWER ACTIVATED
4.IA.14.2.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
4.iA.14.2.4 GRASP FIXTURE
4.1A.i4.2.5 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4.1A.14.2.G TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
4.1A.14 2.7 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
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4.1A.14.3.1 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION CHECKOUT
4.1A.iA.3.2 CLOSE PAYLOA,? BAY DOORS
4.1A.14.4 S^PAIATION OF SP FROM ORBITER
4.1A.14.4. 1 TRANSFER OPERATIOMAL CONTROL FROM MISSION TO PAYLOAD CONTROL
4.1A.14.4.2 UNDOCKING OF ORBITER FROM SP
4.1A.14.w,3 DETEkidINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.1A.14.4,4 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4,iA.14.4,5 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.1A.14.4.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY





4.IA,14.4.12 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.1A.14.4.13 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.1A.14.4.14 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.1A.14.4.15 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.iA.14.4.16 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.1A.14.4.17 SP/PAYLOAD INTERFACE CHECKOUT
4.1A.14.4.18 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
4.IA.14.4,19 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
4.1A.14.4.20 DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS
4.1A.14.4,21 DEPLOY RADIATORS
4.1A.15 RE-ENTRY AND LANDING OF ORBITER
4.1A.16 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
4.iA.16.1 SAFING OF ORBITER AND HAZARDOUS PAYLOADS
4.iA.16.2 REMOVAL OF PAYLOADS FROM OF3I7ER
4.iA.16.2.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.1A.16.2.2 PRIORITY REMOVAL OF TIME-CRITICAL ITEMS
4.1A.16.2.3 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
4.1A.16.2.4 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
4.1A.16.3 PAYLOAD REMOVAL FROM ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
4.1B MATERIALS EXPERIMENT CARRIER (SERVICED, MULTI-SORTIE)
4.18.1 DESIGN
4.iB.i.i DEFINE REQUIREMENTS
4.16.1.2 SELECT EXPERIMENTAL PACKAGES
4.18.1.3 MISSION ANALYSIS
4.18.1.4 PAYLOAD ACCOMODATIONS
4.18.1.5 CREATE FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
4.1B.1.6 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
4.18.2 COMPONENT FABRICATION
4.18.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
4.18.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURE OF COMPONENTS
4,18.2.3 PROCURE MANUFACTURING EOUIPMENT
4.1d.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
4.18.3 COMPONENT TEST
4.18.3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES
4.18.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
4,1B.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
4.1B.3.4 SOL ,., ARRAY DEPLOYMENT TESTS
4.18.3.5 CHUCK RF PATTERN
4.1B.3.6 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS
4.iB.3.7 THERMAL AND VACUUM TESTS
4.1B.3.8 COMPONENT CERTIFICATION
4.18.4 SYSTEM INTEGRATION
4,18.4.1 RECEIVE AND SORT COMPONENTS
4.18.4.2 POSITION AND ORIENT COMPONENT
4.1B.4.3 ATTACH COMPONENTS
4.18.5 SYSTEM TEST
4.18.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TEST
4.1B.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
4.18.5.3 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
4.iB.5.4 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
4.1B.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBS Y STEM TESTS
4.18.5.6 ANALYZE PERFORMANCE DATA
4.1B.5.7 REPEAT CONSTRUCTION/CHECKOUT CYCLE UNTIL O.K.
4.18.6 PAYLOAD INSTALLATION AND TRANSPORT
4.1B.6.1 INSTALLATION OF EXPERIMENTAL PACKAGES
4.18.6.2 TESTING AT INTEGRATION SITE
4.16.6.3 REMOVE TEST EQUIPMENT
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4. 18.6.4 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY ^,,r'
4. iB.6.5 PACKING ^^
4. i B.G.6
	 I18.7ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT 	 ^^ Q^^LIT'r
4,18.7.1 UNPACKING
4.18.7.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
4.18.7.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
4.18.7.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
4.18.7.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
4.18.7.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
4.iB.7,3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
4.18.7.4 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
4.18.7.4.1 CHECK EXPERIMENTAL PACKAGE INTERFACE
4.iB.7.4.2 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
4.18.7.4.3 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
4.18.7.5 TRANSFER PAYLOAD TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
4.18.7.5.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
4.1B.7.5.2 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
4.iB.7.5.3 REMOVE STRONGBACK
4.18.7,5.4 CLOSE CANISTER
4.1B.7.5.5 TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
4.1B.7.G ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
4.18.7.6.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
4.18.7.6.2 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
4.18.7.6.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
4.18.7.6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
4.18.7.6.5 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
4.16.7.6.6 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
4.18.7.6.7 INSTALLATION OF OMS KIT
1B.8 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
1B.9 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
4.1B.9.1 ORBITER/$P RENDE7VOUS AND CAPTURE
4.18.9.1.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.1B.9.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.18.9.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.18.9.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY




4.18.9.1.9 ORBITER AND SP VELOCITY AND TRAJECTORY ADJUSTMENTS
4.18.9.1.10 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.18.9.1.11 ACTIVATE DOCKING ADAPTER
4.18.9.1.12 DOCKING OF SHUTTLE ADAPTER TO SPACE PLATFORM
4.18.9.1.13 SP BERTHING ON DOCKING ADAPTER
4.18.9.1.14 ACTIVATE RMS
4.18.9.2 REMOVE OLD SP PAYLOAD FROM TARGET BERTH
4.18,9.2.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.18,9.2.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
4.18.9,2.3 GRASP FIXTURE
4.18.9.2.4 RELEASE P AYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4.1B.9.2.5 STOW OLD PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
4.1B.9.3 DEPLOY NEW PAYLOAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY
4.1B.9.3.1 LOCATE NEW PAYLOAD
4.18.9.3.2 GRASP FIXTURE
4.1B.9.3.3 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4.18.9.3.4 ATTACH NEW PAYLOAD TO SP
4.18.9.4 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
4.18.9.4,1 ACTIVATE SUBSYSTEMS
4.18.9.4.2 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.18.9.4.3 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.1B.9.4.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.1B.9.4.5 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.18.9.4.6 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.1B.9.4.7 SP/PAYLOAD INTERFACE CHECKOUT
4.1B.9.4.B CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
4.18,9.4.9 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
4.18.3.5 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
4.18.9.5.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
4,18.9.5.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
4.1B.9.5.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
4.18.9.5.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
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4.18.9.5.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
4,18.9.6 IDENTIFY DEFECITVE SOFTWARE
4.18.9.6.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
4.18.9.6.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
4.18.9.6.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
4.16.9.6.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
4.18.9.6.5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
4.1B.9.7A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
4.18.9.7A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
4.1B.9.7A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
4.IB.9.7A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
4.IB.9.7A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
4.16.9.78 COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
4.18.9.78.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
4.18,9.7B.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
4,1B.9.78.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
4.1B.9.7B.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
4,18.9.78.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
4.18.9.7B.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
4.18.9.78.7 STORE COMPONENT
4.lB.9.7B.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
4.1B.9.7B,9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
4.18.9.78.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
4,18.9.78.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
4,18.9.78.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
4,1B.9.76.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
4.IB.9.7B.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
4.18.9.8 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
4 1B.9.8.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
4.18.9.8,2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
4,18.9.8.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
4.1B.9.8.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
4.18.9.9 SEPARATION OF SP FROM ORBITER
4.18.9.9.1 TRANSFER OPERATIONAL CONTROL FROM MISSION TO PAYLOAD CONTROL
4.1B.9.9.2 UNDOCKING OF ORBITER FROM SP
4.16.9.9.3 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.18.9.9.4 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.16.9.9.5 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.18.9,9.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY





4.1B.9.9.12 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.1B.9.9.13 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.18.9.9.14 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.1B.9.9,15 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.16.9,9.16 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.1B.9.9.17 SP/PAYLOAD INTERFACE CHECKOUT
4.16.9.9.18 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
4.16.9.9.19 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
4.16.9.9.20 DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS
4,18.9.9.21 DEPLOY RADIATORS
4.18.10 STATUS MONITORING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
4.18.10.1 TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT
4.1B.10.1.1 MEASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
4.1B.10.1.2 COMPARE TEMPERATURE TO REQUIRED LIMITS
4,18.10.1.3 ADJUST COOLING/HEATING SYSTEMS
4.18.10.2 POWER MANAGEMENT
4.1B.10.2.1 MEASURE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
4.18.10.2.2 COMPARE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES TO REOUIRED LIMITS
4.18.10.2 3 EVALUATE BATTERY CHARGING PERFORMANCE
4.1B.10.2.4 ADJUST CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
4.18.10.2.5 ADJUST BATTERY CHARGING CYCLE
4.1B.10.3 DATA/COMMAND PROCESSING
4.18.10.3.1 SHORT-TERM MEMORY STORAGE






4.18, 10.3.7 COMPUTER LOAD SCHEDULING	 OF POOR QUAALI`li'V
4,18.10.3.8 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
4.18.10.4 CONSUMABLES MANAGEMENT
4.1B.10.4.1 MONITOR GAS SUPPLIES
4.1B.10,4.2 MONITOR PROPELLANT SUPPLIES
4.1B.10.4.3 MONITOR COOLING SYSTEM SUPPLIES
4.16.10.4.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLFS REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
4.18.10.4.5 COMPUTE OPTIMAL CONSUMABLES ALLOCATION
4.18.10.5 STRUCTURAL MANAGEMENT
4,18.10.5.1 MEASURE STRAINS IN STRUCTURE
4,18.10.5,2 MEASURE RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS
4.18.10.5.3 COMPUTE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS
4.18,10.5.4 COMPARE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS TO REQUIRED LIMITS
4.1B.10.5.5 APPLY COMPENSATING FORCES
4.1B.10.5.6 APPLY VIBRATION DAMPING
4.1B.10.6 HAZARD AVOIDANCE
4 *.1B,10.6.1 AVOID TANK OVERPRESSURES
4.16.10.6.2 MAINTAIN SAFE BATTERY CHARGE LEVELS
4.18.10.6.3 MONITOR MICRO-GRAVITY LEVELS
4.16.10.6,4 MAINTAIN COMMUNICATION LINKS
4.18.10.6,5 AVOID EXPOSING SENSITIVE COMPONENTS TO DIRECT SUNLIGHT
4,18.10.7 OPTIMAL, SEQUENCING
4.1B.10.7.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
4.18,10.7.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
4.18.10.7.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
4,1B.10.7,4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
4.18.10.7.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
4.16.10.7.6 COMPUTE OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
4.18.10.8 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
4.18.10.8.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
4.16.10.8.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM





4.1B.11A PRE-EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS (SOLIDS)
4.1B.11A.1 TRANSFER SAMPLE FROM STORAGE TO FURNACE
4.1B.11A.1.1	 IDENTIFY SHAPE, SIZE IN BIN
4.1B.11A.1.2 MATCH WITH SAMPLE MODEL
4.1B.11A.1.3 POSITION MANIPULATOR (ON RAILS)
4.1B.11A.1.4 GRASP SAMPLE




4,1B.11A.2 ACTIVATE PAYLOAD-SPECIFIC INSTRUMENTATION
4.1B.11A.2.1 ACTIVATE FAIL-SAFE SUBSYSTEM(S)
4.1B.11A.2.2 CHECK ALIGNMENT WITH ALIGNMENT CRITERIA
4.1B.11A.2.3 SET (OR EVACUATE) FURNACE ATMOSPHERE
4,18.11A.2.4 ACTIVATE EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT
4.IB.t1A.3 PROVIDE THERMAL CONTROL FOR PROCESSES
4.1B,11A.3.1 P,EASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURE
4.1B.11A.3.2 COMPARE TEMPERATURE TO REQUIRED LIMITS
4.1B.11A.3.3 ACTIVATE FURNACE TEMPERATURE-MAINTA„NING UNIT
4.1B.11A.4 ANALYZE RESIDUAL GAS
4.1B.11A.4.1 INITIATE GAS ANALYZER OPERATION
4.1B.11A.4.2 RECORDING AND ON-BOARD STORAGE OF DATA
4.1B.12A CONDUCT PAYLOAD-SPECIFIC EXPERIMENT (SOLIDS)
4,1B.12A.1.1 MEASURE EXPERIMENTAL DATA, WITH SPEC. INSTRUMENTATION
4.18.12A.1.2 RECORDING AND ON-BOARD STORAGE OF DATA
4.1B.13A POST-EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS (SOLIDS)
4.1B.13A.1 CONCLUDE EXPERIMENT
4.1B.13A.1.1	 COOL SAMPLE
4.IB.13A.1.2 ADJUST FURNACE PRESSURE TO SAFE LEVEL
4,1B.13A.2 TRANSFER SAMPLE FROM FURNACE TO STORAGE
4,1B.13A.2.1 GET SAMPLE WITH SAMPLE HOLDER
4.1B.13A.2.2 REMOVE SAMPLE FROM FURNACE
4.1B.13A.2.3 RELEASE SAMPLE FROM SAMPLE HOLDER
4.1B.13A.2.4 REMOVE SAMPLE FROM HOLDER
4.1B.13A.2.5 TRANSPORT SAMPLE TO STORAGE BIN







4.1B.13A.3.3	 REPROGRAM PROCESS SET-POINTS AND CONTROLS






ENVIRONMENT IS CONTROLLED, 	 CAREFULLY MONITORED
4.18.118.2.1	 DEFROST	 LIVE	 CELLS
4.1B.11B.2.2	 SUPPLY NUTRIENTS AND GASES
4.1B.11B.2.3	 REMOVE ORGANIC WASTES
4.1B.11B.3	 PREPARE SYSTEM FLOW CONDITIONS
4.1B.11B.4	 INJECT SAMPLE	 INTO CHAMBER









4.iB.12B CONDUCT PAYLOAD-SPECIFIC EXPERIMENT 	 (FLUIDS)
4.iB.12B.i.1 MEASURE EXPERIMENTAL DATA, WITH SPEC. INSTRUMENTATION
4.1B.12B.1.2 RECORDING AND ON-BOARD STORAGE OF DATA
4.18.138 POST-EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS (FLUIDS)
4.1B.13B.1 COLLECT FRACTIONS
4.1B.13B.2 SAMPLE DATA MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING
4.18.138.2.1 TRANSMIT DATA TO GROUND PROCESSING CENTER 	 j
4.1B.13B.2.2 WHEN SPECIFIED GROWTH PARAMS. REACHED, PREPARE SAMPLE FOR RETURN
4.18.138.3 SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS
4.18.13B.3.1 STORE PRODUCTS IN A CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT FOR RETURN	 j
4.1B.13B.3.2 FLUSH SYSTEM WITH BIOCIDE, PRIOR TO NEXT CYCLE
	
11
4.1B.1 4 SERVICING AND RESUPPLY
4.1B.14.1 PRE-RENDEZVOUS PREPARATIONS
4.18.14.1.1 SEND GROUND SIGNAL TO SP TO BEGIN SERV. SEQ.
	
I4.1B.14.1.2 REDUCE POWER TO SUBSYSTEMS
-------------------------------
Power to the MEC's subsystems must be reduced in anticipation of switching
to internal battery power from the external power supply, as the Space	 !
Platform retracts its solar arrays.
------------------------------
4.18.14 7 ORBITER/SP RENDEZVOUS AND CAPTURE
4.it3.14.2.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.1B.14.2.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.18.14.2.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.18.14.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
4.18.14.2.5 RETRACT SOLAR ARRAYS
4.18.14.2.6 RETRACT RADIATORS
j	 4.18.14.2.7 ORIENT THRUSTERS
f`	 4.18.14.2.8 FIRE THRUSTERS
4.18.14.2.9 ORBITER AND SP VELOCITY AND TRAJECTORY ADJUSTMENTS
4.18.14.2.10 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.18.14.2.11 ACTIVATE DOCKING ADAPTER
4.18.14.2.12 DOCKING OF SHUTTLE ADAPTER TO SPACE PLATFORM
4.1B.14.2.13 SP BERTHING ON DOCKING ADAPTER
4.18.14.3 REMOVAL AND TRANSFER OF EXPERIMENTAL PACKAGES
4.18.14.3.1 SHUTDOWN EXPERIMENTAL PACKAGES
4.1B.14.3.2 ACTIVATE RMS
4.16.14.3.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
4.1B.14.3.4 GRASP FIXTURE
4.18.14.3.5 RELEASE PAlLOAD RESTRAINTS
4.18.14.3.6 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
4.18.14.3.7 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4.18.14.3.8 ORIENT NEW PAYLOADS
4.18.14.3.9 ATTACH NEW PAYLOADS




4.iB.14.5.2 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.18.14.5.3 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.18.14.5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.18.14.5.5 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.16.14.5.6 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.18.14.5.7 SP/PAYLOAD INTERFACE CHECKOUT
4.1B.14.5.8 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
'	 4,18.14.5.9 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
4.18.14.6 SEPARATION OF ORBITER AND SP
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 LliY4.18.14.6.1 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY4.18.14.6.2 CLOSE PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4,18.14.6.3 UNDOCKING OF ORBITER FROM SP
4.18.15 RETRIEVAL BY ORBITER
4.1B.15.1 ORBITER/SP RENDEZVOUS AND CAPTURE
4.16.15.1.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.18.15,1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.18.15.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4,18.15.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY




4.1B.15.1.9 ORBITER AND SP VELOCITY AND TRAJECTOR
4.18.15.1.10 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.18.15.1.11 ACTIVATE DOCKING ADAPTER
4,18.15.1.12 DOCKING OF SHUTTLE ADAPTER TO SPACE
4.18.15.1.13 SP BERTHING ON DOCKING ADAPTER
4.16.15.1.14 ACTIVATE RMS
4.18.15.2 PAYLOAD WITHDRAWAL FROM SP
4,1B.15.2.1 SP INTERFACE WITH PAYLOAD IS SHUTDOWN
4,18.15.2.2 PAYLOAD INTERNAL POWER ACTIVATED
4.1B.15.2.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
4.1B.15.2.4 GRASP FIXTURE
4.18.15.2.5 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4.1B.15.2.6 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
4.18.15.2.7 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4.18.15.3 SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND TEST
4.18,15.3.1 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION CHECKOUT
4.1B.15.3.2 CLOSE PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.1B.15.4 SEPARATION OF SP FROM ORBITER
ADJUSTMENTS
PLATFORM
4.1B.15.4.1 TRANSFER OPERATIONAL CONTROL FROM MISSION TO PAYLOAD CONTROL
4.18.15.4.2 UNDOCKING OF ORBITER FROM SP
4.1B.15.4.3 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.1B.15.4.4 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.iB.15.4.5 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.1B.15.4.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY





4.16.13.4.12 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4,18.15.4.13 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.18.15.4.14 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.1B.15.4.15 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4,1B.15.4.16 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.16.15.4.1' SP/PAYLOAD INTERFACE CHECKOUT
4,18.15.4.18 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
4.1B.15.4.'9 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
4.1B.15.4.20 DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS
4.18.15.4.21 DEPLOY RADIATORS
4.1B.16 RE-ENTRY AND LANDING OF ORBITER
4,1B.17 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
4.18.17.1 SAFING OF ORBITER AND HAZARDOUS PAYLOADS
4.1B.17.2 REMOVAL OF PAYLOADS FROM ORBITER
4.1B.17.2.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.1B.i7.2.2 PRIORITY REMOVAL OF TIME-CRITICAL ITEMS
4.1B.i7.2.3 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
4.18.17.2.4 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
4.1B.17.3 PAYLOAD REMOVAL FROM ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS SPACE PLATFORM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The SASP specific material in this breakdown was obtained from the following
two sources: Final Report for Payloads Requirements/Accomodations Assessment
Study for Science and Applications Space Platforms, MSFC Contract No.
NASS-33759 by TRW Inc. November 1980. Conceptual Design Study Science and
Applications Space Platform, MSFC Contract No. NASB-33592 by McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Co. October 1980.
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The SASP can carry many different combinations of experiments. Some have
special orbital and viewing requirements, others are riot compatible
(Materials Experiment Assembly and Life Sciences Modules) due to
microgravity requirements. The experiments must be put into Compatible




The orbital constraints nf the STS system and SASP must be compared to
experiment requirements. Some experiments need high inclination orbits,
others need higher altitude orbits. Mission requirements determine when
and how maneuvers will be made. These must be examined to insure they are
feasible and to determine propulsion subsystem requirements.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.2.1.4 PAYLOAD ACCOMODATIONS
4.2.1.5 CREATE FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Determine all subsystem interactions such as data transmission, power use,
thermal dissipation, and structural loads. The component specifications
should be compatible with present levels of technology and comply with the
functional layout.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.2.1.6 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Verlfy that when components are grouped into subsystems they can perform
all functional layout operations.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.2,2 COMPONENT FABRICATION
4.2.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
4,2.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURE OF COMPONENTS
4.2.2.3 PROCURE MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
4.2.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
4.2.3 COMPONENT TEST
4.2.3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES
4.2.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
4.2.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Verify software by inputing data which simulates expected operational
inputs, but has been previously processed so the proper output is known.
This nominal output is compared to the output of the flight software to
verify its proper operation.
4.2.3.4 SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOYMENT TESTS
4.2.3.5 CHECK RF PATTERN
4.2.3.6 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS
4.2.3.7 THERMAL AND VACUUM TESTS
4.2.3.6 COMPONENT CERTIFICATION
4.2.4 SYSTEM INTEGRATION
4.2.4.1 RECEIVE AND SORT COMPONENTS
4.2.4.2 POSITION AND ORIENT COMPONENT
4.2.4.3 ATTACH COMPONENTS
4.2.5 SYSTEM TEST
4.2.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TEST
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Simulated solar array power is supplied to the power
management/conditioning subsystem. This system is Commanded to supply
various voltages and currents to other subsystems. These quantities are
measured under real or simulated load and compared against nominal
performance.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.2.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
4.2.5.3 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
4.2.5.4 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
The structure or a functional mockup is exposed to various vibration loads
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to verify structural integrity. Depicyment actuators are tested and, if
possible, deployable structu^es
 go through a full deployment sequence.
............................................... - ---------------------------
4.2.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
----------------------•-.---......----------------..-..........----.-......




4.2.5.6 ANALYZE PERFORMANCE DATA
4.2.5.7 REPEAT CONSTRUCTION/CHECKOUT CYCLE UNTIL U.K.
4.2.6 PAYLOAD INSTALLATION AND TRANSPORT
4.2.6.1 TESTING AT INTEGRATION SITE
4.2.6.2 REMOVE TEST EOUIPMENT
4.2.6.3 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
4.2.6.4 PACKING
4.2.6.5 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
4.2.7 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT
4.2.7.1 UNPACKING
4.2.7.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
4.2.7.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
4.2.7.3.1 VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
4.2.7.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
4.2.7.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
4.2.7.5.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
4.2.7.4 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK
4.2.7.4.1 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
4.2.7.4.2 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
4.2.7.5 TRANSFER PAYLOAD TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
4.2.7.5.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
4.2.7.5.2 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
4.2.7.5.3 REMOVE STRONGBACK
4.2.7.5.4 CLOSE CANISTER
4.2.7.1.5 TRANSPORT CANIS"fER TO OP51TER PROCESSING FACILITY
4.2.7.G ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
4.2.7.5.1 ATTACH aTRONGOACK TO PAYLOAD
4.2.7.6.2 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN OF.BITER
4.2.7.6.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
4.2.7.6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
4.2.7.6.5 CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
4.2.7.6.6 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
4.2.7.6.7 INSTALLATION OF OMS KTT
4.2.9 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
4.2.9 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
4.2.9.1 ORBITER/SP RENDEZVOUS AND CAPTURE
4.2.9.1.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.2.9.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.2.9.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.2.9.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY




4.2.9.1.9 ORBITER AND SP VELOCITY AND TRAJECTORY ADJUSTMENTS
4.2.9.1.10 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.2.9.1.11 ACTIVATE DOCKING ADAPTER
4.2.9.1.12 DOCKING OF SHUTTLE ADAPTER TO SPACE PLATFORM
4.2.9.1.13 SP BERTHING ON DOCKING ADAPTER
4.2.9.1.14 ACTIVATE RMS
4.2.9.2 REMOVE OLD SP PAYLOAD FROM TARGET BERTH
4.2.9.2.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.2.9.2.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
4.2.9.2.3 GRASP FIXTURE
4.2.9.2 . 4 RELEASE PAYLOA D RESTRAINTS
4.2.9.2.5 STOW OLD PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
4.2.9.3 DEPLOY NEW PAYLOAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY
4.2.9.3.1 LOCATE NEW PAYLOAD
4.2.9.3.2 GRASP FIXTURE
4.2.9.3.3 P.ELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4.2.9.3.4 ATTACH NEW PAYLOAD TO SP
4.2.9.4 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
4.2.9.4.1 ACTIVATE SUBSYSTEMS
4.2.9.4.2 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT




4.2.9.4 , 4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.2.9,4,5 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.2.0.4 .6 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.2.9.4 .7 SP/PAYLOAD INTERFACE CHECKOUT
4.2.0.4 8 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.2,9.4,9 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
4.2.0.4.10 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
4.2.0.5 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
4.2.'9.6. 1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
4.2.9.6.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
4.2.9.6,3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
4.2.9.5.4 PERFORM TEST FOR C AILUPE HYPOTHESIS
4.2.9.5,5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
4.2.0.6 IDENTIFY DEFECITVE SOFTWARE
4,2.9.13 ,1 COMPARE MEASURED DA T A TO MODEL
4.2.9.1 .2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
4.2.9.6.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
4.2.9.6 . 4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
4.2-3,6- 5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
4.2.9.7A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
4.2.9.7A,1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
4.2.9.7A . 2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
4.2.9.7A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
4.2.9.7A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
4.2.9.78 COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY ( ON-BOARD REPAIR)
4.2.9.76.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
4.2.9.78.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
4.2.9.78 . 3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
4.2.0.78 . 4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
4.2.9.76.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
4.2.9,78.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
4.2.9.7B.7 STORE COMPONENT
4.2.9.78.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
4.2.9.78 . 9 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
4.2.9.78.10 AII JUST COMPONENT
4.2.9.78.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
4.2.9.78.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
4.2.9.78.13 STOW REPAIR EQUIPMENT
4,2.9.78.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
4,2.9.8 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
4.2.9.8.1 DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
4.2.9.8.2 DATA/COMMAND   ENCODING
4.2.9.8.3 DATA /COMMAND TRANSMISSION
4.2.9.8.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
4.2,9.9 SEPARATION OF S O FROM ORBITER
4.2.9.9 - 11 TRANSFER OPERATIONAL CONTROL FROM MISSION TO PAYLOAD CONTROL
4.2.9.9.2 UNDOCKING OF ORBITER FROM SP
4.2.9.9.3 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.2.9.9 . 4 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.2.9.9 , 5 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.2.9.9.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
4.2.9.9.7 RETRACT SOLAR ARRAYS
4.2,9.9 . 8 RETRACT PADIATORS
4.2.9.9.9 ORIENT 1^,RUSTERS
4.2.9.9 - 10 FIRE THRUSTERS
4.2.9.9-11 ACTIVATE SUBSYSTEMS
4.2.9-9-12 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.2.9.9 , 13 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.2.9.9 14 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.2.9.9.15 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.2.9.9.16 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.2.9.9.17 SP/PAYLOAD INTERFACE CHECKOUT
4.2.9.9.18 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
4.2.9.9,19 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
4.2.9.9.20 DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS
4.2,9,9.21 DEPLOY RADIATORS
4.2.10 STATUS MONITORING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
-------------------------- - ------------------------- - ---- - ---- - ---- - -------
This Is primarily allocation of power andthermal dump capacity.
Experiments provide their own materials, but must share power and thermal
systems	 Resource allocation is a scheduling procedure to prevent overload




4.2,i0.1.1 MEASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
4.2.10,1.2 COMPARE TEMPERATURE TO REQUIRED 1.1MITS
4.2.10.1.3 ADJUST COOLING/HEATING SYSTEMS
4.2.10.2 POWER MANAGEMENT
4.2.10.2-1 MEASURE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
4.2,10,2.2 COMPARE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
4.2.10,2,3 EVALUATE BATTERY CHARGING PERFORMANCE
4.2.10.2,4 ADJUST CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
4.2.10.2.5 ADJUST BATTERY CHARGING CYCLE
4.2,10.3 DATA/COMMAND PROCESSING
4.2.10.3.1 SHORT-TERM MCNIORY STORAGE
4.2.10.3.2 LONG-TERM MEMORY STORAGE
4.2.10.3.3 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
4.2 10.3.4 DATA/COMMAND DECODING
4,2.10.3.5 NUMERICAL COMPUTATION
4.2.10.3.6 LOGIC OPERATIONS
4.2.10.3.7 COMPUTER LOAD SCHEDULING
4.2.10.3.8 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
4.2.10.4 CONSUMABLES MANAGEMENT
--------------- I ---------------------------------------------------------
Many onboard experiments reouire supplies of cryogens or materials for
operation which must be periodically replaced. If a supply is depleted
faster than expected then its storage device signals that the supply Is
low. It may also predict in advance that a supply will be depleted.
------------------- -------------------------------------------------------
4.2.10.4.1 MONITOR GAS SUPPLIES
4.2.10.4.2 MONITOR PROPELLANT SUPPLIES
4.2.10.4.3 MONITOR COOLING SYSTEM SUPPLIES
4.2.10.4.4 PROJECT CONSjF,1BLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
4.2.10.4.5 COMPUTE OPTIMIk , CONSUMABLES ALLOCATION
4.2,10.5 STRUCTURAL MANAGEMENT
4.2.10.5.1 MEASURE STRAINS IN STRUCTURE
4.2.10.5.2 MEASURE RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS
4.2.10.5.3 COMPUTE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS
4.2,10.5.4 COMPARE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS TO REQUIRED LIMITS
4.2.10.5.5 APPLY COMPENSATING FORCES
4.2.10.5.6 APPLY VIBRATION DAMPING
4.2.10.6 HAZARD AVOIDANCE
4.2,10.6.1 AVOID TANK OVERPRESSURES
4.2.10 6.2 MAINTAIN SAFE BATTERY CHARGE LEVELS
4.2.10.6.3 MONITOR MICRO-GRAVITY LEVELS
----------------------------- ----------------- W ------- ft -------------------
Since some materials processing experiments require ultra-low acceleration
or "gravity" levels it is necessary to monitor the "g" loads and structural
vih ration to insure that these experiments are not disturbed. Also, some
o%her SASP payload operations May need schedule adjustment to avoid
generating "g" loads. For example: The stewing of a large instrument such
as a telescope could induce significant 11 9 11 loads. This operation would
have to be scheduled when materials processing is not in progress.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.2.10.6.4 MAINTAIN COMMUNICATICN LINKS
4.2.10.6.5 AVOID EXPOSING SENSITIVE COMPONENTS TO DIRECT SUNLIGHT
4.2.10.7 OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
4.2,10.7.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
4.2.10.7.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
4.2.10.7.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
4.2.10.7.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
4.2.10.7.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
4.2. 10.7.6 COMPUTE OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
4.2.10.8 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
4.2.10.8.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
4.2.10.8.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM





4.2.11 ATTITUDE CON'ROL AND STABILIZATION
4.2.11.1 MAINTAIN ATTITUDE
4.2.11.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
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4,2. 1 1 . 1. 2 DETERM11 ,;,; CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.2,11 1.;5 ZF T E O MINL NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
4.2.11.1 4 CHOOSE DeTIMAL TRAJECTORY
4.2 11 1.6 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
4.2.11.2 MAINTAIN OPOIT
4.2,11.2-1 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.2.11 2.2 DCTLQMINC DE51RED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.2.11.2.3 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
4.2-11.2,4 RETRACT SOLAR ARRAYS
4.2.11.2.5 RETRACT RADIATORS
4.2.11.21 ,6 FIRE THRUSTERS
4.2.11,3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
4.2.11.3.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
4.2.11.3,2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
4.2-11 2 3 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
4.2,11.3 .4 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
4.2,11 3.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
4.2-11.3.6 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
4.2.11 3.7 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
4.2.12 PRE-EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS
4.2.13 CONDUCT PAYLOAD-SPECIFIC EXPERIMENT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Certain experiments may not be possible to run simultaneously because of




The SASP must provide a moans for oach Instument or experiment to transmit
it, status and data. During Some experiments data transmission will be a
continuous process, during others It will be a discrete process. The
control of materials experiments may require real time data transmission to
allow experimenters on the ground to interact with their experiments.
Earth ronourge5 ingtrumonts will nenerate laroe amounts of data to be
transmitted.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------




4.2-15-1 1 SEND GROUND SIGNAL TO SP TO BEGIN SERV. SEQ.
4.2-16 1 2 REDUCE POWER TO SUBSYSTEMS
4.2-1F.2 ORBITER/SP RENDEZVOUS AND CAPTURE
4.2-15 2.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.2-15.2.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.2-15.2.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.2.15.2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY




4.2.15. 2.9 ORBITER AND SP VELOC'^Y AND TRAJECTORY ADJUSTMENTS
4.2,15.2 10 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.2.15.2 11 ACTIVATE DOCKING ADAPTER
4-2.15.2-12 DOCKING OF SHUTTLE ADAPTER TO SPACE PLATFORM
4.2-15-2.13 SP BERTHING ON DOCKING ADAPTER
4.2.15.3 REMOVAL AND TRANSFER OF PAYLOADS
4,2.15.3.1 SHUTDOWN PAYLOADS
4.2.15.3.2 ACTIVATE RMS
4.2.15-3.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
4.2.15.3,4 GRASP FIXTURE
4,2 15.3.5 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4,2.15.3.6 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
4,2.15,3.7 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4.2.15,3.8 ORIENT NEW PAYLOADS
4.2 15.3 . 9 ATTACH NEW PAYLOADS




4.2,15.5.2 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.2 15.5.3 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.2.15.5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.2.15-5.5 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4,2.15.5 6 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
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4.2.16.3,7 SP/PAYLOAD INTERFACE CH
4.2.15.6.8 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHEC
4.2.1L.6.9 COMPARE MEASURED DATA T
4.2.15.6 SEPARATION OF ORBITER AND SP
4.2.15.6.1 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
4.2.15.6.2 CLOSE PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.2.15.G.3 UNDOCKING OF ORBITER FROM SP
4.2.16 RETRIEVAL BY ORBITER
4.2.16.1 ORBITER/SP RENDEZVOUS AND CAPTURE
4.2.16.1.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.2.16.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.2.16.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.2.1G.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY




4.2.16.1.9 ORBITER AND SP VELOCITY AND TRAJECTORY
4.2.16.1.10 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.2.16.1.11 ACTIVATE DOCKING ADAPTER
4.2.16.1.12 DOCKING OF SHUTTLE ADAPTER TO SPACE PLATFORM
4.2.16.1.13 SP BERTHING ON DOCKING ADAPTER
4.2,16.1.14 ACTIVATE RMS
4.2.16.2 PAYLOAD WITHDRAWAL FROM SP
4.2.16.2.1 SP INTERFACE WITH PAYLOAD IS SHUTDOWN
4.2.16.2.2 PAYLOAD INTERNAL POWER ACTIVATED
4.2.16.2.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
4.2.16.2.4 GRASP FIXTURE
4.2.16.2.5 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4.2.16.2.6 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
4.2.16.2.7 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4 ,2,16,3 SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND TEST
4.2.16.3.1 ORBITER/PAYLOh7 INTEGRATION CHECKOUT
4,2.16.3.2 CLOSE PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.2.1G.4 SEPARATION OF SP FROM ORBITER
4.2.16.4.1 TRANSFER OPERATIONAL CONTROL FROM MISSION TO PAYLOAD CONTROL
4.2.16.4.2 UNDOCKING OF ORBITER FROM SP
4.2.16.4.3 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.2.16.4.4 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.2.16.4.5 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.2.16.4.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY





4,2.16.4.12 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.2.16.4.13 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.2.16.4.14 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.2.16,4.15 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4,2.16.4.16 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.2,16.4.17 SP/PAYLOAD INTERFACE CHECKOUT
4.2.16.4.18 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
4.2.16.4.19 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
4.2.16.4,20 DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS
4.2.16.4.21 DEPLOY RADIATORS
4.2.17 RE-ENTRY AND LANDING OF ORBITER
4.2.18 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
4 u.18.1	 SAFING OF ORBITER AND HAZARDOUS PAYLOADS
4.2. 1 8.2 REMOVAL OF PAYLOADS FROM ORBITER
4.2.18.2.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.2.18.2.2 PRIORITY REMOVAL OF TIME-CRITICAL ITEMS
4,2,18.2.3 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
4.2.18.2.4 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
4,2.18.3	 PAYLOAD REMOVAL FROM ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
SCIENCE AND APPLICATYINS MANNED SPACE PLATFORA
The SAMSP specific material in this breakdown was obtained from the following





Study fo p Science and Applications Space Platforms, MSFC Contract No.
NASB -33753 by TRW Inc. November 1080. Conceptual Design Study Science and
Applications S pace Platform, MSFC Contract No. NASB-33502 by McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Co. October 1880.
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4.3.1.5 CREATE FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
4.3.1.0 CREATE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
4.3.2 COMPONENT FABRICATION
4.3.2.1 PROCURE OFF-THE-SHELF COMPONENTS
4.3.2.2 PROCURE MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURE OF COMPONENTS
4.3.2.3 PROCURE MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
4.3.2.4 MANUFACTURE COMPONENTS
4.3.3 COMPONENT TEST
4.3.3.1 SET UP TEST FACILITIES
4.3.3.2 STRUCTURAL LOADS TESTS
4.3.3.3 DATA PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE TESTS
4.3.3.4 SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOYMENT TESTS
4.3.3.5 CHECK RF PATTERN
4.3.3.6 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TESTS
4.3.3.7 THERMAL AND VACUUM TESTS
4.3.3.8 C.OMPCNENT CERTIFICATION
4.3.4 SYSTEM INTEGRATION
4.3.4.1 RECEIVE AND SORT COMPONENTS
4.3.4.2 POSITION AND ORIENT COMPONENT
4,3.4.3 ATTACH COMPONENTS
4.3.5 SYSTEM TEST
4.3.5.1 POWER SUBSYSTEM TEST
4.3.5.2 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TESTS
4.3.5.3 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM TESTS
4.3.5.4 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM TESTS
4.3.5.5 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
4.3.5.6 ANALYZE PERFORMANCE DATA
4.3.5.7 REPEAT CONSTRUCTION/CHECKOUT CYCLE UNTIL O.K.
4.3.6 PAYLOAD INSTALLATION AND TRANSPORT
4.3.6.1 TESTING AT INTEGRATION SITE
4.3.6.2 REMOVE TES T EQUIPMENT
4.3.6.3 PERFORM NECESSARY DISASSEMBLY
4.3.6.4 PACKING
4.3.6.5 TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH SITE
4.3.7 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT
4.3.7.1 UNPACKING
4.3.7.2 PERFORM NECESSARY REASSEMBLY
4.3.7.3 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTS
4.3.7.3.1 VEKiFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
4.3.7.3.2 VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
4.3.7.3.3 VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
4.3.7.3.4 VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
4.3.7.4 PERFORM INTERFACES CHECK,
4.3.7.4,1 CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
4.3.7.4.2 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
4.3.7.5 TRANSFER PAYLOAD TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
4.3.7.5.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
4.3.7.5.2 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
4.3.7.5.3 REMOVE STRONGBACK
4.3.7.5.4 CLOSE CANISTER
4.3.7.5.5 TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
4.3.7.6 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
4.3.7.6.1 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
4.3.7,6.2 INSTALL PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
4.3.7.6.3 CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
4.3.7.6.4 CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
4.3.7.6.5 CLOSE -OUT PAYLOAD BAY
4.3.7.6.6 INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
4.3.7.6.7 INSTALLATION OF OMS KIT
4.3.8 COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
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4.3.9 ORBITAL DEPLOYMENT AND CHECKOUT
4.3.9.1 ORBITER/SP RENDEZVOUS AND CAPTURE
4.3.3.1.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.3.9.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.3.9.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.3.9.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
4.3.9.1.5 RETRACT SOLAR ARRAYS
4.3.9.1.6 RETRACT RADIATORS
4.3.9.1.7 SP ON INTERNAL POWER
4.3.9.1.8 ORIENT THRUSTERS
4.3.9.1.9 FIRE THRUSTERS
4.3.9.1.10 ORBITER AND SP VELOCITY AND TRAJECTORY ADJUSTMENTS
4.3.9.1.11 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.3.9.1.12 ACTIVATE DOCKING ADAPTER
4.3.9.1.13 DOCKING OF SHUTTLE ADAPTER TO SPACE PLATFORM
4.3.9.1 14 SP BERTHING ON DOCKING ADAPTER
4.3.9.1.15 ACTIVATE RMS
4.3.9.2 REMOVE OLD SP PAYLOAD FROM TARGET BERTH
4.3.9.2.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.3.9.2.2 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
4.3.9.2.3 GRASP FIXTURE
4.3.°).2.4 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4.3.9.2.5 STOW OLD PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
4.3.9.3 DEPLOY NEW PAYLCAD FROM PAYLOAD BAY
4.3.9.3.1 LOCATE NEW PAYLOAD
4.3.9.3.2 GRASP FIXTURE
4.3.9.3.3 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4.3.9.3.4 ATTACH NEW PAYLOAD TG SP
4.3.9.4 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
4..9.4.1 ACTIVATE SUBSYSTEMS
4.3.9.4.2 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.9.4.3 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.9.4 4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.9 4.5 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.9,4.6 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.9.4.7 SP/PAYLOAD INTERFACE CHECKOUT
4.3.9.4 8 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.9.4.9 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
4,3.9.4.10 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
4.3.9.5 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
4.3.9.5.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
4.3.9.5.2 FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
4.3.9.5.3 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
4.3.9.5.4 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
4.3.9.5.5 IDENTIFY FAULTY COMPONENT
4.3.9.6 IDENTIFY DEFECITVE SOFTWARE
4.3.9.6.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
4.3.9.6.2 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
4.3.9.6.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS FCR PROBLEM
4.3.9.6.4 DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
4.3.9.6 5 PERFORM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
4.3.9.7A COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVER? (REDUNDANCY)
4.3.9.7A.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
4.3.9.7A.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
4.3.9.7A.3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
4.3.9.7A.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
4.3.9.78 COMPONENT FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
4.3.9.78.1 DEFINE ACCESS SEOUENCL
4.3.9.78.2 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
4.3.9.7B.3 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
4.3.9.7B.4 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
4.3.9.76.5 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
4.3.9.78.6 REMOVE COMPONENT
4.3.9.78.7 STORE COMPONENT
4.3.9.76.8 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
4.3.9.78.9 POSITION AND CONNCCT NEW COMPONENT
4.3.9.7B.10 ADJUST COMPONENT
4.3.9.7B.11 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
4.3.9.?B.12 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
4.3.9.7B.13 STOW REPAIR EOUIPMENT
4.3.9.76.14 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
4.3.9.8 SOFTWARE FAILURE RECOVERY
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4.3.9,8.2 DATA/COMMAND ENCODING
4.3.9.8.3 DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
4.3.9.8.4 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
4.3.9.9 SEPARATION OF S P FROM ORBITER
4.3.9.9,1 TRANSFER OPERATIONAL CONTROL FROM MISSION TO PAYLOAD CONTROL
4.3.9.9.2 UNDOCKING OF ORBITER PROM SP
4.3.9.9.3 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.3.9.9.4 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.3.9.9.5 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.3.9.9.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
4.3.9.9.7 RETRACT SOLAR ARRAYS
4.3.9.9.8 RETRACT RADIATORS




4.3.9,9.13 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.9.9.14 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.9.9.15 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.9.9.16 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.9.9.17 COMMONICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.9.9.18 SP/PAYLOAD INTERFACE CHECKOUT
4.3.9.9.19 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
4.3.9.9.20 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
4.3.9.9.21 DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS
4.3.9.9.22 DEPLOY RADIATORS
4,3.10 STATUS MONITORING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
In addition to standard data acquisition, the SAMSP must also allow data on
the spacecraft status to be available for crew use and the crew must be
able to entor their observations and data.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.3.10.1 TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT
4.3.10.1.1 MEASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
4.3.10.1.2 COMPARE TEMPERATURE TO REQUIRED LIMITS
4.3.10.1.3 ADJUST COOLING/HEATING SYSTEMS
4.3.10.2 POWER MANAGEMENT
4.3.10.2.1 MEASURE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
4.3.10.2.2 COMPARE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
4.3.10.2.3 EVALUATE BATTERY CHARGING PERFORMANCE
4.3.10.2.4 ADJUST CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
4.3.10.2.5 ADJUST BATTERY CHARGING CYCLE
4.3.10.3 DATA/COMMAND PROCESSING
4.3.10.3.1 SHORT-TERM MEMORY STORAGE





4.3.10.3.7 COMPUTER LOAD SCHEDULING
4.3.10.3.8 COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
4.3.10.4 CONSUMABLES MANAGEMENT
4.3.10.4.1 MONITOR GAS SUPPLIES
4.3.10.4.2 MONITOR PROPELLANT SUPPLIES
4.3.10.4.3 MONITOR COOLING SYSTEM SUPPLIES
4.3.10.4.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
4.3.10.4.5 COMPUTE OPTIMAL CONSUMABLES ALLOCATION
4.3.10.5 STRUCTURAL MANAGEMENT
4.3.10.5.1 MEASURE STRAINS IN STRUCTURE
4,3.10.5.2 MEASURE RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS
4.3.10.5.3 COMPUTE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS
4.3.10.5.4 COMPARE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS 'f0 REQUIRED LIMITS
4.3.10.5.5 APPLY COMPENSATING FORCES
4.3.10.5.6 APPLY VIBRATION DAMPING
4.3.10.6 HAZARD AVOIDANCE
4.3.10.6.1 AVOID TANK OVERPRESSURES
4.3.10.6.2 MAINTAIN SAFE BATTERY CHARGE LEVELS
4.3.10.6.3 MONITOR MICRO-GRAVITY LEVELS
4.3.10.6.4 MAINTAIN COMMUNICATION LINKS
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4.3.10.7.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
4.3.10.7.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
4.3.10.7.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
4.3.10.7.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
4.3.10.7.5 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
4.3.10.7.6 COMPUTE OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
4.3.10.8 IDENTIFY DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
4.3.10.8.1 DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
4.3.10.8.2 FORM OYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM




•	 4.3.10.9 4 DATA/COMMAND DISPLAY
4.3.11 ATTITUDE CONTROL AND STABILIZATION
4.3.11.1 MAINTAIN ATTITUDE
4.3.11.1.1 INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
4.3.11.1,2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.3.11.1.3 DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS 	 j
4.3.11.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
4.3.11.1.5 ROTATE SPACECRAFT
4.3.11.2 MAINTAIN ORBIT
4.3.11.2.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.3.11.2.2 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.3.11.2.3 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
4.3.11.2.4 RETRACT SOLAR ARRAYS
4.3.11.2.5 RETRACT RADIATORS
4.3.11.2.6 FIRE THRUSTERS
4.3.11.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLOCATION
4.3.11.3.1 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
4.3.11.3.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
4.3.11.3.3 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE 	
14.3.11.3.4 DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
4.3.11.3.5 CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
4.3.11.3.6 COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
_	 4.3.11.3.7 EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
4.3.12 STATUS MONITORING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION (LIFE SUPPORT)
4.3.12.1 HABITAT MODULE ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT
4.3.12.1.1 MEASURE MODULE ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES
4.3.12.1.2 COMPARE ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
4.3.12.1.3 ADJUST COOLING/HEATING SYSTEMS
4.3.12.1.4 MONITOR HABITAT PRESSURE, ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
4.3.12.1.5 COMPARE TO REQUIRED LIFE SUPPORT CONDITIONS
4.3.12.1.G ADJUST HABITAT-MAINTENANCE SUBSYSTEMS
4.3.12.2 LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM POWER MANAGEMENT
4.3.12.2.1 MEASURE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
4.3.12.2.2 COMPARE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
4.3.12.2.3 EVALUATE SOLAR ARRAY PERFORMANCE
4.3.12.2.4 EVALUATE BATTERY CHARGING PERFORMANCE
4.3.12.2.5 ADJUST CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
4.3.12.2.6 ADJUST BATTERY CHARGING CYCLE
4.3.12.3 CONSUMABLES MANAGEMENT
4.3.12.3.1 MONITOR GAS SUPPLIES
4.3.12.3.2 MONITOR HABITAT-MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS SUPPLIES
4.3.12.3.3 MONITOR SUPPLIES, CONDITION OF PERISHABLES
4.3.12.3.4 MONITOR EQUIPMENT INVENTORY
4.3.12.3.5 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
4.3.12.3.6 COMPUTE OPTIMAL CONSUMABLES ALLOCATION
4.3.12.4 HAZARD AVOIDANCE
4.3.12.4.1 MAINTAIN EMERGENCY CONSUMABLES RESERVE




4.3.12.4.3 MONITOR RADIATION LEVELS
4.3.12.4.4 MAINTAIN COMMUNICATION LINKS
4.3.12.4.5 AVOID EXPOSING SENSITIVE COMPONENTS TO DIRECT SUNLIGK"i
4.3.12.4.6 MONITOR VITAL SIGNS OF CREW MEMBERS
4.3.12.4.7 MONITOR REST, NUTRITION OF CREW MEMBERS
4.3.12.5 OPTIMAL HABITAT SEQUENCING
4.3.12.5.1 UPDATE HABITAT MODEL
4.3.12.5.2 PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
f	 4.3.12.5.3 ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS4.3.12.5.4 PROJECT CONSUMABLES REQUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE
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4.3.12.6 FAILURE RECOVERY (ON-BOARD REPAIR)
4.3.12.6.1 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
4.3.12.6,2 DE T ERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
4.3.12.6.3 FORM HYPOTHESIS F OR PROBLEM
4.3.12.6,4 DEVISE TES T FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
4.3.12.6.5 PERFORM TEST POP FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
4.3.12.6.6 DEFINE ACCESS SEOUENCE
4.3.12.6.7 LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
4.3.12.6.8 TRANSFER REPAIR EQUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
4.3.12.6.9 OPEN ACCESS PANEL
4.3.12.6.10 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
4.3.12.6.11 REMOVE COMPONENT
4.3.12.6.12 STORE COMPONENT
4.3.12.6.13 LOCATE NEW COMPONENT
4.3.12.6.14 POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
4.3.12.6.15 ADJUST COMPONENT
4.3.12.6.16 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
4.3.12.6.17 CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
4.3.12.6.18 STOW REPAIR EOUIPMENT
4.3.12.6.19 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
4.3.12.7 FAILURE RECOVERY (REDUNDANCY)
4.3.12.7.1 SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
4.3.12.7.2 SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
4.3.12.7 3 MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
4.3.12.7.4 UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
4.3.13 PRE-EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS
4.3.14 CONDUCT PAYLOAD-SPECIFIC EXPERIMENT
4.3.15 POST-EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS
4.3.16 SERVICING AND RESUPPLY
4.3.16.1 PRE-RENDEZVOUS Pf:EPARATIONS
4.3.16 1.1 SEND GROUND SIGNAL TO SP TO BEGIN SERV. SEO.
4.3.16.1.2 REDUCE POWER TO SUBSYSTEMS
4.3.16.2 ORBITER/S P RENDEZVOUS AND CAPTURE
4.3 16.2.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.3.16.2.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.3.16.2.3 DETFRMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.3 16 2.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
4.3.16 2.5 RETRACT SOLAR ARRAYS
4.3.16.2 6 RETRAC T RADIATORS
4.3.16.2.7 SP ON INTERNAL POWER
4.3.16.2.8 ORIENT THRUSTER
4.3.16 2.9 FIRE THRUSTERS
4.3.16.2.10 ORBITER AND SP VELOCITY AND TRAJECTORY 4DJUSTMENTS
4.3.16.2.11 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.3.16 2 12 ACTIVA T E DOCKING ADAPTER
4.3.16 2.13 DOCKING OF SHUTTLE ADAPTER TO SPACE PLATFORM
4.3.16.2.14 SP BERTHING ON DOCKING ADAPTER
4.3.16.3 REMOVAL AND TRANSFER OF PAYLOADS
4.3.16.3.1 SHUTDOWN PAYLOADS
4.3.16.3.2 ACTIVA T E RMS
4.3.16.3.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
4.3. 1 6.3.4 GRASP FIXTURE
4.3.16.3.5 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4.3.16.3.6 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
4.3.16.3.7 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4.3.16 3.8 ORIENT NEW PAYLOADS
4.3.16 3.9 ATTACH NEW PAYLOADS
4.3.16.3.10 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION CHECKOUT
4.3.16.3.11 EXCHANGE PERSONNEL, THROUGH DOCKING MODULE




4.3.16.5.2 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.16.5.3 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.16.5.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.16 5.5 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.16.5.6 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.16.5 7 SP/PAYLOAD IN T ERFACE CHECKOUT
4.3.16.5.8 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
4.3.16.5.9 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
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4.3.1G.G SEPARATION OF ORBITER AND SP
4.3.16.6.1 SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
4.3.16.6.2 CLOSE PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.3.1G.G.3 UNDOCKING OF ORBITER FROM SP
1.3.17 RETRIEVAL BY ORBITER
4.3.17.1 ORBITER/SP RENDEZVOUS AND CAPTURE
4.3.17.1.1 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.3.17.1.2 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.3.17.1.3 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.3.17.1.4 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY




4.3.17.1.9 ORBITER AND SP VELOCITY AND TRAJECTORY ADJUSTMENTS
4.3.17.1.10 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.3.17.1.11 ACTIVATE DOCKING ADAPTER
4.3.17.1.12 DOCKING OF SHUTTLE ADAPTER TO SPACE PLATFORM
4.3.17.1.13 SP BERTHING ON DOCKING ADAPTER
4.3.17.1.14 ACTIVATE RMS
4.3.17.2 PAYLOAD WITHDRAWAL FROM SP
4.3.17.2.1 SP INTERFACE WITH PAYLOAD IS SHUTDOWN
4.3.17.2.2 PAYLOAD INTERNAL POWER ACTIVATED
4.3.17.2.3 LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
4.3.17.2.4 GRASP FIXTURE
4.3.17.2.5 RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4.3.17.2.6 TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
4.3.17.2.7 FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
4.3.17.3 SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND TES
4.3.17.3.1 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION CHECKOUT
4.3.17.3.2 CLOSE PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.3.17.4 SEPARATION OF SP FROM ORBITER
4.3.17.4.1 TRANSFER OPERATIONAL CONTROL FROM MISSION TO PAYLOAD CONTROL
4.3.17.4.2 UNDOCKING OF ORBITER FROM SP
4.3.17.4.3 DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.3.17.4.4 DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
4.3.17.4.5 DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
4.3.17.4.6 CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY





4.3.17.4.12 POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.17.4.13 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.17.4.14 INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.17.4.15 STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.17.4.16 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
4.3.17.4.17 SP/PAYLOAD INTERFACE CHECKOUT
4.3.17.4.18 CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
4.3.17.4.19 COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
4.3.17.4.20 DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS
4.3.17.4.21 DEPLOY RADIATORS
4.3.18 RE-ENTRY AND LANDING OF ORBITER
4.3.19 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
4.3.19.1 SAFING OF ORBITER AND HAZARDOUS PAYLOADS
4.3.19.2 REMOVAL OF PAYLOADS FROM ORBITER
4.3.19.2.1 OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
4.3.19.2.2 PRIORITY REMOVAL OF TIME-CRITICAL ITEMS
4.3.19.2.3 PRIORITY REMOVAL OF PERSONNEL
4.3.19.2.4 ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
4.3.19.2.5 LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
4.3.19.3 PAYLOAD REMOVAL FROM ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
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APPENDIX 2.B:
GENERIC FUNCTIONAL ELEMENT LIST
(WITH BREAKDOWN CODE NUMBERS)
2.B.1 Notes on this Appendix
The Generic Functional Element (GFE) List was collected
from the four space project breakdowns by a computer program
(see Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 for a description and discussion
of this procedure). A functional element collected from a
previous breakdown was not repeated again, but the code numbers
under which it appeared were stored by the computer.
Thus the resulting GFE List contains 330 generic functional
elements, from which all of the four project breakdowns can be
assembled. Each GFE is followed by a list of code numbers,
indicating the locations in the breakdowns where that GFE
appeared as a functional element. This allows the study
recipient to trace the contexts in which a GFE appeared in the
original breakdowns, to clarify its definition.
The space project breakdowns (presented in Appendix 2.A)
were scanned by the computer program in the order: GS'P, AXAF,
TMS, SP. Therefore the order of the GFE's, and their assigned
numbers (gl, g2, etc.) reflect this scan. GFE's gl through
8170 were collected from the GSP breakdown (though most of them
appear in other breakdowns as well). GFE's gl71 through g238
were added by the scan of the AXAF breakdown; GFE's g239 through
g249, by the scan of the TMS breakdown; and GFE's g250 through




As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, team brainstorm sessions
were held to define common nomenclature for functional elements.
Despite these precautions, three typographical variations
appeared in the listing. Since the computer program uses
word-recognition to collect GFE's, these 3 typos appear as
separate GFE's: g200, similar to g83; g263, similar to g82; and
g277, similar to g81. By the time these were identified, the
GFE List had been used extensively in further study tasks;
since correcting these typos would have renumbered one-third
of the GFE's, the study group left the List unaltered.
This 330-element GFE List is also presented, without the
lists of code numbers, in Appendix 2.C. The listing of the
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APPENDIX 2.C:
GENERIC FUNCTIONAL ELEMENT LIST
(WI THOUT BREAKDOWN CODE NUMBERS)
2.C.1 Notes on this Appendix
This appendix repeats the Generic Functional Element (GFE)
List presented in Appendix 2.B, but omits the lists of functional
element code numbers after each GFE. The GFE List was collected
from the four space project breakdowns by a computer program
(see Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 for a description and discussion
of this procedure). A functional element collected from a
previous breakdown was not listed again. The resulting GFE List
contains 330 generic functional elements, from which all of the
four project breakdowns can be assembled.
The space project breakdowns (presented in Appendix 2.A)
were scanned by the computer program in the order: GSP, AXAF,
TMS, SP. Therefore the order of the GFE's, and their assigned
numbers (gl, g2, etc.) reflect this scan. GFE's gl through g170
were collected from the GSP breakdown (though most of them appear
in other breakdowns as well). GFE's gl71 through g238 were
added by the scan of the AXAF breakdown; GFE's g239 through
g249, by the scan of the TMS breakdown; and GFE's g250 through
g330, by the scan of the SP breakdown.
I.s mentioned in Section 2.3.2, team brainstorm sessions were
held to define c:)m_mon nomenclature for functional elements.
Despite these precautions, three typographical variations
2C.1
appeared in the listing. Since the computer program uses
word-recognition to collect GFE's, these 3 typos appear as
separate GFE's: g200, similar to g83; g263, similar to g82;
and g277, similar to g81. By the time these were identified,
the GFE List had been used extensively in further study tasks;
since correcting these typos would have renumbered one-third
of the GFE's, the study group left the List unaltered.
s
GENERIC FUNCTIONAL ELEMENT LIST ( 33© GFE' S)
*gfe gi: VERIFY POWER SYSTEM FUNCTION
*gfo 92: VERIFY COMMAND SYSTEM FUNCTION
+gfe 93: VERIFY MECHANICAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
*gfe g4: VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FUNCTION
*gfe g5: MISSION SEQUENCE SIMULATION
*gfe g6: LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CONTAINER
*gfe g7: TRANSPORT CONTAINER TO VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
*gfo 98: UNLOAD CONTAINER
*gfo 99: CHECK SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
• gfe 910: CHECK ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
*gfe 911: CHECK PAYLOAD/BOOSTER MECHANICAL INTERFACES
*gfe gi g : LOAD PAYLOAD INTO CANISTER
*gfe 913: TRANSPORT TO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
*gfe 914: LOAD CANISTER INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
*gfe g15: LOAD PAYLOAD INTO ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE USING PGHM
*gfe g16: REMOVE CANISTER
*gfe g17: MATE ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE TO ORBITER
*gfe g18: EXTEND PAYLOAD INTO ORBITER USING PGHM
*gfe g19: CONNECT ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTERFACES
-gfe g20: CLOSE-OUT PAYLOAD BAY
*gfe g21: OPEN PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
*gfe 922: ROTATE OTV/GSP PACKAGE OUT OF ORBITER
*gfe 923: POWER SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
*gfe 924: INFORMATION PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
*gfe 925. RAISE CENTRAL MAST
*gfe 926: DEPLOY MAIN REFLECTORS
*gfe g27: DEPLOY ANTENNA RECEIVER ARRAYS
*gfe 928: DEPLOY ANTENNA TRANSMIT ARRAYS
*gfe g29: DEPLOY SUBREFLECTOq
*gfe g30: DEPLOY INTERFEROMETER
-gfe 931: DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS
*gfe g32: DEPLOY RADIATORS
*gfe g33: VERIFY DEPLOYMENT SEOUENCES
*gfe 934: RETRACT SOLAR PANELS
*gfe 935: INITIALIZE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
*gfe g36: DETERMINE CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
*gfe 937: DETERMINE DESIRED ORBITAL PARAMETERS
*gfo g38: CHOOSE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
-gfe 939: DETERMINE CURRENT ATTITUDE
*gfe g40: DETERMINE DESIRED ATTITUDE
*gfe 941: FIRE THRUSTERS
*gfe 942: SEPARATE O TV FROM GSP
-gfe 943: SEPARATION COAST
*gfe g44: TRANSFER OF OTV TO SUPF.RS N "CHRONOUS ORBIT
*gfe 945: DEPLOY SOLAR PANELS
*gfe g46: DEPLOY INTER-PLATFORM LINK ANTENNAS
*gfe g47: ACTIVATE SUBSYSTEMS
*gfe g48: THERMAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
*gfe 949: STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
*gfe 9SO: COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
*gfe g51: ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
*gfe 9S2: PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
*gfe g53: TRAFFIC ROUTING SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT
*gfe g54: CONSUMABLES LEVELS CHECKOUT
*gfe g55: COMPARE MEASURED DATA TO MODEL
*gfe g56: DETERMINE ANOMALOUS DATA
*gfe 957: FORM HYPOTHESIS FOR PROBLEM
*gfe g58: DEVISE TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
*gfe g59: PERFCRM TEST FOR FAILURE HYPOTHESIS
*gfe g60: IDENTITY FAULTY COMPONENT
*gfe g61: SWITCH OUT FAULTY COMPONENT
*gfe g62: SWITCH IN REDUNDANT COMPONENT
*gfe 963: MAKE DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS
*gfe 964: UPDATE SPACECRAFT MODEL
*gfe g65: DEFINE ACCESS SEQUENCE
*gfe g66: LOCATE ACCESS PANEL
•gfe g67. TRANSFER REPAIR EOUIPMENT TO REPAIR SITE
*gfe g68: OPEN ACCESS PANEL
.gfe g69 OBSERVE/LOCATE DEFECTIVE COMPONENT
*gfe g 70  REMOVE COMPONENT
2C.3
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*gfe g71: S TORE COMPONENT
+gfe g72: LOCATE NEW COMPONENT	 i
+gf• g73: POSITION AND CONNECT NEW COMPONENT
•gfe g74: ADJUST COMPONENT
+pfe g75: CLOSE ACCESS PANEL
*gfe g76: STOW REPAIR EOUIPMENT
+gfe g77: DETERMINE CORRECTION ALGORITHM
+gfe g78: DATA/CCMMANO ENCODING
*gfe 979: DATA/COMMAND TRANSMISSION
+gfe g8O: COMPUTER FUNCTION CHECKS
+gfe g81: MEASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
	 {
*gfe g82: COMPARE TEMPERATURES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
*gfe 983: ADJUST COOLING/HEATING SYSTEMS
*gfe 984: MEASURE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
+gfe g85: COMPARE CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES TO REQUIRED LIMITS
+gfe g86: EVALUATE BATTERY CHARGING PERFORMANCE
*gfe g87: ADJUST CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
*9fe g88: ADJUST BATTERY CHARGING CYCLE
*9fe g89: SHORT-TERM MEMORY STORAGE
*gfe g90: LONG-TERM MEMORY STORAGE
+gfe 991: DATA/COMMAND DECODING
+gfe g92: NUMERICAL COMPUTATION
*gfe g93: LOGIC OPERATIONS
*gfe g94: COMPUTER LOAD SCHEDULING
*gfe g95: MON0'3R PROPELLANT SUPPLIES
*gfe g96: MONITOR COOLING SYSTEM SUPPLIES
	 j
*gfe g97: PROJECT CONSUMABLES REOUIREMENTS FROM MISSION PROFILE 	 y
+gfe g98: COMPUTE OPTIMAL CONSUMABLES ALLOCATION 	 a,
*gfe g99: MEASURE STRAINS IN STRtt;TURE
+gfe g100: MEASURE RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS
•gfe g101: COMPUTE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS
*gfe g102: COMPARE STRESS AND VIBRATION PARAMETERS TO REQUIRED LIMITS
+gfe 8103: APPLY COMPENSATING FORCES
*gfe g104: APPLY VIBRATION DAMPING
*gfe g105: PROJECT DESIRED FUNCTIONS FROM MISSION PROFILE
*gfe g106: ESTIMATE RISKS FROM DESIRED FUNCTIONS
*gfe g107: DETERMINE CONSTRAINTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT
+gfe g108: COMPUTE OPTIMAL SEQUENCING
*gfe g109: DATA/COMMAND DISPLAY
*gfe g110: DETERMINE NEW CONFIGURATION FOR SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
*gfe gilt: ROTATE SPACECRAFT
*gfe g112: CHOOSE OPTIMAL CONTROL MODE
*gfe g113: COMPUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
*gfe 8114: EXECUTE CONTROL COMMANDS
*gfe g115: RECEIVE INPUT FROM ANTENNA POINTING SENSORS
*gfe 9116: TRANSMIT INFORMATION TO ANTENNA POINTING CONTROLLER
*gfe 8117: DETERMINE ERROR FROM DESIRED ANTENNA POSITION
*gfe g118: ANTENNA POSITIONER CORRECTS POINTING DIRECTION
*gfe 8119: RECEIVE COMMUNICATIONS INPUT
*gfe g120: ENTER COMMUNICATIONS INPUT INTO SWITCH CONTROL
*gfe gl2l: SWITCH CONTROL ENTERS COMMUNICATIONS INPUT INTO SWITCH MATRIX
*gfe g122: SWITCH MATRIX EXECUTES COMMUNICATIONS OUTPUT
*gfe 8123: CHECK TMS/PAYLOAD MECHANICAL INTERFACES
*gfe g124: ATTACH STRONGBACK TO PAYLOAD
*gfe g125: REMOVE STRONGBACK
*gfe g126: CLOSE CANISTER
*gfe g127: TRANSPORT CANISTER TO ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
+gfe 8128: UNLOAD CANISTER
*gfe g129: INSTALL PAYLOAD IN ORBITER
*gfe 8130: INSTALLATION OF ORBITER PAYLOAD STATION CONSOLES
*gfe g131: ACTIVATE RMS
*gfe g132: LOCATE GRASPING FIXTURE ON TARGET
*gfe g133: MOVE RMS TO FIXTURE
*gfe g134: GRASP FIXTURE
• gfe g135: RELEASE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
+gfe g136: TRANSLATE PAYLOAD OUT OF PAYLOAD BAY
*gfe g137: RMS RELEASES PAYLOAD
*gfe 9138: SECURE RMS IN PAYLOAD BAY
• gfe g139: STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT





























































































COAST TO SUPERSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT




LOCATE CRADLE IN PAYLOAD ;AY
TRANSLATE PAYLOAD TO CRADLE
LOCATE PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
FASTEN PAYLOAD RESTRAINTS
VERIFY DETECTOR SYSTEM FUNCTION
TRANS°ORT TO OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG.
INSTALL PAYLOAD IN HORIZONTAL CITE
INSTALLATION OF OMS KIT
TILT PAYLOAD TO VERTICAL POSITION
LOCATE SOLAR ARRAY RESTRAINTS





















TILT PAYLOAD TO HORIZONTAL POSITION
CLOSE PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
ADJUST HEATING/COOLING SYSTEMS
MONITOR GAS SUPPLIES
PRESSURIZE DETECTORS WHEN NEEDED
DEPRESSURIZE DETECTORS WHEN NOT IN USE
COMPUTE POSITIONS OF SUN, EARTH, MOON
DETERMINE ANGLES RELATIVE TO TELESCOPE LINE-OF-SIGHT
MONITOR BRIGHT OBJECT DETECTOR
MONITOR SAA DETECTOR
COMPARE DETECTOR OUTPUT TO PRESET LIMITS
CLOSE OPTICAL SHUTTERS
REDUCE VOLTAGES IN SENSITIVE EQUIPMENT
2C.5
OF POO4cv^.^^u^
*gfe 9211: SHUTDOWN DETECTORS
*gfe 9212: RECEIVE GROUND COMMANDS
*gfe 8213: MOVE DETECTOR INTO POSITION
*gfe g214: DETECTOR POWER ON
*gfe g215: DETECTOR COOLING ON
*gfe 9216: OPEN DETECTOR APERTURES
We 9217: FINE FOCUS DETECTOR
*gfe 9216: TAKE DATA FROM DETECTOR
*gfe 9219: TAKE DATA FROM ASPECT SENSOv.;
*gfe 8220: PICK X-RAY SOURCE WITH KNOWN OPTICAL COUNTERPART
*gfe 8221: DETERMINE IF TARGET IS WITHIN DETECTOR FOV
*gfe 8222: DETERMINE IF TARGET IS WITHIN ASPECT SENSOR FOV
*gfe 9223: SELECT NEW TELESCOPE ATTITUDE IF NECESSARY
*gfe g224: PROCESS IMAGE DATA
*gfe 9225: DETERMINE ALIGNMENT COIRECTION
*gfe g226: ACTIVATE TMS SUBSYSTEMS
*gfe 9227: COMPUTE EXPECTED TARGET POSITION
*gfe 8228: ALIGN ORBITER WITH EXPECTED TARGET POSITION
*gfe 9229: DEPLOY RENDEZVOUS SENSOR
*gfe g230: ACTIVATE RENDEZVOUS SENSOR
*gfe g2SI: TRACK TARGET
*gfe g2J2: COMPUTE TERMINAL PHASE OMS BURN
*gfe 8233: DISCONNECT DETECTOR
*gfe g234: REMOVE DETECTOR
*gfe g235: STORE DETECTOR
*gfe 8236: LOCATE DETECTOR
*gfe 8237: IN"TALL DETECTOR
*gfe g238: CONNECT DETECTOR
*gfe 9239: AVOID TANK OVERPRESSURES
*gfe g240: MAINTAIN SAFE BATTERY CHARGE LEVELS
+gfe g241: MAINTAIN COMM'.3NICATION LINKS
*gfe g242: AVOID EXPOSING SENSITIVE COMPONENTS TO DIRECT SUNLIGHT
*gfe 9243: TRACK NEARBY OBJECTS
*gfe 9244: AVOID CONFLICTING OBJECTS
*gfe g245: OBSERVE TUMBLING SPACECRAFT
*gfe g246: DETERMINE SPACECRAFT PRINCIPAL SPIN AXIS
*gfe 8247: SPIN UP DEBRIS CAPTURE DEVICE
*gfe 9248: BRAKE DEBRIS CAPTURE DEVICE
*gfe 8249: RELEASE SPACECRAFT FROM DEBRIS CAPTURE DEVICE
*gfe 8250: CHECK EXPERIMENTAL PACKAGE INTERFACE
*gfe g251: RETRACT RADIATORS
*gfe 9252: ORIENT THRUSTERS
*gfe g253: ORBITER.' AND SP VELOCITY AND TRAJECTORY ADJUSTMENTS
*gfe g254: ACTIVATE DOCKING ADAPTER
*gfe 8255: DOCKING OF SHUTTLE ADAPTER TO SPACE PLATFORM
-gfe g256: SP BERTHING ON DOCKING ADAPTER
*gfe g257: STOW OLD PAYLOAD IN:RBITER
*gfe g258: LOCATE NEW PAYLOAD
*gfe 8259: ATT4CH NEW PAYLOAD TO SP
*gfe 9260: SP/PAYLOAD INTERFACE CHECKOUT
*gfe 9261: TRANSFER OPERATIONAL CONTROL FROM MISSION TO PAYLOAD CONTROL
*gfe 8262: UNDOCKING OF ORBITER FROM SP
*gfe 8263: COMPARE TEMPERATURE TO REQUIRED LIMITS
*gfe g264: MONITOR MICRO-GRAVITY LEVELS
*gfe g26S: IDENTIFY SHAPE, SIZE IN BIN
*gfe g266: MATCH WITH SAMPLE MODEL
*gfe 8267: POSITION MANIPULATOR (ON RAILS)
*gfe g268: GRASP SAMPLE
*gfe 9269: TRANSPORT SAMPLE TO EXPERIMENT AREA
*gfe g270: OPEN HOLDER
*gfe 9271: INSERT SAMPLE
*gfe g272: CLOSE HOLDER
*gfe 8273: ACTIVATE FAIL-SAFE SUBSYSTEM(S)
*gfe g274: CHECK ALIGNMENT WITH ALIGNMENT CRIT:RIA
*gfe g275: SET (OR EVACUATE) FURNACE ATMOSPHERE
*gfe g276: ACTIVATE EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT
*gfe g277: MEASURE COMPONENT TEMPERATURE
*gfe g278: ACTIVATE FURNACE TEMPERATURE-MAINTAINING UNIT
*gfe g279: INITIATE GAS ANALYZER OPERATION






















































MEASURE EXPERIMENTAL DATA, WITH SPEC.
COOL SAMPLE
ADJUST FURNACE PRESSURE TO SAFE LEVEL
GET SAMPLE WITH SAMPLE HOLDER
REMOVE SAMPLE FROM FURNACE
RELEASE SAMPLE FROM SAMPLE HOLDER
REMOVE SAMPLE FROM HOLDER
TRANSPORT !SAMPLE TO STORAGE BIN
RELEASE SAMPLE IN BIN
PURGE GASES FROM FURNACE
BAKEOUT FURNACE
REPROGRAM PROCESS SET-POINTS AND CONTROLS
DEFROST LIVE CELLS
SUPPLY NUTRIENTS AND GASES
REMOVE ORGANIC WASTES
PUMP SAMPLE INTO CHAMBER
PUMP MEDIA FLUID INTO CHAMBER
TRANSMIT DATA TO GROUND PROCESSING CENTER
WHEN SPECIFIED GROWTH PARAMS. REACHED, PREPARE SAMPLE FOR RETURN
STORE PRODUCTS IN A CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT FOR RETURN
FLUSH SYSTEM WITH BIOCIDE, PRIOR TO NEXT CYCLE
SP INTERFACE WITH PAYLOAD IS SHUTDOWN
PAYLOAD INTERNAL POWER ACTIVATED
ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION CHECKOUT
PRIORITY REMOVAL OF TIME-CRITICAL ITEMS
PAYLOAD REMOVAL FROM ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY
SEND GROUND SIGNAL TO SP TO BEGIN SERV. SEO.





SP ON INTERNAL POWER
MEASURE MODULE ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES
COMPARE ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES TO REOUIRED LIMITS
MONITOR HABITAT PRESSURE, ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
COMPARE. TO REOUIRED LIFE SUPPORT CONDITIONS
ADJUST HABITAT-MAINTENANCE SUBSYSTEMS
EVALUATE SOLAR ARRAY PERFORMANCE
MONITOR HABITAT-MA I NTENANCE SYSTEMS SUPPLIES
MONITOR SUPPLIES, ',0NDITION OF PERISHABLES
MONITOR EOUIPMENT INVENTORY
MAINTAIN EMERGENCY CONSUMABLES RESERVE
MONITOR RADIATION LEVELS
MONITOR VITAL SIGNS OF CREW 1,EMBERS
MONITOR REST, NUTRITION OF CREW MEMBERS
UPDATE HABITAT MODEL
EXCHANGE PERSONNEL, THROUGH DOCKING MODULE
STORAGE OF CONSUMABLES IN HABITAT MODULE
PRIORITY REMOVAL OF PERSONNEL
2C. 7
